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ABSTRACT 

The major goal is to reveal the need to understand 

the dynamics and impacts of landscape change from a current 

temporal perspective. This is performed here through the 

study of various settings in the landscape along Highways 

180 and 64/180 in Arizona, being proposed for State Scenic 

Road designation. Selected landscape segments is the 

subject and the highways are a flexible platform from which 

to observe and assess these landscapes. Once sources, kinds 

of, and magnitude of possible or potential landscape changes 

and impacts are identified, this study proceeds to prescribe 

landscape planning strategies for their scenic and open 

space protection and enhancement. Potential landscape change 

and its impact should be predicted in order to plan and 

manage for the protection and enhancement of desired 

landscape values into the future. It can input people's 

perceptions to appreciate landscape values from varied 

perspectives such as: aesthetic, ecological, cultural, and 

socioeconomic. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Thesis Objectives 

This study begins with the premise that landscape 

change occurs in a dynamic manner on a daily basis, some 

change occurs because of natural ecological processes 

including climatic and biophysical factors which are subtle 

in the short term, but can become evident over periods of 

decades and centuries. Changes in the landscape brought 

about by man's activities, however, can frequently be 

characterized as giant leaps. This is because some of these 

changes can be irreversible in terms of their effects on 

scenic values in either negative or positive manners. 

Moreover, elements heretofore not present are introduced 

into the landscape with unknown visual impact until the 

changes have taken place. 

It is important to understand that appreciation of 

scenic values is a subjective process which is modified by 

the education, previous experiences, and temperament of the 

beholder. Moreover, landscape change may be viewed as normal 

and necessary in the human realm and therefore, not 

intrinsically a negative aspect of our endeavors. And, human 

perceptions of visual impacts can be more readily observed 

in the buildings and other physical changes that are imposed 

on the landscape, rather than in the ecological change that 

occurs. 
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This study intends to take the Arizona Department of 

Transportation (ADOT) Scenic Roadway designation procedures 

a step further in terms of identifying land uses and 

treatment strategies for selected landscape assessment 

units, previously determined by the author in a scenic 

roadway study of Highways U.S. 180 and State 64/180, for the 

Arizona Department of Transportation (Varas, 1989). The 

objective is to pinpoint scenically acceptable and 

unacceptable land uses and treatments, based upon temporal 

concerns and the magnitude of potential scenic impacts. 

Examples from sites along the aforementioned are taken for 

this landscape impact assessment. Also, an attempt is 

undertaken to relate scenic attributes to areas and elements 

of ecological significance and to human influenced 

landscapes that complement the natural landscape. The major 

goal of this study is to develop a way to conceptualize the 

visual dynamics and impacts of landscape changes. This is 

performed through the study of various landscape settings 

along Highways 180 and 64/180 in Arizona, sections of which 

are proposed for State Scenic Road designation. The study 

uses the highways themselves as flexible platforms from 

which to observe and assess the selected landscapes. The 

underlying assumption for this study is that attempts should 

be made to predict potential landscape change and related 

visual impacts in order to plan and manage for the 

protection of desired landscape values. Once the sources, 
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kinds of, and magnitude of possible or potential landscape 

changes and their impacts are identified, this study 

proceeds to prescribe landscape planning strategies for 

scenic and open space protection along the aforementioned 

highways. The ultimate objective of this study is to propose 

a scenic landscape change accountability process for areas 

of high scenic values. By that means, land use decision 

making agencies can guide land use change decisions and 

evaluate this change in the long term. The second objective 

is to contribute to the decision making information base on 

highway scenic assessment procedures, and specifically to 

the setting of priorities for landscape protection actions. 

Background of the Problem 

Lands abutting highways that serve as gateways to 

some National Parks and National Forests in the United 

States are being occupied by commercial, residential, and 

other urban developments. Many of these developments are 

generated by the influx of mass tourism to the parks and 

forests. The proliferation of these developments, as well as 

their scale, siting, land treatments and architectural 

design can detract from the scenic values that these 

highways may exhibit. In addition, highways which access 

national parks and forests can be considered as an integral 

part of visitors' experiences, which can be diminished by 

some types of developments along the highway corridor. Many 

visitors seek refuge and solace in the landscape afforded by 
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the natural environments and do not expect to find urban 

kinds of developments in their proximity. Frequently the 

highways to national parks and forests originate from a city 

or town in the region. This is the case of Highway 180 and 

its continuation as Highway 64/180 from the community of 

Valle, into Grand Canyon National Park. It originates in 

Flagstaff, Arizona, and provides access to a large portion 

of Coconino County which has valuable recreational 

potential, including the Grand Canyon. Flagstaff, therefore, 

can be considered a gateway city for visits to the Grand 

Canyon National Park and Highways 180 and 64/180 as gateway 

arteries (see Fig. 1). 

Highways can be studied in myriad ways, from their 

engineering facets to functional and scenic aspects. A 

scenic road or byway is more than just a road with trees and 

shrubs along its borders. It is a road having roadsides or 

corridors of high natural beauty and cultural or historic 

value. It is essential that the road have certain features 

including: scenic corridor, complementary facilities, and 

identifying characteristics. Of greatest importance is the 

scenic corridor, which includes two primary elements: the 

road and its right-of-way, and the scenic and recreational 

areas extending beyond the right-of-way. The scenic corridor 

and the road go together as the corridor frames and enhances 

the road. Therefore, the corridor is a much wider area than 

just the highway right-of-way. It includes outstanding 
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scenic vistas and views, which may be within the immediate 

roadside area or part of a sweeping panorama (Levin, 1988). 

Arizona State Law A.R.S 41-512 to 41-518 provides 

procedures to establish and designate those highways, 

streets, roads or routes of this state which feature special 

qualities that should be protected and enhanced (see 

Appendix A). Included in this protection or enhancement are 

parkway, historic, and scenic road designation (Arizona 

Department of Transportation, 1985). 

In 1987, Mr. Frank Soltys, a private citizen, wrote a 

letter to the Arizona Department of Transportation, in which 

he nominated U.S. Highway 180 for State Scenic Roadway 

designation. In August of 1988 this author approached the 

Roadside Development Services of the Highways Division of 

the Arizona Department of Transportation to recommend or 

second such scenic nomination for Highways 180 (mileposts 

216.2 to 265.8) and 64/180 (mileposts 213.7 to 237.1), and 

offered to assist the agency with the visual quality 

evaluation for the scenic designation (see Fig. 8). The 

assistance was accepted in mid autumn and in late April of 

1988 a tour of Highways 180, 64/180, and 64 was made by the 

Scenic Highways Advisory Committee of the Director of the 

Transportation Board. During the visit the Committee had the 

guidance of a preliminary visual quality evaluation of 

Highways 180 and 64/180 performed by this author. 

Scenic road designations by state governments are born 
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"orphaned" (at least in Arizona) in the sense that the state 

influence over such highways ends at the right-of ways. 

Actions of landowners and communities beyond state control 

may affect the scenery. Therefore, the designation must be 

adopted by the landowners abutting the road, the community 

at large, and the local decision-makers, in order to 

conserve the scenic attributes of the landscape. 

Notwithstanding, scenic road designation in Arizona may 

exert influence such that highway improvements in the right-

of-ways are done with extreme care. 

Highways give access to various types of land uses 

analogous to navigable rivers, which in the past century 

facilitated the colonization of the vast interior of North 

America. In modern times, roads can be scenic corridors as 

well, enabling people taking advantage of the automobile, to 

move to the suburbs (Patton, 1986). This is the case of 

Highways 180 and 64/180. Since the 1950's they have provided 

access for the suburbanization of non-contiguous patches of 

forests and meadow lands aproximately 7.8 miles along 

sections north of Flagstaff. This is not surprising, as this 

route traverses prime lands from the standpoint of 

environmental, recreational, and scenic values. A few miles 

north of this suburbanization, an autumn pilgrimage to 

observe aspen trees' fall colors is a tradition. Open areas 

between ponderosa pine forest stands allow for indulging in 

winter sports such as cross country skiing and dog sled 
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competitions. The highway also has facilitated the 

establishment of small patches of vacation or second-home of 

dwellings. Fortunately, however, not all of these are 

readily observed from the highway. After twenty-three miles 

of forest, meadow, and grasslands, it begins to give access 

to rural settlements with "ranchette" type dwellings before 

reaching Valle. This is a fledgling community at the 

junction of Highways 180 and 64/180. Busy highway junctions 

function as nodes which attract the establishment of 

commercial enterprises, and here the lure of the tourist 

trade is obvious. From here the south rim of the Grand 

Canyon is aproximately thirty miles due north on Highway 

64/180, although the Park cannot be reached before passing 

through the town of Tusayan. Tusayan is a small 

unincorporated community founded in 1934. It serves as an 

unofficial entranceway to Grand Canyon National Park, 

although the actual entrance is approximately one mile north 

of the town. 

Resource protection policies in some national parks 

curtail or prohibit the establishment of new tourist service 

facilities such as lodgings, restaurants, and souvenir shops 

inside the parks. Seasonal demand for these services 

frequently surpasses the supply that could be available 

within the parks. As a result, overflow facilities are 

created by private enterprise outside the boundaries of the 

Parks, especially if there are private lands nearby to build 
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upon. This is the case of Tusayan in relation to the Grand 

Canyon National Park. "The 1985 Statement for Management of 

the Park" recognizes a potential peripheral development 

which includes housing, resorts, airport expansion, 

reestablishment of railroad service and other auxiliary 

facilities. The Park also acknowledges that one of the 

reasons for increased visitation over the years has been the 

availability of overnight lodging and campgrounds in and 

adjacent to the Park. The Regional Planning and Cooperation 

objectives included in the management statement state: 

"Encourage the tasteful and orderly development of 
visitor use facilities outside park boundaries.... and 
carry the National Park Service concern for the 
environment beyond the boundaries of the Park, 
including the protection of Park resources from 
external influences." 

There is precedent with the Great Smoky Mountains 

National Park, established in the 1940's, where one of the 

major objectives was to set aside a natural preserve and to 

stimulate the economy of the surrounding communities by 

providing most of the visitor services (food and lodging) 

outside the Park. This was a major departure from previously 

designated parks such as Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon 

where its tourism development was tied to transportation 

systems, at that time the railroads. In order to stimulate 

travel and visitation, railroads were permitted to build 

hotels on the edge of major natural attractions within the 

parks (National Park Service, 1987). The Grand Canyon 
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National Park changed from a tourist trade based on railroad 

transportation to one based on the automobile in the late 

1920's (National Park Service, 1985). The automobile has 

exerted a major role in tourism to the national parks. The 

conclusions of a 1988 visitor use study at Great Smoky 

National Park revealed that the time spent per trip has 

declined sharply both in the park and the surrounding 

region. Visitors are spending less and less time exploring 

the park in depth. For the vast majority visits are largely 

a facility and vehicle windshield experience, in the same 

park the highest recreational activity participation rates 

are of "windshield visitors," that is, those activities 

dealing with viewing the landscape: 22.3 % view scenery, 

while 25.1 % view wildlife, wildflowers and other plants 

(e.g., fall foliage season), and historic buildings 

(implication of predominance of vehicle travel and scenery 

appreciation). Marketing research in Pigeon Forge, a 

community adjacent to Great Smoky indicates the Park remains 

the number one draw in the region, but the competing 

attractions are on an astoundingly rapid rise. In addition 

to visitor fees the greatest expenditures of visitors has 

been on gifts and souvenirs. Smoky Mountain National Park 

represents the anchor of a major multi-million dollar 

industry in the Southern Appalachian region (National Park 

Service, 1988). In an analogous way the same can be said of 

the Grand Canyon National Park in relation to its region. It 
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has generated many commercial ventures, and these logically 

have been located along Highways 180 and 64/180. 

Nevertheless, scenic values along these major routes are 

affected by the placement and/or appearance of these 

establishments in the the landscape. 

Arriving at Grand Canyon National Park through 

Tusayan can be an unexpected experience. The "South Grand 

Canyon Specific Area Study of 1978" often referred to as the 

"Tusayan Area Plan," refers to the area as following: 

"The land adjoining U.S. Highway 180 (highway 64/180) 
and running parallel through Tusayan on either side 
has been developed in what is generally referred to as 
strip commercial development.... visitation in the 
Park has reached such high numbers that Park officials 
established a policy whereby no additional overnight 
facilities would be constructed within park 
boundaries. Tusayan may be required to accomodate the 
overflow of visitors from the Park and additional 
overnight facilities and services may be needed in 
response to increasing demands." 

Another problem identified in the "Tusayan Area Plan" 

is that as of 1978 the U.S. Forest Service that surrounds 

the community, had no intention of making additional lands 

available for commmunity growth (Coconino County, 1978). 

Consequently, since then the development of Tusayan has been 

confined to 143 acres of private land immediately along the 

highway. However, in an apparent reversal of previous 

policy, the 1987 "Environmental Impact Statement for the 

Kaibab National Forest Plan" identified particular tracts of 

national forest land that are suitable for exchange to meet 

the needs for community expansion in the vicinity of Tusayan 
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and other areas in the proximity of the Kaibab National 

Forest. The document states the following: 

"Land exchange inquiries for the Tusayan area will 
increase because of the limited private land base and 
the need for community expansion....The most 
significant increase in the (land) supply for base in 
exchange occurs in the vicinity of Tusayan.... 
recognizing that unrestricted commercial development 
of these lands has several implications such as, 
increased visitation to the Grand Canyon National Park 
and increased need for County services currently 
inadequate....1* [pages 123 and 92]. 

Compounding the problem of private land scarcity is 

the fact that Tusayan has no established pattern of vehicle 

circulation. The Tusayan Area Plan recommended a circulation 

pattern. Traffic is concentrated on that portion of Highway 

64/180 which bisects the community (Coconino County, 1978). 

A left turning center lane has been provided in the last 10 

years by the completion of a major highway widening project. 

But still there persists the recognized lack of organized 

access to the commercial establishments which front the 

highway on both sides. In addition, areas devoted to 

recreational open space are not very large. One reason for 

this is that resident spokespersons felt that in the light 

of scarce and needed residential lands, recreational lands 

were unnecessary. They already had plentiful adjacent U.S. 

Forest Service lands (Minutes of the Coconino County 

Planning and Zoning Commission, September 22, 1988). 

Research Methods 

The scenic road evaluation process of the State of 
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Arizona was used as a basic analytical procedure. For 

detailed information on the scenic quality evaluation 

process and results see appendices A-D, and related Figures 

7 and 8. The scenic road report was presented in July of 

1989 to the Parkway, Historic and Scenic Roads Advisory 

Committee of the Transportation Board of the Arizona 

Department of Transportation (ADOT). In the process of 

evaluating Highways 180 and 64/180, abutting land segments 

to these highways were categorized into Visual (Landscape) 

Assessment Units. Natural and man-made attributes that 

highlight scenic quality were identified and inventoried. 

Each unit was assigned a scenic quality rating based on a 

maximum of twenty-one points, the result of the summation of 

three previously rated aesthetic criteria having each a 

seven point maximum rating for the following categories: 1) 

vividness, 2) intactness and, 3) unity. "Vividness" 

according to ADOT's "Scenic Roads Designation Procedures 

Manual" is a measure of the memorability of the diversity 

and contrast which is conveyed by the distinctiveness of the 

visual impressions received from the landscape unit. 

"Intactness" refers to the landscape's apparent degree of 

natural condition. "Unity" is the degree to which man-made 

elements harmonize with the natural features. In the case of 

a wholly natural setting, the overall unity is rated, or the 

degree to which all the visual elements of the view are 

compatible. 
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Scenic or visual quality ratings of selected segments 

of the ADOT study, called representative landscapes or 

composite units, were analyzed in terms of the effect of 

particular kinds of developments on the landscape. This was 

gauged by determining the visual absorption capability of 

the landscape in the units, in terms of high, moderate, low, 

and none absorption categories. Current land use and 

precedents on the built landscape as well as possible future 

developments are utilized, to conceptualize the visual 

effect on the landscape. Ecological concepts and their 

relation to natural and cultural landscape systems are 

discussed to reinforce the need for landscape character 

protection. Private and government landscape protection 

measures or strategies are recommended to address particular 

landscape impacts as applicable. Their effectiveness is 

based on local and national experience. Lastly landscape 

treatment, enhancement, and management recommendations for 

the built and natural landscape are proposed for particular 

areas. These are based either on scientific research, expert 

opinion, and/or local experience. 

CHAPTER 2 

THE PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL SETTING 

Physical and Cultural Geography of the Colorado Plateau 
Region of Northern Arizona 

The area around Flagstaff and the Grand Canyon is 

known for its high altitude and diverse natural landscapes. 
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Geologic upheavals through the centuries have generated one 

of the most dissected and interesting geological and 

topographic landscapes on earth- The terrain is dressed in 

myriad vegetative forms that complement its geologic 

surface. The northern part of Arizona lies within the 

Intermontane Plateau Physiographic Province (see Fig. 2) 

that includes southern Idaho, northern Nevada, and central 

Arizona and New Mexico (Eisenhower Consortium for Forestry 

Research, 1974). The Colorado Plateau region lies within 

this Province, and is distinguished by its remarkable 

canyons, including the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. 

From the base of the plateau there is a rapid descent to the 

south. The area is drained by the Colorado, Little Colorado, 

and Verde Rivers, together with a number of smaller streams, 

(see Fig. 3). 

The dominating physical feature of Northern Arizona is 

the San Francisco Peaks, of which Mt. Humphreys rises to a 

summit of 12,633 ft, the highest point in Arizona. The peaks 

thrust their great mass abruptly out of the Colorado 

Plateau, which extends northward through the southeast half 

of Utah, eastward as far as wingate, New Mexico, southward 

to the great escarpment of the Mogollon Rim, and westward to 

the Grand Wash Cliffs near Kingman, Arizona. The peaks are 

the eroded rim of the crater of an extinct volcano, which is 

horseshoe shaped with the opening to the east (Cline, 1976). 

The Hopi Indians who live on the mesas 65 to 75 miles 
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northeast of the peaks call the mountain "Nuvat-i-kyan-by," 

meaning high places of the snows or the place of snow on the 

very top. They believe that here among the peaks is one of 

the dwellings or abodes of the legendary Kachinas, who leave 

the mountains once a year and descend on the Hopi villages 

during the planting season to bring prosperity (Gurley, 

1975). The Kachinas are represented by the very popular and 

artistic dolls on display in several museums and many crafts 

shops in Arizona. The Hopis go to the" peaks for certain 

plants and other objects to use in ceremonies. Crude rock 

cairns on top of Humphreys Peak are a place to deposit 

prayer feathers and perform rain and blessing-bringing 

rituals (Cline, 1976). In honor of the Hopi culture, the 

peaks area have an official alternate name when referred to 

as the Kachina Peaks Wilderness Area designated in 1984, 

which comprises a great portion of the Subalpine Conifer 

Forest above 8,000-ft and the Alpine Tundra above 10,000-ft 

elevation. It is managed by the U.S. Forest Service (Baker 

et al, 1988). 

The Havasupais whom the Hopis call Ko-ho-nina, from 

which the name Coconino is derived, call the peaks 

"Hvehassapatch" or big rock mountain. The Navajos (who also 

revere these mountains) were probably not in the immediate area 

prior to A.D. 1700. They call the peaks "Do'ko'oslid," or blue 

western or abalone shell mountain (Cline, 1976) . 

The San Francisco Mountains or peaks were renamed in 
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honor of Brother Francis of Assisi by Franciscan Friars when 

they established a mission at the Hopi Indian village of 

Oraibi in 1629. The peaks are clearly and strikingly visible 

from Oraibi, some sixty-five miles distant, sometimes 

seeming to be suspended in the sky. The mountains were 

referred to by early Spanish exploring parties going to the 

Verde River valley to the south as "Sierras Sin Aguas," or 

mountains without water, referring to the lack of streams 

near them or at least the lack of permanent streams. There 

are however, springs - the biggest and most reliable near 

the foot of the mountain is called Leroux Springs, in honor 

of Antoine Leroux (1801-1861), a scout and guide who 

accompanied several expeditions through the area long before 

the beginning of Flagstaff. There are also springs in the 

inner basin of the San Francisco Peaks some of which 

contribute to the Flagstaff water supply (Cline, 1976). 

Flagstaff is often referred to as "the city in the Pines." 

Extensive ponderosa pine forests surrounding the community 

have been the key to the City's development as the leading 

commercial and travel center or social hub of the north 

central region of Arizona {Gurley, 1975). Flagstaff is in 

the midst of the largest "undisturbed" or continuous 

ponderosa pine forest in the United States (Natali, 1988). 

Forestlands in Arizona are found at altitudes of 5,000 to 

11,500 ft. These forests of Arizona are a valuable natural 

asset providing a source of timber, protection for water 
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resources, a home for wildlife, and areas for recreation. 

They encompass much of the State's valuable watershed areas 

in the high mountain regions (U.S. Department of the 

Interior, 1963). 

Demographic Characteristics of Flagstaff and Coconino County 

Highways 180 and 64/180 are located in Coconino 

County, Arizona. The county has a land area of 18,608 square 

miles, plus 59 square miles in surface water bodies. About 

37% of the County's area is Indian Reservation lands, while 

aproximately 28% and 6% is under U.S. Forest Service and 

National Park Service ownership respectively. The Bureau of 

Land Management owns approximately 5% of the area. 

Therefore, aproximately 40% of the County's area is in the 

public domain under federal ownership. The Arizona State and 

trust lands comprise aproximately 9% of the county, while 

County and local municipalities, and other entitities 

combined about 1%. Aproximately 14% is private. It is the 

largest county in Arizona, and the second largest in the 

U.S. However, it is one of the least populated in the State 

and the Nation. A 1987 estimate gives a population of 91,900 

people, up approximately 3% from the 1986 population of 

89,000 inhabitants. The 1988 intercensal population was 

94,800, a rise of 3.3% from the estimate of the previous 

year (Valley National Bank, 1988). 

Flagstaff has been the county seat since 1891 and its 

leading city. It was incorporated in 1894. In 1987 its 
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population was 41,170 people; and in 1988 it was 42,580, a 

rise of 3.4% from the previous year. During the summer 

season Flagstaff has an additional population of a few 

thousand seasonal residents and tourists. Trends indicate 

that Flagstaff will expand its population and land area in 

years to come. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HISTORY OF THE AREA 

Pre 19th Century Settlement History of the Flagstaff Area 

Prior to the late 19th century settlement - Native 

Americans had arrived and departed for hundreds of years. 

These early cultures have been called Sinagua, a branch of 

the Mogollon Indian culture. Archeological diggings and 

finds around Flagstaff have revealed the presence of Native 

American settlements through centuries before modern 

American settlement. Some of these evidences are: the cliff 

dwellings in Walnut Canyon [1120 to 1250 A.D.], Wupatki 

Ruins [1075 to 1225 A.D.], and Elden Pueblo [1100 to 1275 

A.D.] (Southwest Parks and Monument Association, 1982). 

Surprisingly, historical accounts do not reveal a permanent 

Native American settlement in the immediate Flagstaff area 

at the time of the "modern American" settlement, despite the 

natural possibilities for the sustainment of a population. 

Possibly the harsh winter climate and the difficulty of 

irrigating crops in a relatively unproductive soil prevented 

long-term settlement. Other sites in the region with more 

favorable conditions during this time period were settled 

instead e.g., the Verde Valley and the Mesas in the 

northeastern part of Arizona. 

h 19th and 20th Century History of Flagstaff 

Flagstaff had its nebulous beginnings in the coming 

and goings of sundry surveyors, explorers, and others who 
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passed by en route to elsewhere, all drawn to the general 

vicinity because of reliable springs in the area. Water is 

the magnet that atracts human life in the Arid Southwest, 

and where there is a mountain, there are usually springs 

(Cline, 1976). 

The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo transferred the 

territory between Texas and the Colorado River as well as 

California, from Mexico to the U.S. At once new routes to 

the west were proposed to build a railroad to the new golden 

state of California. Among the routes most favored by 

officials in Washington was a line along the 35th parallel 

and another along the 32nd. Both of these routes would run 

through the new territory of New Mexico established in 1850, 

which then included Arizona (Baker et al, 1988). The latter 

became a territory in its own right in 1863. In 1851 U.S. 

Captain Lorenzo Sitgreaves explored the region between the 

Zuni and Colorado Rivers and mapped the area which was used 

by later expeditions. A comprehensive survey from Fort 

Smith, Arkansas to California along the 35th degree latitude 

began in 1853 and was directed by Lt. Amiel Weeks Whipple, 

who was also an engineer and surveyor. The expedition 

visited the San Francisco Mountains area, enroute to the 

Pacific coast area. Whipple's report was published in 1856 

as a U.S. Senate Document, and became the standard reference 

work on the region. Jacob M. Bigelow, M.D. for this 

expedition, provided the first reliable written information 
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on the forest resources in the New Mexico territory (Baker 

et al, 1988). 

In July of 1859 , Lt. Edward Fitzgerald Beale's wagon 

road surveying and building party arrived for the second 

time in the vicinity of present-day Flagstaff. At that time 

there was no permanent settlement. Historical accounts 

suggest that an American flag was raised atop a pine-tree 

flagpole by his party. At the time of Beale's visit, save 

for the region's Native American populations, and early 

explorers and friars from New Spain (Mexico), who had 

visited region through the previous three centuries, the 

area was only known to a few intrepid mineral explorers and 

fur trappers. 

Scarcely two decades had passed since the U.S. acquired 

most of the vast west territory from Mexico (1848), before 

entrepeneurs arrived and began speculating with the obvious 

economic potential of the area in terms of timber, mineral, 

and domestic animal grazing. However, there was also a need 

to lure settlers to take up residence and work in these 

future enterprises. Advertisements by the Arizona 

Colonization Company were placed in newspapers throughout 

the country for this purpose. The hoisting of the nation's 

flag on a makeshift live pine tree flagpole in 1876, on the 

nation's centennial celebration, by the first organized 

group of settlers from northern New England, carried a 

lasting impression for years to come. Although there was 
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this encouraging beginning many of these settlers left for 

other parts of Arizona and the southwest because of the 

difficulty of farming here. The tree flagpole was left 

standing and through the years became a reference name and 

landmark for the area. The name "Flagstaff" as descriptive 

of the immediate area was already in use in 1878, as 

recorded in land surveys of the area (Smith, 1985). However, 

the precise location of the tree flagpole or flagstaff used 

by these settlers became part of a controversy decades later 

involving other flagpoles that had been used through the 

years and their relation with the naming of the community 

(Cline, 1976). 

The first town or village at the foot of the San 

Francisco mountains was called Agassiz. The site was 

abandoned and other nearby sites were settled through the 

coming years. Prior to 1881 settlers had begun to trickle in 

to engage in sheep and cattle raising. At that time, the 

general site of present-day Flagstaff was known as Antelope 

Springs. As the railhead of the Atlantic and Pacific 

transcontinental railroad was about to link the nascent 

community to the rest of the country, there was a need to 

establish a post office. For that a postal name was 

required, and a group of inhabitants gathered in 1881 to 

propose one. Mr. P. J. Brennan, a prominent storekeeper, 

suggested Flagstaff, and the name was adopted. The railroad 

indeed arrived in Flagstaff in 1882, starting an 
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unprecedented era of economic development in the timber, 

sandstone, cattle, and wool trades. Soon tourism started to 

be important as easterners and mid-westerners became 

interested in visiting the wonders of the Far West. A 

hundred years ago, seeing western scenery was the "thing to 

do" for the affluent.... "once seeing is satisfactory for a 

lifetime." Like many other communities across the country, 

Flagstaff grew and was shaped in relation to the railroad 

and its facilities, which assured the town of its future 

place in history (Cline, 1976). 

Historical Aspects of Travel to Flagstaff 
and the Grand Canvon of the Colorado 

Early travel to the Grand Canyon is intimately 

connected to or inseparable from travel to Flagstaff. Since 

its fledgling epoch Flagstaff has been the staging point for 

many visits to the rich cultural and natural landscapes of 

the region. Flagstaff was the logical center for tourism in 

the northern part of the Arizona Territory. The virtues of 

the natural beauty surrounding Flagstaff, such as the San 

Francisco Mountains and the pleasant summer climate were 

expounded by the railroad company from the onset to attract 

tourists. A side visit to the Grand Canyon was added to 

further entice would be tourists. 

An article appearing in the "Land of Sunshine" 

magazine expresses some of the aforementioned thoughts in 

this manner: 
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"Flagstaff, standing at an altitude of 6,935-ft, has a 
climate as bracing as that of New England without its 
humidity; and is thus suited to become one of the best 
health resorts in this country. One of the chief 
attractions of this locality lies in its scenic and 
prehistoric surroundings. In this respect this growing 
city is a gem with a rare and ideal setting. Its 
mountain scenery is wild and romantic, and within easy 
reach. At different points on the plateau which rises 
in its freshness and beauty from the heart of the 
desert which surrounds it, are to be found extinct 
craters, petrified forest and other evidences of 
volcanic action....it is well to visit these various 
points of interest for, despite their prehistory and 
scenic attractiveness, they fade into insignificance 
on beholding that greatest of all natural wonders, the 
Gran Canon [sic] of the Colorado, to which Flagstaff 
is the most available gateway" (Pattee, 1897). 
Referring to the trip to the Grand Canyon itself the 
same article expresses the following: "Among the many 
marvelous things in the physical world, the Grand 
Canon [sic] is sui generis (in a class by itself); 
there is nothing like it in all the earth.... the 72 
mile trip by stage from Flagstaff to the canon, is 
made with comfort in a day, and is worth all its 
costs; Passing near the foot of the San Francisco 
Mountains which rising to a height of 14,000 feet 
(12,633-ft) above the sea with its triple peaks (as 
observed from below), forest covered sides, and summer 
decoration of pure snow, is one of the most beautiful 
sights ever looked upon. The route runs through a 
wild, broken, and decidedly romantic region, large 
areas of which are covered with volcanic scoria. It is 
a rollicking ride over hill and vale - through forests 
of pine, mountain birch, cypress and cedar, unmarred 
by underbrush. Along the way are seen many beautiful 
flowers - some of them indigenous, while others will 
be recognized as old friends far from home. There are 
also three stage relays on the route where cool 
mountain springs flow for the relief of the thirsty 
traveller.... the last twenty miles to the canon is on 
gentle upgrade, but on nearing the canon the tourist, 
with nervous expectation is rushed on down grade into 
a little vale among the pines.... Having secured 
quarters, his first and irresistible impulse is to 
rush up the short slope to the rim of the canon [sic] 
at Observation Point where he gets his first view of 
the vast chasm... as he looks across and down into the 
yawning away, and he is overwhelmed by emotions as 
strange and indescribable as the scene before him" 
(Pattee, 1897) . 
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Prior to 1900 there was no railroad service to the 

Grand Canyon. The Grand Canyon Stage Line Company operated a 

service out of Flagstaff from 1892 to 1901. The Atlantic and 

Pacific Railroad brought tourists from points outside 

Flagstaff to be transferred to the stagecoach line after 

spending a day or two in town. The main stage line ran east 

of the San Francisco Peaks. There was, however, an alternate 

route just west of the peaks passing through Hart Spring 

(near present-day Hart Prairie). Both routes joined at Cedar 

Springs north of the San Francisco Peaks and continued to 

Hances, a place which was on the eastern part of the south 

rim of the Grand Canyon. Until 1902 the village of Grand 

Canyon was known as Hance's Tank, named for Captain John 

Hance, noted Grand Canyon promoter, trailblazer and 

yarnspinner (Trimble, 1986). The stage line dirt road was 

used by bicyclists to the Grand Canyon as early as 1897, and 

by the first automobiles after the turn of the century (The 

Coconino Sun, 1902). In September 1897, the 4th Annual Run 

of the Coconino Cycling Club from Flagstaff to the Grand 

Canyon of the Colorado was held. An account of this event 

reads as follows: 

"The distance to the Canyon is 70 miles and the trip 
can be made in from 8 to 12 hours according to the 
speed and endurance of the rider, or from 10 to 12 
hours for an amateur. The road is good and level, in 
the main, although there are some heavy grades on it. 
It winds among the foothills, and over the lower 
slopes of the San Francisco Mountains....Passing 
through a fine forest of pine for 20 to 25 miles.... 
then the succeeding 25 miles through rolling prairee 
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region, and for the remainder of the distance through 
the Coconino Forest (present Kaibab National Forest's 
Tusayan Ranger District) which here skirts the rim of 
the Canyon for several miles." 

A Flagstaff and Grand Canyon Railroad was proposed in 

1886 by Dennis M. Riordan, a local timber entrepreneur. A 

line was surveyed to the south rim, however the line was not 

built. A railroad to the Grand Canyon did make sense, and in 

due time the Santa Fe built one from Williams, locating it 

there largely because of the mining interests that the line 

from that point would serve (Cline, 1976). The stage line 

from Flagstaff disappeared in 1901 when railroad service was 

established. For more than half a century Williams served as 

the railway gate city to the Canyon. It was not until 1960 

that a paved road was completed directly from Flagstaff to 

the Grand Canyon, although dirt road access was possible. 

Railroad passenger service to the Grand Canyon National Park 

was discontinued in the early 1960's upon the advent of 

highway service from Flagstaff and Williams to the Park. It 

was reintroduced in 1989 (Ridge, 1989). 

History of Ft. Valley 

A history of Highway 180 would not be complete without 

discussing Fort Valley, which was the official name given by 

the city of Flagstaff to the initial portion of this road. 

Fort Valley as a place was started by John W. Young and his 

workers. He established a timber camp to shelter the tie 

cutters near Leroux Springs on Leroux Prairie. Young was 
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supplying ties and supervising grading work for the Atlantic 

and Pacific Railroad which was to initiate service to 

Flagstaff (Cline, 1976). The railroad engineers used local 

forests for construction timbers, ties, and fuel for 

workers'campsites (Baker et al, 1988). Because of an alleged 

threat of Apache raids the camp was fortified with a 

stockade. In 1883, the camp became the headquarters of the 

Arizona Cattle Company (Cline, 1976). Timber from the 

extensive ponderosa pine forest was abundant, although many 

sites were clear-cut for railroad ties and general building 

in Flagstaff. A 1897-98 survey of the then San Francisco 

Mountains Forest Reserve revealed that 148,845 acres had 

been cut over. Over 100,000 acres had 60% or more of the 

stands removed in building the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad 

prior to the establishment of the forest reserve (Baker et 

al, 1988). Later cutting removed all of the timber of 

marketable value. Most of this forest has regenerated and 

nowadays is now managed by the Coconino National Forest. 

In 1859, Lt. Edward Fitzgerald Beale, while blazing a wagon 

path through the forest north-northwest of present-day 

Flagstaff, remarked: 

"Worked the road in places, and travelling seven miles 
arrived at Leroux Spring, the weather delightful; no 
one could pass through this country without being 
struck with its picturesque and beautiful scenery, its 
rich soil, and its noble forests of timber? the view 
of our camp this morning is unsurpassed in the 
world..." (Smith, 1985). 

The site known as Fort Valley was also described by 
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M.H. Stacey, a member of Lt. Beale's party that came through 

in 1857 as follows: 

"Leroux springs issues from the side of the western 
extremity of the San Francisco Mountains, and flows 
down a canyon about 400 yards where it is lost in the 
ground, the valley into which this spring flows is 
certainly the most magnificent and beautiful I have 
ever beheld. It is shut by lofty mountains covered 
with insurpassable pine trees and the valley itself is 
verdant with grama grasses in profuse quantities.11 

This description also fits the several mountain 

meadows, also called parks, that can be observed along 

Highway 180. Certainly the onset of Highway 180 owes its 

existence to the need for access to this valley known also 

as Fort Valley Meadow. Here is also where the historic Beale 

Wagon Road made a sharp turn headed due west (Smith, 1985). 

Highway 180 initially follows the route taken by the Beale 

Wagon Road, although not necessarily in its original tracks.. 

Today Fort Valley Meadow is partially occupied by modern-day 

suburbanites seeking to capture some of the spectacular 

beauty described a century or more ago by Stacey. However, 

the essence of the open country, an essential component of 

his description, may be lost by the eventual complete 

suburbanization of this meadow. Ft. Valley is also where the 

road begins to a winter sports recreation complex higher on 

the slopes of the San Francisco Peaks, which therefore 

functions as the staging point for backpacking, hiking, snow 

skiing, and other recreational activities. These generate 

demands for visitor service facilities and road improvements 
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History of Visitation to the San Francisco Peaks 

The peaks of the San Francisco Mountains were named in 

honor of persons in the history of Flagstaff and the 

Southwest: the aforementioned Mt. Humphreys . [12,633-ft], Mt. 

Agassiz [12,340-ft], Fremont Peak [11,940-ft], and Doyle 

Peak [11,460—ft] (Cline, 1976). A brochure distributed by 

the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad in 1893 described the 

peaks as follows (Flagstaff Symphony Guild, 1976): 

"These magnificent peaks visible from every part of 
the country within radius of 100 miles lie just north 
of Flagstaff. There are four in number, but form one 
mountain.... from Flagstaff a road (trail) has 
recently been constructed to Mt. Humphreys. "It is a 
good mountain road and the entire distance from 
Flagstaff is only 10 miles. The trip to the summit and 
back can be made in one day". 

The road (trail) was privately owned by a Mr. A. 

Doyle, who provided touring services at a fee, although 

other private arrangements could be made but in that case a 

toll was charged for the use of the trail (Flagstaff 

Symphony Guild, 1976). 

National Forests along Highways 180 and 64/180 

There are two National Forests in the region, the 

Coconino National Forest with headquarters in Flagstaff, 

and the Kaibab National Forest with headquarters in 

Williams. Present boundaries of these forests in relation to 

each other are owed to historical and past logistical 

circumstances. The Kaibab National Forest's Chalender Ranger 

District abutts the western boundary of the Coconino 
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National Forest's Peaks Ranger District to the northwest of 

Flagstaff. In some portions along Highway 180 the viewed 

background is shared between both administrative forests. 

Being contiguous, they have mutual and essential components 

of the regional ecosystem, and visually complement each 

other along the route. Kenton R. Miller (1984), while 

Director of the International Union for the Conservation of 

Nature and Natural Resources expressed the following about 

national forests in the U.S.A.: 

"The national forests provide for public ownership of 
large tracts of forest land. Within the individual 
forest unit, management is planned and practiced 
through zoning that allows for the staggering of 
harvested areas, the protection of watersheds and 
fragile areas, the closure of key natural areas or 
research sites to harvesting, and many types of 
activities besides the removal of timber, including 
recreation, hunting, fishing, and grazing. Harvesting 
in national forests is carried out in such manner as 
to maintain all species and the productive capacity of 
the land. Thus the national forest as a management 
category provides for both total protection and 
harvesting. They are obviously distinct from national 
parks and related protective management areas." 

The Coconino National Forest 

The Coconino National Forest was established in 1908 

(see Fig. 7 and Appendix H). With approximately 1,800,000 

acres, it is the third largest in the western region. It 

surrounds the city of Flagstaff, and reaches from the desert 

below Camp Verde at 2,600 ft elevation to 12,633 ft. at the 

San Francisco Peaks. It also includes also colorful canyons, 

mountain lakes (e.g. Lake Mary and Mormon Lake), and the 

popular Sedona/Oak Creek Canyon Area, also called the "Red 
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Rocked" country. Portions of Highway 89A through the Sedona 

area have been officially designated as a scenic road by 

ADOT. Mile upon mile of stands of commercial ponderosa pine 

timber in this forest have helped support an important 

logging and lumber economy in northern Arizona for over 100 

years. A sawmill was established in 1881 when the Atlantic 

and Pacific Railroad was about to reach Flagstaff. Logging 

has continued since then, with railroad logging taking place 

until the early 1930's (Baker et al, 1988). 

The greater part of the forest is above the Mogollon 

Rim (where Flagstaff lies), a great geologic fault which 

runs for 200 miles across Arizona, with escarpments of 2,000 

ft. height in places (Hilts, 1976). Xn 1970 the grasslands 

interspersed within the forest supported 35,000 head of 

cattle. The forest is well known for its wildlife such as 

elk, mule deer, antelope, and turkey. 

Many sites in the forest are popular recreation 

destinations for local and metropolitan populations. The 

Snow Bowl Ski Area approximately 14 miles from Flagstaff, on 

the west slope of Agassiz Peak in the San Francisco 

Mountains, attracts thousands of visitors annually (Baker et 

al, 1988). The Peaks Ranger District manages the San 

Francisco Peaks portion of the forest. There are five other 

administrative ranger district areas. 

The Kaibab National Forest 

The Kaibab National Forest contains approximately 
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1,720,000 acres, divided among four Ranger Districts. Two of 

these, the North Kaibab Ranger District and the Tusayan 

Ranger District, border the north and south rim portions of 

the Grand Canyon National Park respectively. Therefore, by 

virtually surrounding the Park, this forest is the frame 

around the great picture which is the Grand Canyon (Hilts, 

1976). Elevations range from 3,300-ft in Kanab Creek in the 

Arizona strip north of the Grand Canyon to the 10,418 feet 

summit of Kendrick Mountain in the Chalender Ranger District 

(Baker et al, 1988). 

The ponderosa pine forest that begins just west of 

Williams in the Forest's Williams Ranger District, is part 

of the large unbroken forest that follows the Mogollon Rim 

southeast to the Rio Grande Valley in New Mexico. Lumbering 

in the area of the Kaibab National Forest before 1908 was 

minimal but has become an important activity, especially in 

the North Kaibab Ranger District (Baker et al, 1988). 

Highways 180 and 64/180 traverse through the Chalender and 

Tusayan Ranger Districts respectively of this National 

Forest. Along Highway 64/180 near the community of Tusayan 

there is Camp Ten-X, a U.S. Forest Service public 

campground. It is within a relatively short driving distance 

to the Grand Canyon National Park south entrance, which 

makes it a fine base of operations for such visits (Hilts, 

1976). It is also an ideal place to begin the exploration of 

the bountiful surprises to be observed inside the forest, 
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such as the carpet of summer wildflowers in meadows and 

grasslands surrounded by lofty ponderosa pines and 

interesting rock outcrops, of which only glimpses are 

observed from Highway 64/180. The forest also sustains elk, 

deer, turkey, pronghorn antelope, abert squirrel, and other 

regional wildlife, which occasionally delight an observer. A 

hike to the summit of Red Butte, certainly one of the most 

striking natural landmarks in the region, offers a panoramic 

view of the forest and reveals the continous canopy of 

forestlands of the U.S Forest Service and the U.S. National 

Park Service. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE HIGHWAYS: HISTORY AND USE 

Importance of Highways 180 and 64/180 
for the Recreational Experience of Travelers 

The fact that both highways are used to access the 

south rim of the Grand Canyon National Park, points to their 

high importance. There were over 3 million visitors to the 

Canyon in 1986. Many of these travelled on these roads to 

enter the Park or to travel from it to other regional 

destinations. Highway 180 gives access to several U.S. 

Forest Service roads that are direct entry points to 

interior portions of the San Francisco Peaks area. Along the 

route the traveller can admire several views of the peaks 

and different angles of view provide varying viewing 

possibilities. Certainly the peaks are best viewed in the 

context of a complete scenic setting, that is with 

foregrounds and middlegrounds as pristine as possible. The 

most impressive views from the road are experienced on the 

return from the Grand Canyon to Flagstaff, as the peaks are 

practically in constant view. While travelling in a 

northerly direction, except in the initial run, in most 

instances one has to intentionally look towards the peaks or 

stop along the way to appreciate them to the fullest. The 

peaks are nevertheless, an eye catching magnet. 

Past Government Recognition of Highway 180 and 64/180 

Official recognition of some scenic or amenity value 
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of Highway 64/180 was given by the U.S. Congress in Public 

Law 77 passed in 1951 (see appendix F): "To protect scenic 

values along the Grand Canyon Park Approach Highway (State 

64) within the Kaibab National Forest (Tusayan Ranger 

District), Arizona, and certain lands under the jurisdiction 

of the Department of the Interior (Grand Canyon National 

Park)." The main concern of this law, which is still in 

effect, was that the cutting and removal of timber to carry 

on mining operations or activity along the highway has to be 

done under sound principles of forest management, and no use 

of the surface of the claim or resources therefrom not 

reasonably required to carry on mining or prospecting shall 

be allowed except under the rules of the Departments of 

jurisdiction. This law did not designate the highway as 

scenic, but recognized it as having scenic values and as 

important as the approach highway to the Grand Canyon 

National Park. The law clearly has forest management 

implications not only in regard to mining. The Kaibab 

National Forest Plan of 1987 prescribes foreground and 

middleground (full) retention and/or partial retention of 

vegetation along the Tusayan Hanger District portion of 

Highway 64/180. It also restricts use and occupancy yearlong 

within a 10 chain (660 ft.) wide corridor of either side of 

Highway 180, and half a year in Highway 64 for such 

activities as oil and gas lease applications. Moreover, for 

both highways, material pit disposals have been discontinued 
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and prescribed the rehabilition of former material sites 

along a ten-chain wide corridor. Clearly, there is a high 

consideration for the protection and improvement of the 

quality of renewable natural resouces, as well as the 

preservation of important historic, cultural, and natural 

aspects of our national heritage. This is mandated and 

guided by the Renewable Natural Resources Planning Act, 

ammended by the National Forest Management Act. 

Kendrick Park Picnic Area is the only U.S. Forest 

Service designated wayside picnic area along Highway 180, 

but many travellers choose their own makeshift area in 

several spots beside the road. There are also two picnic 

areas at a high elevation point, and opposite one another 

across Highway 64/180 in the portion of the Kaibab National 

Forest's Tusayan Ranger District (milepost 233), and are 

managed by the Arizona Department of Transportation. They 

offer rest for travellers, and on a clear day the 

possibility of a view to the North Rim of the Grand Canyon 

is a pleasant surprise. 

The 1987 Environmental Impact Statement of the Coconino 

National Forest has, in the preferred land and resource 

management planning alternative, the perpetuation of the 

aspen stands along Highway 180 for visual quality, firewood, 

and wildlife habitat. 
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Official Arizona Department: of Transportation Traffic Counts 
as Related to Tourism along Highways 180 and 64/180 

in Northern Arizona 

Highway 180 can be thought of as a limited access 

system if beginning at Ft. Valley Road portion [Mountain 

View Assessment Unit], because in all practical purposes 

there is only one major entrance and exit [Columbus Ave./Ft. 

Valley Rd. and Highway 64 junction respectively]. No major 

transportation artery joins this highway between these 

termini. The Arizona Department of Transportation reports 

average daily vehicle traffic counts in its 1987 report 

"Traffic on the Arizona State Highway System" Highway 180 

traffic is recorded in both directions at four points along 

its route (see Appendix I and Figure 9). Dividing this count 

half-and-half it is reasonable to obtain one-way estimates. 

In 1987, aproximately 4,750 vehicles travelled daily in a 

northerly direction on the segment from Columbus Ave. to 

Shultz Pass Road junctions, while 1,500 vehicles travelled 

in the Shultz Pass to Snow Bowl road junction segment. 

Therefore, it can be interpreted that aproximately 68% of 

the initial traffic is suburban and/or local with a slight 

recreational component, while aproximately 32% can be 

interpreted to be largely recreational going towards Snow 

Bowl and beyond towards the Grand Canyon. Traffic going 

north from Snow Bowl to Curley Seep Springs averaged 1,050 

daily vehicles. A third of this traffic, or about 350 

average daily vehicles, is generated by Kendrick Park area 
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recreational activities while most of the rest presumably 

are heading for the Grand Canyon destination, although there 

could be visits and/or destinations to Red Mountain and 

other forest use activities in between. Approximately an 

average of 700 daily vehicles were recorded going west at 

the last transect with Highway 64 junction as terminus. This 

is about 15% of the initial traffic count recorded at 

Columbus Avenue/Ft. Valley Rd. junction in Flagstaff. 

In 1987 the vehicle count from Shultz Pass northward 

included 33% non-Arizona license plates. This is believed to 

be indicative of tourism to and from areas outside of the 

State. Only 1% were commercial vehicles. The high percentage 

that can be attributed to local traffic is understandable 

because the initial 7.8 miles after Columbus Avenue/Ft. 

Valley Road junction is moderately occupied by suburban 

developments, and some public service facilities. Beginning 

at milepost 224.0, the remaining 41.8 miles to reach the 

intersection with Highway 64/180 run in the most part 

through Federal forestlands of high recreational potential. 

Therefore it can be said that more than 80% of the length of 

the highway exhibit landscapes that can be used for 

activities such as scenery appreciation, travel, winter 

sports, forest recreation and consumptive uses. 

As for Highway 64 there were daily average counts of 

1,200 vehicles heading north from Williams, with most of 

these likely destined for the Grand Canyon. Again these 
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figures are halved by this author to account for one way 

direction. To these counts are added the previously 

mentioned 700 vehicles that entered Highway 64/180 through 

the Highway 180 junction, for a potential count of 1,900 

vehicles at the junction with Spur 64, the entrance to the 

Grand Canyon Airport; but aproximately only 1,600 were 

counted. This' count has the input of traffic arriving into 

the area through the east gate of the Grand Canyon National 

Park. Aproximately 1,850 daily vehicles entered the road to 

Grand Canyon Headquarters from the east (Grand View Point). 

Some travelers decide to continue south through Highway 

64/180 instead of continuing east through # 64 and vice 

versa. Non-Arizona autos licence plates accounted for 41% of 

this traffic, while commercial accounted for 2%. This is 

indicative of tourism into the area. It can be concluded 

that in 1987 about 63% of the vehicle traffic to the South 

Rim of the Grand Canyon National Park and vicinity from 

southern points used Highway 64 from Williams as a gateway 

city, while 37% used # 180 from Flagstaff. 

It is worthwhile to note that these are average daily 

counts, therefore, they do not reveal peak travel periods. 

Records show that traffic in the summer months more than 

doubled the average counts. Moreover, Highway 180 

experiences closures during winter months for highway safety 

reasons. In addition, traffic inside the south rim of Grand 

Canyon National Park has a considerable input of vehicles 
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coming through the east entrance gate. This traffic input is 

recorded at a station in Grand Canyon Headquartes. 

Recreation along Highways 180 and 64/180 

Highway 180 provides access to a large portion of 

Coconino County, namely the San Francisco Peaks, Kendrick 

Park, Kendrick Mountain, Red Mountain, and other lesser 

mountains and hills of the highest recreational and/or 

scientific interest. In winter season snow beckons to many 

outdoor recreation enthusiasts. The sports competitions of 

the Flagstaff Winter Festival celebrated annually in the 

middle of February, are held at several spots along Highway 

180. This is especially so in the Nordic Center, Hochderffer 

Hill, and Kendrick Park Assessment Units which are included 

in this report. In some portions of the highway the whitish 

green bark of Aspen tree trunks contrasts beautifully with 

the green of ponderosa pine neighbors, and in autumn the 

canopies of golden aspen leaves are motivations for many 

mental or camera photographs. 

The continuation of Highway 180 as Highway 64/180 

after Valle going north to the Grand Canyon National Park, 

can also be a recreational experience to a traveler that 

delights in both simplicity and grandeur. An account of such 

an experience was given by Joyce Rockwood Muench about 

twenty-five years ago in an "Arizona Highways" article. She 

begins her account in Williams, but it is as much pari; of 

the whole region: 
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"Snappily the clean air betrays the healthful 
altitude; on a platform over which an ancient volcanic 
field spreads for 3,000 square miles with cones in 
graduated sizes, clear up to the San Francisco Peaks, 
popping all over the landscape.... There is something 
to attract the eye in every mile. Burgeoning summer 
finds the glow of yellow rabbitbrush arranged in round 
clumps, saucy sunflowers, and woolly leaved stalks of 
mullein, or patches of blue asters. Meadows encourage 
settlements of little pines, like young people moving 
away from their elders to set up in a suburban area. 
Up ahead, over tree tops....look for a line of 
straight-edged white ribbed cliffs. They are on the 
North Rim higher by a thousand feet than the South Rim 
and separated from us by fifty miles and a ditch ten 
miles across and a mile deep .... Closer at hand is 
antelope country, the favorite open rangeland of the 
swift-footed pronghorn. When the fun of counting 
volcano cones begins to pale, sharp eyes can begin to 
spot the animals. Gradually mounting the even slope 
toward the rim's 6,800-ft elevation the Ponderosa pine 
begins to command the whole attention. Light catches 
the rosettes of needles like so many starbusts or 
light-tipped candles. Underfoot, a deep needle-carpet 
is soft and bouncy, while the whole outdoors breathes 
out a stimulating fragance" (Rockwwod, 1963). 

Importance and Benefits of Scenic Designation 
of Highways 180 and 64/180 

The scenic road designation of Highways 180 and/or 

Highway 64/180 will officially recognize certain scenic 

values of these roads. Since the last century these values 

have been described broadly in the literature. In past times 

man saw the landscape with complacency, and felt it would 

still be there to enjoy the next time around. Until modern 

times man lacked the technology, except through fires, to 

cause drastic or short term changes in the natural 

landscape. However, modern technology such as building for 

highways, housing, and commerce, and related structures such 

as utility lines, fences, and signage, has the capability of 
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causing negative impacts upon the landscape. 

Scenic designation can assist county government land 

use decision making in a manner that safeguards the scenic 

values. Most of the time, scenic values go together with 

natural environmental values. Such designation could provide 

a moral leverage to exact appropriate land uses and 

development, that instead of talcing from scenic values, 

could complement them. Moreover, scenic designation could 

reduce the tendency for land use changes, and consequently 

support more long term stability of the scenic values. This 

could be realized by the generation of a beneficial public 

conscience for the highway much as if it were adopted by the 

community with pride for its significance. In addition, 

abutting landowners can also plan their land use activities 

in consideration of the scenic designation. 

The scenic designation could bring additional tourism 

in the region. If prior information about the scenic highway 

is available on maps and travel brochures, travellers are 

more likely to choose this route over others that may be 

available. However, tourism enhancement could be a double 

edged sword, as it may encourage the building of tourism 

related establisments along the scenic route to capitalize 

on the influx. Despite the services that the establishments 

might provide, they would not necessarily complement the 

landscape but rather might detract from it. 

Lastly but not of lesser importance is the enjoyment 
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of the highway. Scenic designation would tune-in the senses 

of the traveller to those scenic elements that otherwise may 

escape appreciation. While travel speeds may not be be 

reduced to increase the enjoyment time of scenic elements, 

it is possible that new or additional lookouts, rest stops, 

bicycle lanes, and highway safety features could be built 

over time to enhance this aspect. Perhaps faster travel 

speeds could be diverted to other roads in the region, while 

slower speeds would be legislated for the scenic highway. 

Slower driving speeds do not require certain highway safety 

features required for higher speeds, and that can deface the 

landscape and/or require mitigation in the form of landscape 

treatments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE LANDSCAPE 

Biotic Communities Represented Along Highways 180 and 64/180 

Highways 180 and 64/180 are partially within the 

"Great Basin" and "Mogollon (Interior)" biogeocraphic 

provinces" (see Fig. 4). A biogeographic province is always 

a continuous (non-disjunctive) biogeographic area that may 

include several biomes. Biomes, or biotic communities, are 

natural formations characterized by a distinctive vegetation 

physiognomy within a biogeographic province. Biomes are 

plant and animal community responses to integrated climatic 

factors more or less regional in scope. The geographic 

limits of a particular community are determined by climate 

(i.e., minimum seasonal temperatures and minimum seasonal 

precipitation). However, the actual boundaries are often 

tenuous and commonly determined by local phenomena such as 

elevation, longitude, aspect, geomass, temperature 

inversion, cold air drainages, soil porosity, and local 

microclimate, which may result in the unusual occurrence of 

one or more biomes in an area. Maps depicting biotic 

communities are based primarily on natural vegetation 

structure and components. Following is a list of the biotic 

communities according to the map of Brown and Lowe (1980), 

Biotic Communities of the Southwest. with their map code 

numbers, that are found in the foreground, middleground, and 

background along Highways 180 and 64/180 (see Figs. 5 and 6) 
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1 - Plains and Great Basin Grasslands code # 142.1 

2 - Rocky Mountain and Madrean Conifer Forest - code # 122.3 

3 - Great Basin Conifer Woodland - code # 122.4 

4 - Rocky Mountain Subalpine Conifer Forest - code # 121.3 

5 - Alpine Tundra - code # 111.5 

A description of these biotic communities is found in 

a special "Desert Plants" issue, Biotic Communities of the 

American Southwest-United States and Mexico (Boyce Thompson 

Arboretum, 1982). Following are excerpts of the 

descriptions: 

1 - Plains and Great Basin Grasslands 

Great Basin or intermountain grasslands reach their 

southern terminus in the American Southwest, situated 

largely above 1200 m (3850 ft) on high level plains, valleys 

and on intervening and adjacent low hillsides rises, ridges, 

and mesas in what is predominantly flat and open country. 

The primary grassland contact is woodland (pinyon-juniper or 

encinal/oaks) with some upward extensions into montane 

conifer forest (ponderosa pine series). Almost all the 

plains grassland community in the Southwest is composed of 

mixed and/or short grass communities. 

2 - Rockv Mountain (Petran^ and Madrean Conifer Forest 

These are forests on high plateaus and mountains 

extending southward from the Rocky Mountains to the 

Southwest, in Colorado, Utah through New Mexico, Arizona, to 

the Sierra Madre Occidental, Sierra Madre Oriental and 
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outlying mountains in Mexico. In the Southwest it reaches 

its best and most characteristic development between 2,300 

and 2,650 m (7379 - 8502 ft). 

This community can be divided into two major 

communities or series - a ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

forest generally at lower elevations, and at higher 

elevations in canyons and on northern slopes and, - a cooler 

mixed conifer forest of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuqa menziessi^, 

white-fir (Abies concolor), limber pine (Pinus flexiljls), 

and aspen (Populus tremuloides). Generally from north to 

south the lower limits of pine forest are typically in 

contact with Pinyon-Juniper Woodland, Interior Chaparral, 

and Madrean Evergreen Woodland. Grassland provides a major 

elevational contact almost throughout. 

3 - Great Basin Conifer Woodland 

A cold-adapted evergreen woodland characterized by the 

unequal dominance of two conifers -juniper (Juniperus spp.) 

and pinyon (Pinus spp.) which rarely exceed 12 m (38.5 ft) 

in height. They are typically found openly spaced (woodland) 

except at higher elevations and other less xeric sites where 

interlocking crowns may present a closed forest aspect. 

Elevations where found range between 1500 and 2300 m (4813 

to 7379 ft). The shorter, bushier junipers are generally 

more prevalent than pinyons, but either may occur as an 

essentially pure stand. In Northern Arizona the Utah juniper ' 

(Juniperus osteosperma) may be the more prevalent, but also 
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the Rocky Mountain juniper (J\. scopulorum) and the one-

seeded juniper (J\_ monosperma^ may be found. Junipers tend 

to be at lower elevations than pinyons and normally occupy 

the deeper soil sites below 2000 m (6417 ft). Rocky Mountain 

pinyon fPinus edulis) is the most common pine in this 

community. 

Note; The following two Biotic Communities do not abutt 

Highways 180 and 64/180 proper, but are part of the scenery 

on the upper slopes of the San Francisco Peaks in the 

distant background from Nordic Center and Kendrick Park 

Units. 

4 - Rocky Mountain fPetran) Subalpine Conifer Forest 

Found in higher elevation areas of Colorado, Utah, New 

Mexico, and Arizona from above 2,450 - 2600 m (8038 - 8530 

ft) to timberline at ca. 3,500 - 3,800 m (11,229 - 12,192 

ft). Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanni) is the prevalent 

spruce throughout the southwest. Xn Arizona it commonly 

grows with a southern form of Subalpine fir called corkbark 

fir (Abies lasiocarpa var. Arizonica). 

These forests are wet as well as cold, probably 

averaging from 635 mm (25 in) to more than 1,000 mm (39 in) 

of precipitation annually. Although much of this 

precipitation falls as snow, summer precipitation 

contributes substantially to the total, and afternoon 

thundershowers can be expected almost daily in late summer. 

Virgin stands exceed 25 m (80 ft) or more in height 
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and are commonly layered with two or more age-classes of 

trees. Below 2,900 m (9304 ft), one or more of these classes 

may be composed solely of aspen (PQPUIUS tremuloides). This 

tree is the principal successional pioneer after fire or 

other forest disturbance. Fire supression has resulted in 

difficulty in the maintenance old aspen clones, causing a 

major problem in some areas for wildlife managers, because 

young stands of this short-lived species are a major browse 

species for deer and other herbivores. Blue spruce (Picea 

pungens) is sometimes present with Engelmann spruce or forms 

small stands alone with aspen. This is especially so in 

canyons, where it descends to lower elevations, and may 

extend into the montane forest below. It is also commonly 

marginal to the small grassy mountain parks. 

Dry windy sites, such as ridges and west slopes of the 

San Francisco Peaks, may be occupied by the limber and 

bristle-cone pine fPinus flexilis and Pinus aristata) as a 

distinctive high elevation (ca. 3,475 m or 11,149 ft) 

association within an overall more mesic spruce-fir forest. 

At lower elevations below 2,600 m (8342 ft) there is much 

intermingling of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuqa menziessi), white 

fir (Abies concolor), and ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa). 

Consequently the lower contact with Rocky Mountain Montane 

Conifer Forest biotic community is often indistinct and 

poorly differentiated, but usually takes place between ca. 

2450 and 2,900 m (7861 - 9304 ft), depending on location, 
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slope, exposure and mountain geomass. 

5 - Alpine Tundra 

Alpine tundra in the Southwest is often a small summit 

area above timberline. It is sometimes construed to include 

the krummholz, the twisted and gnarled subalpine scrub 

(elfinwood) of prostrate conifers lying between the forest 

line and tree line - distorted by almost constant winds on 

these high mountain peaks, ridges, and slopes. Alpine tundra 

vegetation consists primarily of low growing shrubs, diverse 

herbaceous plants, lichens and mosses, all adapted to a 

brief often interrupted growing season. Every year all are 

subject to severe subfreezing temperatures, severe 

physiological drought, and intense insolation. 

Aproximately 82 species and subspecies of vascular 

plants including a few timberline species that penetrate the 

alpine fringe, are reported from the only well developed 

alpine tundra in Arizona, above timberline (3,500 in or 

11,229 ft) in the San Francisco Peaks. The other Alpine area 

in the State is at the 3.533 m (11,335 ft) summit of Mt. 

Baldy in the White Mountains, but is a small, alpine 

marginal grassland. The penetrating timberline species are: 

bristle-cone pine, corkbark fir, Engelmann spruce, which are 

found forming islands in the tundra or bordering neighboring 

subalpine forest. There are three major habitats on upper 

reaches of the San Francisco Peaks: 1) alpine meadows, 2) 

boulder fields or felsenmeer, and 3) fellfield or talus. 
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Alpine meadows occur where adequate soils have developed and 

contain the richest assortment of vascular plants found 

above timberline. The boulder fields are extensive areas of 

large, often layered and overlapping rock debris that 

provide partial shade and protection of plants from drying 

winds. The fellfield is the most severe environment for 

plant life, with little soil and limited protection against 

insolation, subfrezeeing cold, and drying winds. However 

lichens and mosses abound, but the site is too severe for 

most vascular plants. A rare plant, the San Francisco Peaks 

groundsel (Senecio franciscanus), has a niche in these 

altitudes (Arizona Great Outdoors, 1989). 

Land Use and Landscape Patterns in the Highway Corridor 

There are four forces in which interact to produce 

existing and future land use and landscape patterns: 1) the 

physical setting, 2) economic considerations, 3) social 

forces and, 4) community decision making. The natural and 

cultural characteristics of land suggest constraints or 

possibilities for land use. Supply and demand forces of the 

economy tied with the profit motive also operate to 

influence the uses of land. The combined impact of our 

social existence and of an individual's social decisions is 

reflected in the fact that many Arizonans came here to enjoy 

the open spaces and large home lots which have produced 

urban patterns. People also make individual decisions on how 

to spend their leisure time and how to travel from one place 
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to another which influences to some degree, on how land is 

used (Arizona Academy, 1974). 

An aerial view of the region traversed by Highways 180 

and 64/180 will reveal a mosaic, or patches, of landscape 

character types formed by the varied land uses, as expressed 

by five biotic communities and the cultural uses of the 

land, including land management activities. Possibly what 

could strike the viewer is the varied topography and 

preponderance of natural vegetative cover in the form of 

forests and grasslands. Here and there the viewer could 

observe open meadow areas, gridiron patterns of urban 

developments, and an occasional rural settlement. The 

arrangement and juxtaposition of these viewed elements can 

generate contrast and congruence in the landscape. The 

dominance elements such as form, line, color, and texture, 

are the simplest visual recognition parts which make up a 

characteristic landscape (USDA-Forest Service, 1974). 

Land Use Planning and Zoning in the Highway Corridor 

The statutory scheme in Arizona gives authority to 

establish three major land use control devices on both 

municipal and county levels: comprehensive plans, zoning 

ordinances, and subdivision regulations. Counties in Arizona 

are required to plan as to conserve natural resources and to 

insure efficient expenditure of public funds, as well as to 

promote health, safety, convenience, and general welfare of 

their constituents (Arizona Academy, 1974). The binding 
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legal effect of a plan is questionable, but its influence in 

policy decision is substantial. A well thought out plan will 

carry a high degree of respect in the land use planning 

process. Stated or unstated policies can direct the 

community's part in decision making. Public participation 

can play an important role also. Community decision making 

includes direct regulation of land use through zoning 

ordinances or indirect such as educational programs to 

encourage community accepted uses. 

Zoning divides land under a local government 

jurisdiction into districts or zones, each of which may have 

different requirements in order to regulate the use of land, 

and placement, size, and use of buildings. Zoning is as good 

as what it intends to do, that is, its purpose, how 

accurately its meaning is interpreted, and how effectively 

it is enforced. Some authors point out that zoning in itself 

causes negative side-effects: It wastes land, creates 

depressingly uniform urban areas, increases commuting and 

public safety problems (Turner, 1987). While this may be 

true in particular localities, it is nevertherless a good 

standard landscape saving tool where other measures are not 

readily available. It is also a good bargaining card for 

planners to exact performance standards, especially when 

tiered with design and environmental policies stated in the 

region or comprehensive land use plan. Zoning therefore is a 

tool to implement the comprehensive plan. To better 
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understand the effectiveness of zoning as a mechanism for 

scenic landscape protection it is worthwhile to list its 

functions in a comparative manner (see Table l): 

A Subdivision Ordinance regulates the subdivision of 

land and amenities to be included in the subdivided parcels. 

It applies to any division of land. Sets standards for the 

division of larger parcels into smaller ones, construction 

phases, and final product including specifying the location 

of streets, open space, utilities, and other improvements. 

It governs design of new development that is permitted, 

including the way it functions such as traffic, and 

stormwater runoff or drainage, etc.. It also can provide for 

aesthetic and/or environmental aspects such as: site 

suitability, landscaping, retention or addition of strips of 

natural vegetation or create buffers between residential and 

agricultural and forest lands (see Table 2). 

Design Review zoning, often called "critical area" 

zoning or "design review overlay," is superimposed over a 

community's various zones or districts, establishing an 

additional set of requirements to be met when special 

resources protected by the overlay would be affected by the 

proposed change. Its advantages and disadvantages for scenic 

landscape protection can be seen in Table 3. Coconino County 

possibilitates the application of Design Review Overlay 

Zoning after a community adoption process. It is being 

applied in Coconino County's Oalc Creek Canyon area (Coconino 
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Table 1: Comparative Effectiveness of Zoning 
as Mechanism for Scenic Landscape Protection 

Zoning Advantages Zoning Disadvantages 

Segregates different and 
incompatible land uses 

Cannot protect people or their 
properties from existing land 
uses. Could be too inflexible 
in excluding needed modern 
conveniences especially in 
rural areas 

Protects environmental 
resources by limiting 
density of residential 
development. 

Usually is unsuccesful in 
protecting rural character 
if used alone. Low density 
zoning could force development 
to spread farther into the 
countryside. 

In conjunction with environ
mental resources protection, 
it can withstand a legal 
challenge. 

Courts have ruled that some 
large lot zoning is exclusion
ary because it has the effect 
of preventing low and middle 
income people from buying land 
Some courts have ruled too 
restrictive zoning is "taking" 
without land owner's consent. 
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Table 2: Comparative Effectiveness of Subdivision Ordinances 
as a Mechanism for Scenic Landscape Protection 

Subdivision Ordinance 
Advantages 

Subdivision Ordinance 
Disadvantages 

Can mandate good design and 
engineering standards to 
lessen impact of development, 
especially its environmental 
and visual effects. 

Unbuilt subdivisions or 
"ghost subdivisions" can be 
grandfathered with possible 
less development standards 
if "sunset clauses" are not 
previously included. 

Performance guarantees e.g., 
escrow accounts and service 
bonds, can be levied. 
escrow accounts and service 
bonds, can be levied. 

Performance guarantees may 
not address design and 
scenic aspects. 

A minimum density could be 
exacted in order to have more 
open space per total area. A 
maximum density could be 
required to eliminate crowding 
the built landscape. 

Land parcels could be sub
divided again to the minimum 
density allowed in zoning 
for a specific area further
ing landscape fragmentation, 
e.g., 3-way splitting in Az. 

Can be combined with zoning 
into a land development code 
to eliminate the possibility 
of incompatibility between 
two ordinances. 

Zoning tolerances may over
ride the proper site select
ion for a particular project 
or vice versa. 
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County, Oak creek Canyon Area Plan). Highway 89A which 

traverses the Oak Creek Canyon area has been officially 

designated a Scenic Road by the ADOT. 

Special Purpose Ordinances are local measures written 

to protect a resource or deal with a problem, e.g. noise and 

air pollution ordinance, signage, forest and wildlife zones, 

riparian area zones, agricultural zone protection, slope, 

and open space etc.. Sometimes wildlife and forest 

protection zones are included in open space zones, but it 

may not be restrictive enough to protect the resources in 

the long term. Riparian areas may be included in the 

Floodplain Zone, which then may or may not consider their 

ecologic importance. Conservation zoning or a "habitat 

protection zoning" may offer greater recognition of 

ecological relationships in the landscape. 

Cluster Development is implemented through provision 

in various zoning ordinances. Clustering as an element in 

total design is being forced upon the landscape by the 

nature of mass recreation. There are two types of cluster 

developments, the area cluster and the site cluster. The 

first is grouping of several sites by theme, promotion, and 

transportation linkage e.g., a village, recreational, or 

transportation cluster. The site cluster generally has one 

parking area and the attractions are to be used and enjoyed 

on foot e.g., types of multiple family dwellings. It 

conserves other lands by concentrating and localizing 
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Table 3: Comparative Effectiveness Overlay Zoning 
for Scenic Landscape Protection 

Overlay Zoning 
Advantages 

Overlay Zoning 
Disadvantages 

Can protect special resources 
or areas such as steep hills 
or a scenic river or road 
landscape. 

Does not affect the density 
under existing zoning. 

Can be applied to a built 
environment design character
istics e.g,, Design Review 
Overlay Zoning. 

Its establishment cannot be 
initiated without a request 
from a majority of a 
community's residents or of 
their representatives. 

Can respect the "sense of 
place" or character of a 
community i.e., those things 
that add up to a feeling that 
a community is a special and 
distinct place. 

May increase building costs. 
May restrict design 
creativity by imposing 
uniform design standards. 
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functions. The success of the design of clusters depends on 

how well it is linked together, physically on the ground and 

mentally by the users; and each element, even though some 

distance separates it from other components should have some 

continuity of design (Gunn, 1972) A comparison of the 

performance of cluster developments for scenic landcape 

protection can be seen in Table 4. 

Performance zoning systems is an approach to guide 

land development. It can be applied through a point system. 

Specific impacts of proposed development must be examined 

giving the community opportunity to exact the mitigation of 

objectionable impacts from the developer before building 

permit is issued. A disadvantage of this strategy is that an 

unpopular project to the community may obtain the requested 

zoning and be built if it meets all local standards and 

environmental criteria. However, the land does not retain a 

zoning change if project is not built. A derivative of this 

strategy are standards applied to permitted uses in regular 

zoning categories in order to govern intensity, siting, or 

design of a proposed development (Stokes, 1989). 

A Land Development Code, an innovative approach to 

guide land development has been implemented in several places 

in the U.S. e.g., Hardin County, Kentucky. It is a kind of 

performance zoning that is based in a three step process: 

1 - A growth guidance assessment which can be based on 

established land resource assessments e.g., USDA- Soil 
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Table 4: Comparative Effectiveness of Cluster Development 
for Scenic Landscape Protection 

Advantages of 
Cluster Development 

Disadvantages of 
Cluster Development 

Developer can maintain a 
specific density of units per 
area of property but offer 
smaller lots, thereby the 
remaining land can be kept as 
open space, and with uniform 
or thematic landcaping. 

Open space may be lost if 
effective legal protection 
is not established i.e., 
deeded to association of 
residents or community with 
open space retention clause. 

Through regulation a percen
tage of land area must remain 
open. 

An adequate minimum open 
space percentage may not be 
enforced or not regulated. 

If properly designed it may 
protect more of the original 
character of the landscape 
and provide a more attractive 
setting that standard single 
dwelling platted subdivision. 

Can appear to be denser than 
ordinary single unit 
development particularly if 
it is poorly designed, e.g. 
appear massive if not fitted 
in the landscape. 

Difficult site areas for 
building, which are usually 
environmentally sensitive can 
be avoided thereby offering a 
more environmentally 
efficient land use. 

can result in loss of 
property values in neighbor
ing properties if lesser 
quality dwellings are built 
and open space is not 
properly maintained. 

Fewer street and utility line 
layout is needed, therefore, 
saving construction costs and 
open space. 

Can appear incongrous in the 
built landscape if neighbor
ing properties are mostly 
single family dwellings. 

Can be complemented with 
transfer of development 
rights to insure permanence 
of the open space. 

May look more urban or city 
like, and may reveal 
communal vehicle parking 
spaces to the open areas. 
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Conservation Service "LESA" system, and meeting 

particular and specific ammenity provisions. 

2 - A compatibility assessment which is obtained through an 

interactive process between developers and neighboring 

property owners to reach concensus, and is guided by a 

planning staff. 

3 - A plan assessment which is a detailed development plan to 

county specifications and standards. 

The advantages of a land development code is that it 

reduces sprawl and leap frog developments making. Approved 

sites more likely would border an existing development. It 

guards against mix of land uses. In addition less burden of 

review is placed on public officials (Stokes, 1989). 

Coconino County has adopted a land use zoning code 

ordinance for the unincorporated areas of the County. The 

zoned areas are called districts in their zoning 

classifications. Among the most important zoned districts 

are: 1) AR - Agricultural Residential, 2) C-l - Neighborhood 

Commercial, 3) G - General, 4) GC - General Commercial, 5) 

MHP- Mobile Home Park, 6) OS - Open Space, 7) R-l - Single 

Familiy Residential, 8) RM-M - Multiple Family Residential, 

9) M - Light Industrial, 10) FMP - Flood Plain and, 11) DRO 

Design Review Overlay. 

Figure 7 (in pocket) provides a general view of the 

locations of these zoning districts and land uses on the 

landscape. A general official explanation for some of the 
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aforementioned districts is the following: 

1 - The Agricultural Residential District (AR zone) is 

intended to designate areas within the county for low 

density family residential uses on minimum lot sizes of 

one acre or more, where those light agricultural 

activities can be conducted which are related to rural 

family living and pursuits, single family dwellings, 

mobile, modular and factory built homes are permitted. 

Among the activities allowed are: Agricultural and 

horticultural, non-commercial keeping of horses and other 

domestic farm type animals, and soil and water 

conservation projects are allowed, but commercial keeping 

of animals, and public service and utility facilities 

require a conditional use permit. 

2 - The General District (G zone) is a rural land use 

category intended for application to those areas of the 

County not specifically designated in any other 

classification. Only those uses which are complementary 

and compatible with the rural environment are permitted. 

Note: The "G" and "AR" districts are almost identical in 

terms of allowed uses, property development standards, 

and special requirements except no subdivision map shall 

be approved in the General District zone unless said 

subdivision map is filed and approved concurrently with 

a request for rezoning of the property to conform with 

the intent and purpose of the proposed use. It is 
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generally understood that this zoning is for large 

parcels greater than one acre. 

3 - The Commercial District (C-l zone) is intended to provide 

for retail and service establishments which supply 

commodities or perform services to meet the daily needs 

of the adjacent residential neighborhood e.g., 

convenience food market. These shall be in locations 

where analysis of the residential populations 

demonstrates that such facilities are justified. There 

are development standard provisions to promote the 

integration of such facilities into adjacent residential 

neighborhoods so that residential property values are 

preserved and potential conflicts minimized. 

4 - The General Commercial District (CG zone) is intended to 

provide for retail and service establishment which 

supply commodities or perform a wide range of services 

for the general public that may be residing in the area 

or travelling along the area's routes. There is 

provision for performance standards as to landscaping, 

building set backs, fences, screening, and others. 

5 - The Mobile Home District (MHB zone) is intended for the 

establishment of commercial mobile home and 

recreational vehicle sites. There is provision for 

performance standards as to sanitary hookups, fences, 

screening and others. 

6 - The Open Space District (OS zone) is designated for 
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natural resource conservation areas which are generally 

under Federal or state ownership. Rarely would a private 

property have this zoning. 

7 - The Single Family District (R-l zone) is designed to 

provide for the development of one-family detached 

dwellings on each lot and for accessory uses as related. 

Religious, government, utility, or public service 

facilities are permitted. There is a square footage 

minimum area required for interior lots in regard to 

natural slope of the lot area. A specific building 

setback width when fronting unto or backing to local 

streets and arterial highways respectively, as well as 

an average minimum front yard is required for custom 

built and new subdivision dwellings. 

8 - The Multiple Family Residential District (RM-M zone) is 

established to provide for the development of medium 

through high residential densities in an environment 

having maximum living amenities. It has the purpose to 

promote greater residential design flexibility, more 

efficent use of open space, and better separation of 

vehicular traffic. Single to multiple family dwellings 

are permitted, as well as planned unit developments and 

horizontal regimes. Religious, government, utilities and 

public service facilities are permitted under 

conditional uses. There are several property development 

standards limiting the maximum number of dwelling units 



for each lot or parcel based upon a required square feet 

per dwelling unit according to four lot area categories. 

The smaller the lot area the more area per dwelling unit 

is required. These have the purpose of limiting 

population density. A floor to area ratio of 0.8 and a 

maximum lot coverage of 40% is required. Only one 

dwelling unit shall be permitted to be developed in lots 

under 6,000 sq. ft. 

10- The Flood Plain Zone is applied to areas which are 

recognized as flood hazard. No dwellings are permitted. 

Lands can be used for parks and recreation. It does not 

explicitly carry ecological protection of zoned lands 

that have riparian areas. 

11- The Design Review Overlay District (DRO zone) has the 

main purpose to protect and enhance the visual quality of 

certain areas of the County. It is applicable in only 

multiple-family, commercial, industrial establishments, and 

for public or semi public uses and all signing for such 

uses. All uses in the underlying zone are permitted. 

Design guidelines such as: exterior architecture, 

textures of materials, colors, and means of illumination 

are established to apply to a specific area. 

Each district or zone has special requirements and 

performance standards and among these are several which have 

inherent negative and positive effects in the landscape 

depending on how the zoning ordinance is implemented, as 
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well as according to county policy for the area. These are 

namely: fences, signs, keeping of animals, residential 

density, and placement of buildings and structures in the 

landscape. 

In regards to the land use zoning code in Coconino 

County there are several provisions or statements which 

directly or indirectly address visual quality aspects in the 

landscape (see Table 5). 

An example of a negative effect seen along Highway 

180, although not in the representative landscapes chosen1 for 

this study, is the keeping of too dense numbers of livestock 

such as cattle and horses in a small acreage or unit of area 

without land rotation e.g. Cheshire and Fort Valley Meadow 

Visual Assessment Units. In spite of its rural aspect, the 

animals deplenish and trample the ground cover creating an 

unsightly unvegetated surface, which can be prone to soil 

erosion. Another example but not directly related to zoning 

is in the pinyon-juniper and grassland lowlands. Years ago a 

new fence for Highway 180's right-of-way was built, but in 

facilitating the task some of the trees were cut or uprooted 

and their wooden carcasses were left to rot unsightly beside 

the fence line. The relatively dry climate in this region 

delays for many years the decomposition of wood matter. 

Land use zoning can be an effective tool in regulating 

the visual quality in the landscape, but its effectiveness 

is eroded if there is a lack of good design in the built 
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Table: 5 Comparative Appreciation of Coconino County Zoning 
Language Directed to Scenic Landscape Protection 

District or Zone: Visual Quality Provision: 

Agricultural 
Residential (AR) 

Low density family residential 
in one acre minimum lot size. 
Light agricultural activities 
related to rural family living. 

Single Family 
Residential (Rl) 

Increased minimum lot size with 
increasing land slope. Planned 
unit development or conditional 
permit for lots of over 25% slope 
Minimum yard areas. 

Multiple Family 
Residential (RM-M) 

Promote more efficient use of 
open space in private property 
through a 0.8 floor area ratio 
and maximum lot coverage of 40 % 

General (G) Uses which are complementary and 
compatible with rural environment 

Open Space (OS) Recognition of open space values 

Mobile Home Park (MHP) Development Standards e.g. screen 
area from roads. 

Design Review 
Overlay (DRO) 

Architectural styles compatible 
with areas's unique environmental 
setting. Building proportions to 
minimize restricting views, or 
not alter natural near vistas. 
Preservation of existing trees 
and other natural vegetation. 
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landscape. There are several land use examples along Highway 

180 and 64/180 corridors which because of their location 

and/or scale (number of dwellings allowed per unit area) 

impact strongly the visual resource in their areas. These 

developments or subdivisions were permitted or platted in 

past periods that could be interpreted as lax in terms of 

resource conservation. In some of these areas there have 

been one or more constraints such as water, gas, and 

electric service availability, as well as a relatively long 

distance from other public and private services which 

increases the cost and/or ease of settlement. Therefore, 

this has delayed or hindered somewhat the full occupancy of 

the platted area. This is the special case of Valle (see 

Fig. 11 in pocket) . Although, the area is still sparsely 

settled, however, through the years it gradually may receive 

more settlement. 

Landscape Impact Assessment Along the Scenic Corridor 

Landscape Assessment for Scenic and Open Space Purposes 

Landscape assessment is the means by which values, or 

resources, of the landscape are estimated and evaluated 

(Fabos, et al., 1976). There are several approaches to 

landscape assessement. A worthwhile technique to determine 

which approach to use is that of landscape description. 

Although they are not assessments, they can be the 

foundations for succeeding assessment and analytical 

interpretation. Landscape inventories based upon description 
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are rational documentations of observed landscapes. There is 

a rich store of landscape descriptions from the past as well 

as the present. Although landscape portrayals are not 

systematically related to scenery, as there is a subjective 

element, acquaintance with and appreciation of the cultural 

or historic perspectives of these portrayals can be of 

potential usefulness to begin landscape analysis. Field 

observations documented by others can improve the expertize 

of subsequent field observations by others. Especially in 

the accounts of scientists and naturalists, there may be 

insight on how appreciation of the landscape may be linked 

to natural processes and how environmental factors may have 

ties with landscape aesthetics (Litton, 1975). 

The concept that scenery is a significant natural 

resource which can be studied, analyzed, promoted, protected 

and systematically developed is new. Appreciation of scenery 

and natural beauty, however, has long been accepted in our 

culture and is operative in our value system. It also has 

provided a basis for development of national reservations 

and parks for over half a century (Sargent, 1976). 

For planning purposes scenery may be classified 

according to its significant attributes: 1) the distance or 

extension of the surface or area over which it can be seen, 

and, 2) the variety of items (or elements) which appear in 

the scene. These two components of scenery may be classified 

and supplemented in many ways: 1) the depth of view, that 
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is, the vertical depth of view measuring the visual or 

apparent depth of scene, not the actual height of the 

topography; 2) the viewshed i.e., the angle of view over a 

horizontal distance; 3) the continuity or intermittencv i.e, 

a view which is seen intermittently may not be as desirable 

as a continous view and; 4) special points of interest i.e., 

anything which would make people stop beside the road and 

get out of the vehicle to observe the landscape e.g., 

panoramic views and special natural features such as a 

waterfall (Sargent, 1976). 

A scenery classification of a road is for the purpose 

of possible action to enhance scenic areas, and improve its 

enjoyment by people. Therefore, it is desirable to note 

scenic potentials which might be achieved with a small 

investment e.g., constructing pullouts and vegetation 

manipulation. There are two levels of scenery 

classification: reconnaissance and intensive. The first may 

be conducted on a large scale over all roads in a town or 

county, or over all roads which might be designated as 

scenic routes. Scenery classification may also be done 

intensively and in great detail at one point on a road where 

overlooks or scenic spurs are considered (Sargent 1976). 

Another reason is to recognize the aesthetic or scenic 

qualities of the region traversed by a road to be designated 

scenic. In this direction there is an expressed or maybe a 

covert desire to protect its scenic attributes. 
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Landscape assessment for open space needs purposes can 

be determined by the percentage of land in the municipality 

or by acres per thousand (population). However, this deals 

with only one aspect or use of open space - outdoor 

recreation. Moreover, it may fall short of the real needs of 

a community, and may not reveal who should provide the open 

space lands in a regional context. This study subscribes 

to the approach of noted landscape planner, Ian McHarg, that 

maintenance of natural processess in equilibrium should be 

the basis on which open space decisions are made, as well as 

general planning decisions reflecting prohibitions against 

certain types of land uses (Little, 1968). 

Criteria for Selecting Representative Landscapes 
Along a Scenic Designated Highway 
for Landscape Impact Analysis 

1 - Land Ownership Pattern: Land area in the representative 

landscape to be analyzed are under two or more ownership 

patterns such as public and private. This could indicate 

possible contradictory or non-complementary land use 

decisions. 

2 - Landscape Subordination: Man's manipulation of the 

environment is evident but subordinate to the 

characteristic landscape. Degree of man's retention of 

the characteristic landscape within a built 

environment. 

3 - Overall Scenic Quality; The numerical rating obtained 

from the summation of individual assessment unit's scenic 
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quality ratings [as determined by Arizona's ADOT scenic 

roads system] in each representative landscape impact 

assessment unit divided by their composite highway 

segment length. 

Proximity to Scenic Areas: Linear distance to sites of 

highly desirable natural resource and scenic values. 

Consideration of functional relation e.g. the scenic 

complementarity of a landscape with adjacent and/or 

neighboring sites, or as an essential part of the scenery 

Signs of Human Presence: The degree of permanence and 

extent of human's presence in the landcape [e.g. 

temporary or permanent due to established dwellings and 

public service facilities on site]. An increased 

awareness of current and possible impacts is being 

inferred, by a longer observation time of the landscape. 

Uniqueness: The relative scarcity of the scenic resource 

within a larger framework or geographic area. An 

exemplary or desirable natural and/or cultural 

landscape. Site's visual attributes are uncommon within 

its respective biotic community and/or regional 

landscape context due to the interrelationship of 

topographic, biological, and other land features alone, 

or with man-made accents. 

Viewshed: Width of the angle of view of the surrounding 

landscape from stationary points. To classify as a 

viewshed, a view must extend into the landscape. A 
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greater angle of view and proportion of background 

views, as well as length of highway segment exhibiting 

the viewshed are desirable. The classification of the 

viewshed is based on the following approximate range of 

angle of view through the road length segment: 

(a) very wide = 270 to 360 degrees 

(b) wide = 180 to 270 degrees 

(c) moderately wide = 90 to 180 degrees 

(d) narrow = less than 90 degrees 

8 - Vulnerability; The degree to which the current and 

future landscape is susceptible to natural and man 

caused impacts. 

It would be desirable that each representative 

landscape selected for landscape impact analysis exhibit to 

a high degree all of the eight criteria herewith listed. 

However, it could be expected that some of these landscapes 

would exhibit stronger or lesser affinity to a particular 

criterion. A high to moderate affinity or fitness for six of 

the eight criteria, or 75% of the criteria, suggests a high 

priority for analysis. Planning tools that can be consulted 

to determine their fitness into a criterion are: land 

ownership pattern maps, land use or zoning maps, ecological 

inventory assessments and maps, and visual quality cues as 

previously determined in a scenic highway or landcape study 

in the area to be analyzed. 

This study as previously mentioned is utilizing the 
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"Scenic Roads Designation Procedures" of the Department of 

Transportation of the State of Arizona as an analytical tool 

for landscape planning analysis. To assign an overall visual 

quality rating for these highways, a composite rating was 

obtained from thirty (30) assessment units which were 

previously selected according to established criteria (See 

Appendices A-D). These selection criteria tended to be 

restrictive and compartmentalized the natural and/or 

cultural landscapes in order to adequately account for their 

diversity, and to assign a visual quality rating. For 

landscape impact analysis a broader spatial or geographic 

reference is desirable to account for the interrelationships 

of impact sources and the cultural context of the areas 

being assessed. Therefore, a single assessment unit along 

the highway may be by itself too restricted to clearly 

assess landscape impact in a holistic manner because there 

is a duality in the origin of impact sources. Impacts may be 

generated either outside an assessment unit's confines, or 

from within. It is not unusual, however, for them to be 

experienced beyond the units, that is, a spill-over effect. 

Because of this, there can be a variable zone of influence. 

Therefore, some units have a central, or pivotal role for 

landscape change in adjacent units. Landscape change can 

occur in adjacent units because the central unit has created 

a precedent for a type of land use which expands or spills 

over into adjacent units. The internal change may have a 
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catalytic effect on land use change, although not 

necessarily in the same intensity or type. In these cases, 

adjacent units are included in the analysis and referred to 

as environs of the main or central unit. 

Twelve visual assessment units from the previous ADOT 

Scenic Roadway Study were selected for landscape impact 

analysis (see Appendix B). These are grouped into four 

representative or composite landscapes, each comprising 

three consecutive assessment units which are: 1) Nordic 

Center and Environs, 2) Kendrick Park and Environs, 3) Valle 

Junction and Environs and, 4) Tusayan and Environs (see 

Table 6). The four represent three of the five biotic 

communities (Brown and Lowe, 1985) found in the foreground, 

middleground, and backgrounds along the highways, some of 

the biotic variances within the communities, and various 

stages or degree of man's influence or impact in their 

visual characteristics. For example in the latter factor 

these range from having a strong or irreversible urban 

character to one where man's influence is subordinate to the 

surrounding landscape. However, their appropriateness and 

priority for this analysis was determined through a 

cognitive process best visualized through utilizing a matrix 

relationship of site and criteria factors. By undergoing 

this process it was determined that the landscapes chosen 

for impact analysis meet 6 or more of the 8 criteria, 

suggesting a high priority for analysis (see Table 8). 
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Table 6: overall Visual Quality Rating Determination for the 
Representative Units Chosen for Landscape Impact Analysis 

A : { B = C divided by B = D 

Repres entative 
Units: 

(A) 
ADOT's 
Unit 
Viewpoint 
Total 

(B) 
Unit's 
Road 
Total 
Length 
(miles) 

(C) 
ADOT ' S  
Unit 
Segment 
Visual 
Quality 

(D) 
Composite 
Average 
Visual 
Quality 

1) Ft. Valley 
Exp. Forest 

2) Nordic Cntr. 
3) Deer Tanks 

17 
19 
20 

4.6 
3.9 
0.8 

78.2 
74.1 
16.0 — 

Nordic Center 
Composite - 9.3 168.3 18.1 = high 

1) Hochderffer 
2) Kendrick Prk 
3) Kendrick Pnc 

20 
17 
20 

2.0 
1.8 
0.4 

40.0 
30.6 
8.0 

-

Kendrick Park 
Composite 

4.2 78.6 18.7 = 19.0 
very high 

1) Valle Range 
2) Valle Jnctn. 
3) North Valle 

15 
11 
11 

4.5 
0.8 
0.9 

67.5 
8.8 
9.9 -

Valle Junction 
Composite 

6.2 86.2 13.9 = 14.0 
medium high 

1) Camp Ten-X 
2) Urb. Tusayan 
3) Semi-natural 

Tusayan , 

17 
12 

16 

2.9 
0.7 

1.0 

49.3 
8.4 

16.0 -

Tusayan 
Composite - 4.6 73.7 16.2 = high 

Key to qualitative evaluation of visual quality ratings: 

19 to 21 = very high 7 to 9 = medium low 
16 to 18 = high 4 to 6 = low 
13 to 15 = medium high 1 to 3 = very low 
10 to 12 = medium 
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Table 7: Determination of Uniqueness for the Representative 
Landscapes Chosen for Landscape Impact Analysis 

Regionally 
Unique Scenic 
and Natural 
Resource Values: 

Representative Landscapes 
Regionally 
Unique Scenic 
and Natural 
Resource Values: 

Nordic 
Ctr. and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle Jet 
and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Arizona's 
highest 
mountains 

high high moderate none 

Extinct 
volcanic 
cinder cones 

moderate moderate high none 

Designated 
wilderness 
areas 

high high none none 

Extensive 
mountain 
meadow areas 

moderate high none none 

View of the 
north rim of the 
Grand Canyon 

none none none moderate 

"Big Game" 
Wildlife * high high low low 

Key to degree relationship of observed values from highway: 

high = striking and very obvious 

moderate = important but highlighted by other values 

low = present but not an obvious element 

none = scenic resource not present or observed 

[*] =» Opportunities to observe at the roadside uncommon 
wildlife such as elk and/or pronghorn antelope in this 
part of the Southwest. 
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TABLE 8: Criteria for Selection of Reoresentat ive Landscapes 
for Landscape Impact Analysis 

Representative Landscapes 

Criteria: 
Nordic 
Center and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
June. and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Land Ownership 
Patterns 

mostly 
public * 

mostly 
public * 

mostly 
private * 

mostly 
public * 

Overall Scenic 
Quality 

* 
high * 

* 
very high 

medium 
• high * 

* 
high 

Proximity to 
Scenic Areas 

* 
within 

* 
within 

* 

adj acent 
* 

adjacent 

Signs of Human 
Presence minimal 

* 

moderate 
* 

extensive 
* 

extensive 

Subordination 
to Landscape very high moderate 

* 
low 

* 
low 

Uniqueness high * high * moderate* low 

Viewshed mod. wide* very wide* very wide* narrow 

Vulnerability moderate * high * high * high * 

Key to degree or range of relationship: 
Land Ownership Pattern; public, mostly public, mixed public 
and private, mostly private, all private. 

Overall Scenic Quality; very high, high, medium-high, 
medium, medium-low, low. 

Proximity to Scenic Areas; within, adjacent, distant 

Signs of Human Presence: extensive, moderate, minimal 

Subordination to Landscape: high, moderate, minimal, none 

Uniqueness; high, moderate, low, none. 

Viewshed: very wide, wide, moderately wide, narrow 

Vulnerability: high, moderate, low, none. 

[*] = meets requirements of criterion for impact analysis. 
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Table 9: Resource and Infrastructure Availability Limitations 
on Development 

Representative Landscapes 

Constraints: 
Nordic 
Center and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
June. and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Natural Water moderate moderate high high 

Utility Water 
Service high high high high 

Wastewater 
Disposal high high high low 

Electric 
Service high high moderate none 

Topographic 
Variability moderate low low moderate 

Surface 
Geology moderate low low moderate 

Floodplain low low low low 

Private land moderate moderate low high 

Road 
Accessibility moderate low moderate low 

Key to Degree of Limitation: high, moderate, low, none 
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Table 10: Potential for Future Development 

Representative Landscapes 

Kinds of 
Future 
Development: 

Nordic 
ctr. and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
June.and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Suburbanization low low high low 

Vacation Homes high * high * high low 

Strip Development none low high * high * 

Individual 
Settlement low low 

* 

moderate low * 

Inns moderate moderate high * high * 

Above Ground 
Utility Lines low low high * high * 

Utility Line 
Corridors high * moderate high * moderate 

Commercial 
Intrusion low high * high * high * 

Amusement/Theme 
Parks none low high * high 

Mobile-home and 
Recreational 
Vehicle Parks low low high * high * 

Roadside 
Parking Lots high * high * high * high * 

Tele 
Communications 
Paraphernalia low low high high 

Incongruous 
Roadside R.O.W. 
Management low moderate high * high 

Degree of potential for development:high. moderate, low, none 

[*] = current precedent 
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Table 11: Absorption Capability of Landscape Impacts 
from Current and Potential Development 

Representative Landscapes 

Kinds of 
Development: 

Nordic 
Ctr. and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
Jet. and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Suburbanization low low moderate low 

Vacation Homes low * low * moderate low 

Settlement low low moderate* low 

Strip Development low low low * low * 

Inns moderate low moderate* moderate* 

Above Ground 
Utility Lines low low 

* 

moderate 
* 

low 

Utility Line 
Corridors 

* 

moderate low 
* 

moderate low 

Commercial 
Intrusion low low * 

* 

moderate 
* 

moderate 

Amusement/Theme 
Parks low low 

* 

moderate low 

Mobile-home and 
Recreational 
Vehicle Parks low low 

* 

moderate 
* 

moderate 

Roadside 
Parking Lots low * low * low * low * 

Tele 
Communications 
Paraphernalia low low moderate low * 

Incongruous 
Roadside R.O.W. 
Management low low low * low 

Kev to degree of absorption capability: high, moderate, low 

[*] = current precedent 
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Table 12: Considera-tion of Development on Visual Quality 

Kinds of 
Development: 

Visual Quality Attributes and its Factors 
Kinds of 
Development: Vividness Intactness Unity 

Suburbani z at i on visual pattern enchroachment composition 

Vacation homes visual pattern visual order compatibility 

Settlement memorability visual order compatibility 

Strip 
Development visual pattern 

visual 
encroachment 

composition 
harmony 

Inns memorability visual order compatibility 

Above Ground 
Utility Lines visual pattern 

integrity of 
visual order 

composition 
harmony 

Utility Line 
Corridors visual pattern 

integrity of 
visual order 

composition 
harmony 

Commercial 
Intrusion visual pattern 

integrity of 
visual order compatibility 

Amusement/Theme 
Parks 

memorability of 
v. impression 

visual 
encroachment compatibility 

Mobile-home and 
R.V. Parks 

memorability of 
v. impression 

visual 
encroachment 

composition 
harmony 

Roadside 
Parking Lots 

memorability of 
v. impression 

visual 
encroachment 

composition 
harmony 

Tele 
Communications 
Paraphernalia 

memorability of 
v. impression 

encroachment & 
integrity of 
visual order 

compositional 
harmony 

Incongruous 
Roadside R.O.W. 
Management 

memorability of 
v. impression 

integrity of 
visual order 

compositional 
harmony 

Key to Factors of Visual Quality Attributesi 
memorability = remembrance or impression of the landscape 
visual pattern = visual flow of interconnected elements 
visual encroachment = incongruous elements in the landscape 
compositional harmony = elements are visually complementary 
integrity of visual order = unimpaired or complete elements 
compatibility = coexistense in visual and functional harmony 
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Table 13: Effectiveness of Governmental Strategies for 
Landscape Impact Reduction and Rural Character Protection 

Representative Landscapes 

Strategy: 
Nordic 
Center and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
Junction 
and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Agricultural 
Zoning weak weak weak weak 

Cluster 
Development moderate moderate moderate strong 

Conservation 
Zoning * strong strong strong strong 

Design Review 
Overlay Zoning moderate moderate strong strong 

Environmental 
Review strong strong moderate moderate 

Land 
Development 
Code * strong strong strong strong 

Open Space 
Zoning strong strong strong strong 

Kev to Effectiveness of Strategy: strong, moderate, weak, 
none 

[*] = Strategy not currently available in Coconino County 
Institutional framework 
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Table 14: Private Sector Strategies for Landscape Impact 
Reduction and Rural Character Protection 

Representative Landscapes 

Strategy: 
Nordic 
Center and 
Environs 

Kendrick 
Park and 
Environs 

Valle 
Junction 
and 
Environs 

Tusayan 
and 
Environs 

Acquisition of 
Property 
(fee simple) 

strong strong strong strong 

Compensable 
Regulations strong strong strong strong 

Conservation or 
Scenic Easements strong moderate moderate moderate 

Deed 
Restrictions strong strong strong strong 

Development 
Rights 
Purchase 

strong strong moderate moderate 

Land Banking or 
Conservation 
Trusts 

strong moderate moderate moderate 

Restrictive 
Covenants strong strong strong strong 

Key to Effectiveness of Strategy: strong, moderate, weak 
none 
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Table 15: Design Considerations in the Built Landscape 
for Protection of Rural Character 

Representative Landscapes 

Nordic Kendrick Valle Tusayan 
Design Elements: Ctr. and Park and June.and and Design Elements: 

Environs Environs Environs Environs 

Architectural Themes: 
Colors 
non-contrasting + + -t* + 
contrasting - # — — 

Materials 
natural + + + + 
synthetic - - # -

masonry — — # # 
Rooflines 

flat - - # # 
gable + + + 
shed — — # # 
hipped + + # # 

Vernacular buildinas + + + 4* 

Site Development: 
Fences and gates 
Snake fence + # # + 
Split-rail + # # + 
Post and rail — # 4* # 
Barbed-wire # # + # 
Chain-link - - - -

Piled Rock # # # # 
Solid - - - -

Mailboxes 
Individual + + + 
Grouped - # # # 

Artifacts 
Agricultural — - # — 

Old West «•» — # — 

Native American - - # # 
Plants Materials 
Indigenous/local + + + 
Regional — - # # 
Exotic — # -

Landscape materials 
Local rocks/gravel + + + + 
Exotic rock/gravel # # 

Key to relationship: [+] = positive, [-] = negative, 
[*] = neutral, [#] = contextual precaution 
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CHAPTER 6 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Interpretation of Representative Landscape Units 
for Landscape Impact Analysis 

The following discussion addresses each of the four 

representative or composite landscapes chosen for analysis 

in terms of landscape image, protection needs, protection 

strategies, and landscape enhancement possibilities. 

Landscape image is a description and also an interpretation 

of information that an observer obtains from the natural and 

cultural attributes of a particular landscape. It is not the 

actual landscape, but a mental representation of it, and 

therefore, the description could vary according to the 

observer's perception and insight and the sort of landscape 

information the observer is receiving. It can also vary 

according to the weather, season, or particular time of the 

day. Landscape protection needs are focused on the 

protection of rural character, visual quality, and those 

attributes that produce the landscape images. Landscape 

protection strategies are options available to local 

governments, public land management agencies, and private 

organizations, that have potential for implementation to 

protect rural character, visual quality, and landscape 

image. Landscape enhancement includes strategies and 

techniques to improve landscape visual quality through 

natural and cultural landscape manipulation. A great part of 
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landscape enhancement is performed through design. 

Landscape Image of Nordic Center and Environs 

This road segment gathers a particular diversity of 

landscapes in the Rocky Mountain (Petran) Montane and 

Madrean Conifer Forest biotic community, by exhibiting serai 

stages of aspen tree stands interspersed within the 

Ponderosa pine forest. In addition, it presents several 

meadow or park-like openings next to the roadside which 

afford interior views of the forest, and of several 

surrounding mountains and hills. Driving in a northerly 

direction and with a constant moderate incline in the first 

three miles of this composite unit provides a sensation of 

finally having left Flagstaff's suburbs behind and entering 

the forest. The initial portion of the unit is composed of a 

dense ponderosa pine forest, an enclosed landscape which 

practically screens all middleground and background views 

and tunnels the vision. Great effort is needed to capture a 

glimpse of the San Francisco Peaks and Wing Mountain through 

the forest, however, the road alignment permits a 

spectacular preview of Kendrick Mountain ahead and later two 

curious hills in the foreground, suddenly aspen trees appear 

timidly amongst the ponderosa pines, but later claiming a 

prominence in the foreground. Upon reaching level terrain 

the forest opens up revealing what it has concealed all 

along, the San Francisco Peaks and Fern Mountain. 
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Landscape Protection Needs for Nordic Center and Environs 

Most lands observed along the 9.3 miles of the highway 

segment of Nordic Center Unit and environs are U.S. Forest 

Service lands, and are designated as open space under 

Coconino County zoning authority. It is reasonable to assume 

that these would remain public forest lands for the 

foreseeable future, especially since they are prime lands 

for recreation and forestry research. This unit has a 

moderate vulnerability to natural and man-caused landscape 

impacts. Indeed large forest fires have occurred in this 

forest in the past, and occasionally a lightning strike or 

careless disposal of smoking material and quenching of 

campfires cause damage from which the forest recovers in a 

reasonable term. The topography is not known to generate 

significant hazards or cause landslides. Past extraction of 

volcanic cinder has left gravel pits that have scarred the 

landscape. This is not readily observed from the highway, 

however, certainly would be from an aerial view of this 

zone. A major gas line right-of-way crosses diagonally 

across the highway and forest in the earlier part of this 

unit [ADOT's Ft. Valley Esperimental Forest Unit]. Since it 

is seen at an angle, rather than perpendicular to the 

highway, it seems not to be a major visual disruption as 

seen from the highway. Although it functions as a fire break 

or recreation lane, it indeed is a scar upon the landscape, 

especially if seen from a high point. Therefore, the forest 
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landscape should be protected from additional utility right-

of-ways. In the initial portion of this composite unit the 

dense forest screens most of the middleground and foreground 

views, which otherwise could provide some highly attractive 

mountain scenes. 

The unit can be visually vulnerable to excessive 

recreational impact in the sense of having a high number of 

people and their vehicles at particular times of the year. 

This can be likened to the concept of recreation or social 

carrying capacity which includes cultural and aesthetic 

aspects. Ideally there is a threshold number beyond which 

recreation satisfaction diminishes if too many people are 

using the site at one time. This is determined through 

recreational activity and public opinion research. 

Recreation activities range from cross-country skiing, sled 

riding, pleasure driving, and viewing fall colors, to 

wildlife appreciation. In addition, there are consumptive 

activities such as harvesting fuelwood and hunting, which 

can add to the number of people and vehicles in the area. 

This author contends that at particular times of the 

year this area exceeds the ideal carrying capacity 

threshold. The situation is exacerbated because this highway 

segment has not been completely designed to accommodate all 

recreational uses in a safe and/or visually attractive 

manner. People stop their vehicles anywhere along the 

roadside to photograph the aspen groves or a mountain scene, 
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thus, generating a traffic hazard. There are no pull outs 

except those of forest dirt road junctions with Highway 180, 

which may not be strategic points to photograph. The 

haphazardly parked vehicles may constitute a visual 

detraction in the forest scene. The visitors' parking lot at 

Nordic Center cross country facility is packed with vehicles 

in winter time. Although it is approximately 300-ft from the 

highway it is readily observed, diminishing somewhat the 

picturesque log cabin scene of the facility itself. 

Possibly the highest landscape impact potential lies 

in approximately 160 acres of private property in the 

northernmost portion of Nordic Center's environs [ADOT's 

Deer Tank Unit], which has very high visual quality. It 

exhibits a splendid view of Kendrick Mountain. At present 

these properties do not constitute a threat. There are a few 

cabin type vacation homes that are screened from the highway 

by the forest at the edge of a large meadow, which is a 

visually good way to site these dwellings. However, in the 

future owners of these lands may decide to develop them 

intensely for additional vacation homes, lodges, winter 

recreation facilities and the like. The essence of the 

openess of the meadow surrounded by forest could then be 

destroyed. A 1975 article by Gordon D. Lewis titled 

"Benefits of Vacation Developments to County Governments" 

stresses planning foresight, but also provides a cautionary 

message in regard to this phenomenon: 
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"Vacation home developments represent a higher use of 
the land than agricultural pursuits .... the higher 
use increases the value of the land so that land tax 
yields are automatically increased without 
necessitating any change in existing tax rates.... and 
normally (at a low density) do not require increases 
in high-cost public services. However, vacation home 
developments can grow to such size that recreational 
industries are attracted to the area... and the region 
begins to develop the urban attributes that are found 
around ski areas and mountain resorts.... and these 
cease to be disperced vacation home subdivisions.... 
as they move from transient seasonal use to permanent 
residential communities (Lewis, 1975). 

A 1975 article by Thomas H. Bedwell titled "Evaluation 

of Impacts of Various Recreation Uses on Air Quality in 

Northern Arizona: The Scenic Suburban Forests and their 

Aesthetic Values," mentions the phenomeneon of "the flight 

to the fringe" is an attempt by many segments of the 

the population to surround themselves with natural beauty. 

Paradoxically it generates urban sprawl, that sometimes 

swallows the beauty up. He recognizes that homes and second 

home developments in and near recreational areas of national 

forests in Flagstaff are expected to have a major impact on 

the scenic beauty in and near these areas. The forests will 

have to bear much greater pressure in the future than many 

natural resources, as a consequence of persons seeking 

places of residence, recreation, and relaxation. He 

recognizes that not all the uses demanded of the forest land 

are compatible, that is, it is not possible to have 

everything from and do everything in the same piece of land 

at the same moment in time. The article is partly based on 
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previous studies by Hoff and Shahen (1973) in the area, and 

discusses Ft. Valley developments which are adjacent to the 

Nordic Center composite unit. They discuss and illustrate 

variance in compliance to the aesthetic beauty and poor 

construction which damages the aesthetic value in the areas. 

Regrettably the problem has exacerbated since 1963. 

Landscape Protection Strategy for Nordic Center and Environs 

Several strategies can be offered to protect the rural 

character of Nordic Center and environs. A selection of a 

particular strategy depends on the desired goal of the 

regional community. If it is desired to keep the area as 

natural as possible in perpetuity, the best procedure is for 

government or a conservation trust to acquire the private 

property in fee simple to ward against rezoning petitions by 

private owners. Since the private areas are not in a 

floodplain or a highly ecologically sensitive area, 

floodplain or conservation type of zoning is not applicable. 

Their current agricultural zoning makes it unlikely to be 

upgraded to open space zoning. The acquisition of 

conservation or scenic easements, or development rights by a 

government agency or conservation trust, especially in those 

private portions nearest to the highway, could be a 

reasonable alternative to prevent unwanted development. 

Private owners can continue utilizing the rest of their 

property, trading development rights to allow higher 

densities to developers somewhere else. Another alternative 
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is compensable regulations either through property tax break 

incentives, or guaranteed compensation for the difference of 

expected income upon sale of the land with particular 

landscape protection restrictions, if owners suffer loss 

upon selling their land. However, the latter alternatives 

may be difficult to implement or justify for a single area 

of a county that has many areas with scenic values. 

Landscape Enhancement Recommendations 
for Nordic Center and Environs 

The first priority should be to organize the 

haphazardly parked cars along the roadside. This could be 

done by parking restrictions allowing it in certain spots 

only e.g., in designated picnic area, pull-out, or parking 

area screened by vegetation. Presently there is a U.S. 

Forest Service parking area effectively screened by 

vegetation just north of this unit which can be replicated 

in selected areas. For Nordic Center proper, a solution is 

to partially screen the parking lot with more indigenous 

shrubs and trees, and limit its vehicular capacity to a set 

maximum. The forest in the initial portion of the unit 

should be thinned in selected highway foreground portions to 

open up vistas towards the San Francisco Peaks and Wing 

Mountain. The U.S. Forest Service should continue its 

management strategies for aspen groves to perpetuate this 

serai forest type, and alternate these with ponderosa stands 

and open areas to generate landscape diversity. It should 
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not be limited to a few selected spots, but in several 

places along this unit. They could explore the possibilities 

of deliberate or intentional site manipulation to generate 

the natural conditions for aspen colonization. 

Landscape Image of Kendrick Park and Environs 

The Kendrick Park and environs unit's natural 

landscape is characterized by a combination of ponderosa 

pine type forest and several meadows. The largest meadow is 

officially called Kendrick Park, and appears as a flat basin 

or saucer surrounded by mountains and hills. It is not 

called a park in the recreational sense but as a synonym for 

meadow. However, it has a high recreational use. The 

ponderosa pine forest which often exhibits interspersed 

aspen groves, occurs mostly in higher ground, while the 

meadows occur in the flattest and lowest altitudes. In 

addition, there are several rock mounds sitting on the 

landscape with an occasional stunted and/or contorted pine 

growing amongst the rocks as an oriental-like landscape. 

Possibly the best description for Kendrick Park is that it 

has an ejipansive or panoramic landscape, rather than an 

enclosing one, in that its views keep expanding to outermost 

background reaches. Upon approaching the large meadow the 

viewer can immediately feel its wide expanse. It definitely 

has depth of field and a great depth of view to the imposing 

San Francisco Peaks and Kendrick Mountain. 

The landscape provides some cultural meaning in terms 
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of human use of the landscape. A quaint wooden and and long 

time abandoned gas station beside the highway generates 

photographic interest. Adjacent is the Chapel of the Holy 

Dove, an interdenominational Christian devotional facility. 

Its popularity is reminiscent of shelters or rest stops 

during middle-age pilgrimages to far away shrines or 

sanctuaries, which in its modern application could well be 

the Grand Canyon destination. The designer of this facility 

had a keen sense of the landscape; it is not obtrusive, and 

its mastic wood construction and high pitch roof line with 

wood shingles borrows its shape from the slopes of the 

mountains. A glass picture window in the back captures with 

simple reverence the essence of the area, that is, the 

meadow and the San Francisco Peaks. 

The landscape is beginning to look partitioned or 

fragmented with commercial intrusion in the form of a 

general store anchored in the middle of the Kendrick meadow 

at the forest road 514 junction with Highway 180. Yet its 

"Old West" facade, similar to those of movie sets, gives the 

impression that "a town in the prairie" is springing up. 

Further back in the meadow there are three vacation homes, 

in their individual lots among several lots comprising 

aproximately 200 acres of "Kendrick Park Estates." At 

present these dwellings do not compromise their setting, 

however, more of these could. In that event the essence of 

the meadow, its openess, would deteriorate. It is noteworthy 
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to mention that each February dog sled racing competitions 

are held in this snow covered meadow, as part of Flagstaff's 

Winter Festival. This author was witness to this exciting 

competition, and suggests that the openness of the meadow 

with the forest edge is what highlights the reality or sense 

of place for this event. 

On the western side of the highway there are 

aproximately eighty acres of undeveloped private land. Here 

is located a long-time abandoned small farmstead as if 

floating on the meadow. During the summer one can observe 

large herds of Hereford cattle, reminiscent of buffaloes 

roaming the prairie. There are also small herds of horses 

which offer a more pastoral scene. Occasionaly deer, elk, 

and pronghorn antelope delight a watchful traveller beside 

the highway. At a land rise in the extreme north of the 

western side of the composite unit [ADOT's Kendrick Park 

Picnic Ground Unit] there is a Forest service picnic ground 

effectively sited inside the ponderosa pine forest. It 

serves as a platform from which to observe a panoramic view 

of Kendrick meadow and the surrounding mountains and hills. 

Landscape Protection Needs for Kendrick Park and Environs 

The foremost protection need is to prevent further 

fragmentation of Kendrick Park meadow, so it does not 

degenerate into an urban agglomeration, as has happened to 

the Ft. Valley meadow 12 miles south. Site preemption by 

non-recreational uses should be prevented to protect this 
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rare and irreplaceable recreational site. The goal is to 

protect the openess of the meadow, maintaining visual 

quality and deterring the partitioning or gridiron patterns 

of multiple proprietorship upon the landscape. A corollary 

to this goal is to safeguard wildlife movements and other 

ecologic processes occurring in the meadow which otherwise 

could be hampered and degraded by fragmentation. Although 

Kendrick meadow is just a relatively small portion of the 

regional ecosystem/ it could be regarded as a microcosm of 

this ecosystem partitioning. A 1986 article by David S. 

Wilcove et al discusses this topic generically in the 

following manner: 

"Fragmentation occurs when a large expanse of habitat 
is transformed into a number of smaller patches of 
smaller total area, isolated from each other by a 
matrix of habitats unlike the original.... it has two 
components (1) reduction in total habitat area, which 
affects population sizes and, (2) redistribution of 
the remaining area into disjunct fragments which 
affect dispersal and thus (species) immigration rates. 
As it proceeds some critical level of reduction and 
fragmentation is reached where species begin to die 
out. Even where most of the habitat has already been 
destroyed subsequent fragmentation should be 
minimized, lest a rapid loss of species occur.... as 
there is a loss of habitat heterogenity. When species 
require two or more habitat types, fragmentation may 
make it impossible for them to move between habitats. 
Fragmentation remains the principal threat to most 
species in the temperate zone [page 237-247]." 

Since Kendrick meadow is surrounded by national forest 

which in itself is being pressured by some land use 

practices in the outer boundaries or urban/wildland 

interfaces it is worthwhile to consider the following: 
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"No habitat preserve is immune to the effects of human 
activity outside its borders, and wildlife managers 

must concern themselves with the ecological effects of 
land development outside the boundaries of protected 
areas ... more useful (than wildlife corridors) are 
land use practices which allow populations of many 
target species to exist at least marginally in the 
surrounding habitat [page 249-255]." 

Kenton R. Miller (1984), an American expert on 

planning for national parks in the U.S. and abroad, who has 

had a long-time association with the International Union for 

the Conservation of Nature in Switzerland (previously 

mentioned), expresses the following: 

"Ecological science warns that while nature reserves 
are critical to ensure the maintenance of plant and 
animal species, they are far from sufficient to meet 
the needs of species survival.... the maintenance of 
biological diversity requires special measures that 
extend far beyond the establishment of nature 
reserves.... the use of lands surrounding nature 
reserves has been inimical to conservation.... the fact 
is that most national parks and nature reserves will 
rapidly become green islands surrounded by 
agriculture, logging operations, urbanization, end 
encroaching desert." 

Since these habitat and wildlife values are being 

degraded in the outer boundaries of national forests by the 

continued expansion of Flagstaff and outlying communities, 

it seems illogical to allow possible degradation from within 

in the form of expanding urban-like developments in islands 

or enclaves of private property that, as in Kendrick Park, 

exist in the midst of these highly valuable public lands. 

Relating fragmentation to visual quality is an obvious 

task. It reduces the three attributes utilized to arrive at 
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the visual quality rating, that is, vividness, intactness, 

and unity. A cluttered foreground with dwellings contrasting 

sharply with a highly scenic background will reduce the 

memorability of the landscape as its pattern would be in 

disarray or incongruous. The landscape would certainly lose 

intactness, as it would no longer be free from visual 

encroachment and would have lost its integrity of visual 

order. It is highly possible that there would be a lack of 

compositional harmony, or unity, by the introduction of new 

landscape elements, incompatible with the rest of the viewed 

elements. Visual incompatibility can be transposed to 

ecological incompatibility if we draw from the full range of 

meanings the landscape provides us. Here the fine line 

between aesthetically and ecologically best land uses as 

similar concepts could be argued. Thomas H. Bedwell, a 

science professor in Northern Arizona University in 1975, 

quotes Odum's (1962) eloquent discussion on the ecological 

roots of aesthetics: 

"Deep within man's physical and cultural inheritance 
are environmental preferences that create strong 
desires even in modern times. One may speculate about 
instinctive drives and their possible significance for 
survival in the former eras when man's energy supplies 
were ecologically different [pg. 247]. 

Landscape Protection Strategy for Kendrick Park and Environs 

Possibly the best strategy to protect the rural 

character of Kendrick Park proper is the fee simple 

acquisition of property by the U.S. Forest Service through 
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their land exchange process, or by a conservation land 

trust. This strategy is strongly recommended as it would 

provide more control on land use activities and would insure 

that fragmentation of the landscape would not continue. A 

constraint to this possibility for the U.S. Forest Service 

is that most of the private holdings are divided into 

relatively small acreages in multiple ownership. As not all 

would be willing to dispose of their private properties at 

one time, it would make difficult the implementation of a 

land exchange, which does not work well for small piecemeal 

exchanges. Visual quality goals would make of higher 

priority the acquisition of properties next to and/or close 

to the highway's as to protect the foreground. Properties 

farther away from the highway have less priority, but are 

nonetheless important in the scenic context. An alternative 

is to acquire a scenic or conservation easement on these 

properties by the U.S. Forest Service, Coconino County, or a 

conservation land trust. The latter entity could play a 

crucial role in holding property or development rights until 

government agencies are in better positions to acquire 

these. Easements could be acquired so as to have owners 

build on only a small portion of their properties and at 

such low densities as to protect the rural character. There 

are few abandoned structures which are of cultural interest 

in the landscape. These could be left in place if they do 

not constitute major hazards. 
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Landscape Enhancement for Kendrick Park and Environs 

Possibly the best strategy for landscape enhancement 

is in the realm of the design of the future built 

environment. Table 15 lists several design considerations 

for the representative landscapes. Design Review Overlay 

Zoning could be adopted for the length of this highway to 

guide design aspects. Among elements to be included are: the 

use of indigenous building materials such as wood, 

especially with a rustic look, and rocks of the same type as 

found in the area could also be used in combination with 

wood. It may not be proper, however, to duplicate building 

designs of former historical periods of the Southwest or 

elsewhere as they may not have occurred here. It is best to 

be creative, utilizing the meanings and materials provided 

by the local landscape, such as is found in vernacular 

buildings. In landscaping within meadow areas precaution 

should be taken to avoid reforesting the meadow. This could 

close-in or compromise its major identifying characteristic, 

its openess. Given that this unit is within a national 

forest, only indigenous or local plant materials in their 

proper ecological context should be planted. Introductions 

of exotic plant materials which could escape cultivation 

might inadvertently become part of the local flora with 

possible significant ecological impact. Only wooden fences 

with their natural colors, should be used in meadow areas, 

but only on a limited basis (see Appendix J). Fences tend to 
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visually compartmentalize the viewed landscape, especially 

one like Kendrick meadow that is also viewed from a 

distance. There is a desire exhibited by travellers to stop 

and experience at close hand the views from Kendrick meadow, 

the wildlife, and the meadow itself. At present they have to 

stop precariously in the highway pavement or at its grassy 

side as there are no shoulders. Possibly a pull out could be 

established beside the highway with an interpretive sign. 

However, this facility should not be placed at the midpoint 

of the meadow as the highway bisects it, but rather closer 

to the southern edge which would not disrupt views into the 

meadow. In regards to wildlife viewing, a 1985 "National 

Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife Associated 

Recreation" by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, revealed 

that 29.3 million people (16% of survey population) 16 years 

old or older in the U.S., had enj oyed non-consumptive uses 

of game and non-game species on recreational trips one mile 

or more away from home. These trips were done for primary 

recreation purposes such as to observe, photograph, or feed 

wildlife. About 89.5 million people (49% of survey 

population) enjoyed wildlife as a secondary activity in the 

context of an activity that had another primary purpose such 

as a trip or event. The survey also revealed that woodland 

sites appeared to provide more wildlife appreciation 

opportunities than any other habitat type for 64% of primary 

users, and were visited more often by 39% of users. These 
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figures point directly to the importance of wildlife viewing 

activities as part of recreation, and indirectly to scenic 

values in natural landscapes. Therefore, efforts to enhance 

viewing opportunities, but without affecting wildlife 

resources through recreational impact should be encouraged. 

The interpretive potential at Kendrick picnicgrounds, 

which presently exhibits a mountain geography interpretive 

plaque, could be enhanced by adding interpretation about 

other aspects of the forest and ecology of the region. The 

northern portion of Kendrick picnicgrounds could also be an 

ideal place from which to appreciate northern views toward 

the Grand Canyon area and other mountains which can be 

observed briefly from the highway when travelling in a 

northern direction. However, this may necessitate 

considerable manipulation of the tall forest vegetation 

which partially screens these views; or, it might require 

the building of an observation tower or platform to reach 

above the tree line. 

Landscape Image of Valle and Environs 

Valle, or Valley, as it sometimes is referred to, is a 

community at the junction of Highways 180 and 64/180. The 

composite unit includes what this author refers to as the 

suburbs of Valle to the east [ADOT's Valle Range Unit], and 

the northern part of Valle along Highway 64/180 [ADOT's 

North Valle Unit]. Highway 64/180 is a thru highway while 

180 traffic has to stop at the intersection with the former. 
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Busy highway intersections have the tendency to generate 

commercial nodes. Through the years this phenomenon has 

developed here. To reach Valle after exiting the Chalender 

Ranger District of the Kaibab National Forest, one travels 

in a northwesterly direction through open countryside with 

very few rural settlements or homesteads in the range. These 

homesteads are not of a commercial ranching type. The 

vegetation is composed of grasslands interspersed with 

pinyon-juniper type vegetation. It is a transition zone 

between two biotic communities. Exept for a few hills and 

knolls on the horizon, one could expect to see cowboys in a 

cattle drive and roundup here. For new visitors it could be 

quite a surprise to encounter an urban agglomeration at this 

terminus of Highway 180. Rather than being a village or 

town, it is an emporium of tourist trade. There are 

establishments ranging from "Old West" architectural style 

theme curio shops, to a disneyesque "Flintstones," theme 

park, called "Bedrock City." This node also has a gas 

station and a motel. In the foreground behind the 

establishments are several semi-rural ranchettes, part of an 

extensive subdivision of unimproved lots. Many of the lots 

have been purchased for land speculation purposes, but a 

moderate number have settlement. Water availability and in 

some areas lack of electric service are constraints to 

development here. A great many of the lots that have been 

developed are not complementary to local rural scenic values 
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in their design and layout. Many have mobile homes or 

prefabricated structures with contrasting colors, and some 

with chain link fences. A few have nonindigenous tree 

windbreaks of exotic trees screening them from the 

surrounding landscape. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the area around Valle 

is part of an important winter range for domestic animal 

herds and big game wildlife. Occasionally in open properties 

adjacent to this commercial node, cattle, goats and sheep 

can be observed grazing in highly pastoral scenes. Pronghorn 

antelope also wander in the outskirts of Valle. All this 

imparts aesthetic as well as productive meanings to the 

landscape. 

The theme park presents a serendipity aspect to this 

area. It is very popular and establishes a precedent for 

this type of facility and land use which could be repeated 

in the area. It has a solid masonry wall fronting the 

facility, which blocks background views to the west. There 

is some landscaping in front with native vegetation, which 

moderates its harsh wall and roadside parking lot. 

Landscape Protection Needs for Valle and Environs 

Possibly the highest priority for protection is the 

pinyon-juniper and grasslands vegetation which is observed 

in the foreground and middleground. In its context with the 

rolling contour of the land and the extensive patches of 

open grassland with islands of pinyon-juniper vegetation, it 
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expresses the productive possibilities of the landscape. The 

traditional use of rangelands, as lands not under 

cultivation, has been the production of livestock products 

from native forage plants. Rangelands also provide other 

goods and services associated with undeveloped land, 

including wildlife habitat, recreation, watershed 

protection, and scenic and scientific values (American 

Forestry Association, 1980). Moreover, its scenic and 

ecological importance here is reinforced by being a link in 

the diversity or range of habitats found along Highways 180 

and 64/180 and the region. In past periods there has been a 

deliberate manipulation of the landscape to remove part of 

the woody vegetation of the ranges to favor grasslands. Dr. 

E. Lamar Smith, a research professor at the University of 

Arizona, expresses a rationale to explain this phenomenon: 

"In the Southwest at least, increase in size, number 
and area occupied by woody plants, including pine 
trees, has continually eroded the forage base for 
livestock and offset the gains made through permit 
reductions and improved management.... of course, some 
species of wildlife have benefitted from the increase 
in woody plants, but on vast areas shrub density has 
reached the point where diversity of plant composition 
and wildlife habitat is reduced and site deterioration 
by erosion may result." 

Since the area is in a transition zone between both 

vegetation types and in a dynamic flux according to climatic 

and soil variables, it is highly recommended, at least for 

scenic purposes, that a balance of grassland and pinyon-

juniper vegetation be allowed to exist in the area around 
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Valle. The shrub and tree layer of the latter tends to 

screen or soften developments in the rangelands, which 

otherwise would be more exposed to view in an area that was 

mostly grassland. Indeed, the greatest threat to the natural 

landscape is from commercial suburban type developments in 

Valle proper and surrounding rural lands. Expansion of small 

towns in relatively open country, or even where small trees 

such as pinyon and juniper provide the only cover, may lead 

to severe landscape impacts. The built landscape is 

expanding, albeit at a slow pace on the perimeter of Valle. 

The American Forestry Association's 1980 "Report on the 

National Conference on Renewable Natural Resources" 

recognizes several problems regarding rangelands including: 

1 - Each year more rangeland acreage is lost to other 

uses. The major transfers of private land are for 

recreational and residential subdivisions, 

industrial development, hobby ranching, highway 

development and other single uses. 

2 - The need to develop ways of measuring trade-offs 

between related rangeland resource values, 

recognizing that some of these are measured in 

economic terms and others which are intangible. 

Lastly but important as well, is the protection of the 

natural character of the highway's right-of-way. Too often 

extreme vegetation control practices are used, such as the 
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deliberate deforestation of a right-of-way fence boundary 

which changes the character of the landscape, and reinforces 

the linearity of the fence line. Moreover, the abnormal 

quantity of vegetation debris is improperly disposed or left 

behind in an unnatural fashion reducing the beauty of the 

foreground. 

Landscape Protection Strategy for Valle and Environs 

Several years ago Coconino County approved the 

subdivision of approximately 12,000 acres of land into lots 

of 1 to 5 acres located on both sides of Highway 180 to the 

east and southeast of its intersection with Highway 64/180. 

(see Fig. 11 in pocket). This is a reality the region must 

contend with. The lots bordering Highway 180 have more 

potential for development, as they have easier vehicular 

access and enhanced land value. Fortunately for the 

landscape, and due to the natural water and electric service 

limitations these lots and others deeper inland from 

Highways 180 and 64/180 have been scarcely developed. 

Without Design Review Overlay zoning guidelines, the County 

cannot exact specific design aspects for homestead 

developments which could protect the rural character. It 

only can use indirect persuasion or educational means to 

achieve some degree of control. The County has a strict sign 

ordinance that prohibits commercial signs, except those that 

are "grandfather" privileged, and certain public service and 

temporary real estate signs. The latter signs are frequently 
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affixed intrusively on fences, or metal stands, and stakes 

along both highways. The potential sale of these lots or 

properties portends a measure of long term instability or 

landscape change in this area. 

The aforementioned report of the American Forestry 

Association recommends the following for private rangelands: 

1 - Encouragement of conservation easements to prevent 

subdivision or residential development. 

2 - Use of public funds or income from public lands to 

buy easements on private lands to protect landscape 

values and agricultural communities. 

3 - Incentives for coordinated planning of private and 

public rangelands and for multiple management 

should be encouraged. 

This author also recommends acquisition of property by 

fee simple or of development rights for private properties 

that are in the foreground and middleground of scenic views 

along Highways 180 and 64/180. Priority should be given to 

properties immediately adjacent to the highway. This could 

be done by a conservation land trust or Coconino County 

government. Compensable regulations such as tax incentives 

in exchange for a desired land treatment or development 

intensity could also be useful, if they could be 

implemented. Although sizable portions of the Kaibab 

National Forest, in two separate ranger districts, lie 

approximately 10 miles to the southeast and north 
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respectively, and are separated by extensive areas of state 

and private rangelands in checkerboard pattern (including 

the ones around Valle), it should consider the potential 

impact of urban-like developments relatively close to the 

forest boundaries. This National Forest should encourage a 

scenic and ecologic buffer zone in these boundaries, 

especially since open rangelands provide the opportunities 

to observe the magnificent mountains and hills of the 

region. The rangelands are, as previously mentioned, a 

winter range for big game wildlife from both forest systems 

as well as a migratory corridor. Yet both districts are 

separated as islands in the midst of a rangeland undergoing 

land use change. It is not too far fetched to perceive from 

present trends that an almost continous or semi rural to 

urban land use corridor could develop in the not-too distant 

future between Williams to the south and the Tusayan Ranger 

District boundary to the north. This consideration is ever 

more important in light of the recent reintroduction of 

passenger train service from Williams to the Grand Canyon 

National Park (Ridge, 1989). For tourism benefits, the 

railroad also needs the protection of its scenic corridor. 

This consideration is also applicable to the Arizona Trail, 

a continuous and unpaved trail system currently, being 

developed. Upon its completion it would traverse across the 

state from the Utah to the Mexico border (Arizona Great 

Outdoors, Autumn 1989). It is part of the proposed "Great 
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Western Trail" from Yellowstone National Park to the Mexico 

border (Kaibab National Forest Plan, 1987). The trail of the 

Arizona segment indeed will connect the Coconino and Kaibab 

National Forests, but will require crossing through the 

private and state rangelands. Therefore, a property 

consolidation process should be encouraged to maintain a 

physical and viable connection for wildlife and scenic 

corridors between both forest systems through the 

rangelands, as well as protecting the boundaries of the 

forests. Control of the scenic land segments through 

property acquisition or scenic easements by government 

agencies or conservation land trusts could also be 

considered in conjunction with this consolidation. 

Landscape Enhancement Strategy for Valle and Environs 

Landscape enhancement strategies for Valle and 

environs are in the realm of design of the built landscape 

and of land treatments: 

1 - Encourage the use of non-contrasting colors in 

buildings or structures in the countryside. 

2 - Encourage rural traits such as vernacular building 

forms that fit the landscape setting. Avoid building 

too close to the highway. 

3 - Use of barbed wire fences is encouraged as these allow 

seeing through to the landscape. However, the 

utilization of more wood fence posts could make the 

fence appear more amenable with the landscape. Post and 
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rail fences should be used only on a limited basis for 

example, for fence lines away from the highway's right-

of-way. The use of chain link fences should be avoided as 

they break up the continuity of the exterior landscape and 

impede wildlife movements. 

4 - Encourage landscaping with indigenous plants and 

landscape materials. It is best to encourage the 

conservation of existing pinyon-juniper vegetation as 

it can take many years in this landscape to develop its 

vegetation cover. 

5 - Treatment of the highway's right-of-way should be as 

natural as possible. There should be a continuity of 

landscape on both sides of right-of-way fence lines, 

especially in deep right-of-way setbacks. 

Landscape Image of Tusayan and Environs 

Aproximately 22 miles north of the Valle Junction Unit 

including an 11 mile stretch of national forest, travellers 

encounter a surprise view towards the North Rim of the Grand 

Canyon. Arrival at the Park seemingly is at hand. But not 

yet, Tusayan suddenly appears as an unexpected mirage in the 

landscape, and traffic is then funneled through its urban 

landscape. This unincorporated community has evolved into a 

village like settlement during the fifty-five years of its 

existence. But, it is still lacking an identifiable core or 

center. Tusayan can be likened to an urban enclave in the 

midst of forested public lands. Its identity, as previously 
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mentioned, is best explained by the "Tusayan Area Plan of 

1978," which describes it as being essentially a strip 

development. It is in fact a spillover bedroom and 

commercial tourism service community for the Grand Canyon 

National Park. Its growth depends on the level of tourism to 

the Park, and in a lesser extent to the Tusayan Ranger 

District of the national forest. Being that Tusayan is 

scarcely a mile from the boundary of the south rim portion 

of the National Park, it serves as an unofficial entry way. 

Its function can be likened to the foyer of a building. A 

foyer should be a welcoming place that introduces visitors 

to a dwelling and simplifies the logistics of entering, 

exiting, and greeting visitors (Mayer, 1989). Yet, Tusayan 

does not adequately prepare visitors for the grand natural 

spectacle not far beyond. Rather, the landscape along this 

stretch of Highway 64/180 can best be described as a 

continuum from natural to less natural settings, Tusayan is 

an abrupt interruption in this transition. Passing through 

Tusayan is obligatory since there is no other access to the 

southern portion of the Park, unless entering from the east. 

Unless one has lodging in one of the few hotels in Tusayan, 

stopping here is optional. After a long drive from Flagstaff 

or Williams, however, many travellers do so for a rest, 

curiosity, or to obtain tourist services (see Fig. 12). 

The ponderosa forest that surrounds the community 

modifies its built environment to a great extent by 
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providing a natural backdrop. However, the community instead 

has literally turned its back to the forest. Two heliports 

and a commercial airport here may have discouraged having 

tall trees on their flight paths for safety reasons, but 

then there is also a lack of shrubs and lesser vegetation. 

The community is bursting at its seams for lack of space and 

additional private land in which to expand- As Table 9 

indicates the community has several natural constraints that 

hold back its expansion, mainly a rationed water supply and 

scarce private land in which to expand. However, these do 

not completely deter growth. With developments in 

technology, modern conveniences, and expanded public 

services, these contraints could be lessened, and could 

trigger unprecedented desire for more urban types of 

development. For the past 30 years Arizona has been a highly 

desired state for retirement. It is not unreasonable to 

expect at some future time that people with an adventurous 

inclination may want to retire at the edge of the Grand 

Canyon National Park. Tusayan hardly seems an idyllic place 

to escape the hustle and bustle of large cities, since at 

its own scale it too is congested. But it is the only place 

at the doorstep of the National Park, and population and 

tourism growth trends indicate more settlement is to be 

expected in the region. In recent times community leaders 

have been trying to incorporate Tusayan, by lobbying for a 

special state law [House Bill 2129 of 1988] permitting 
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communities of that size to expedite the incorporation 

process (see Appendix F). In that event Tusayan would not be 

covered by County zoning, land use regulations, and 

performance standards. It would establish its own planning 

framework. This would necessitate obtaining extraordinary 

planning competence in a short time to guide growth. It 

would also require a high level of cooperation with U.S. 

National Park Service and U.S. Forest Service planning 

efforts. 

Landscape Protection Needs for Tusavan and Environs 

It would be highly desirable for Tusayan not to grow 

much more along its north-south axis as this would 

exacerbate the strip development image. Moreover, this 

growth would have to occur on national forest lands that 

might be available on an exchange basis. Regardless of U.S. 

Forest Service policy in this region, the retention of 

forestland adjacent to or near the boundaries of the 

national park is a matter of foremost necessity if we are to 

regard the parkland and forestland as integral ecosystems. 

In this regard, William D Newmark (1985), a natural 

resources researcher at the University of Michigan expresses 

the following: 

"The boundaries of a national park may be defined in 
terms of its legal and biotic boundaries. The legal 
boundaries are established by the highest legislative 
authority of a country. The biotic boundaries are 
hypothetical boundaries encompassing the entire 
watershed of a park and an area of sufficient size 
which would be necessary to maintain existing 
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ecological processes and a given assemblage of species 
within a national park." 

Following this concept it is highly recommended that 

Tusayan does not expand north towards the National Park, but 

leaves a large forested visual and ecologic buffer zone 

between them. Indeed, there is not much space to grow east, 

west, or south without, in the short or long term, affecting 

or modifying forest activities and visual quality. So under 

the present land ownership patterns it depends on efficient 

land use and trade-offs, and the quality of growth in terms 

of types of structures and their designs. 

The environs south of Tusayan [ADOT's Camp Ten-X Unit] 

are mostly forest land of ponderosa and pinyon-juniper 

conifer mix. This segment of Highway 64/180 was expanded to 

accomodate entry and exit, or acceleration, lanes into Camp 

Ten-X campground and the Grand Canyon airport to the east 

and west respectively. The fact that this portion borders 

the airport, makes it highly vulnerable to airport facility 

expansion plans, unless a visual buffer zone is 

intentionally left between it and the highway. The double 

edged custom in Arizona and many parts of the country of 

packing the highway approaches to major airports with 

lodging establishments, creates potential safety hazards, 

and could easily occur here as there is already an inn at 

the edge of the landing and take-off flight path. This 

segment with its atypical four lane width gives the 
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impression of a wide sweep Pacific Northwest highway in the 

midst of endless conifer forests. 

The environs to the north of Urban Tusayan unit 

[ADOT's semi-natural Tusayan] are mostly forestland, and 

ideally provide a buffer zone between Tusayan and the 

entrance of the Park. Only a large motel [Moqui Lodge] and a 

U.S. Forest Service administrative site denote a human 

presence in this segment of the highway. The administrative 

site is mostly screened by forestland and should remain this 

way, even though their pinkish-red sandstone buildings are 

worthy of being on the National Register of Historic Places. 

The lodge and gas station facilities, which are owned by the 

U.S. Forest Service but operated by private concern, were 

regrettably built adjacent at the entrance boundary of the 

national park. The reason may have been for convenience of 

tourists into the park, and to tap this market. Even so 

Moqui Lodge facilities outscale its site, the lodge with its 

gable roofline, natural materials, and uncontrasting colors, 

deserve some recognition as a kind of a design prototype for 

establishments in the midst of forests. 

Landscape Protection Strate<Jv for Tusavan and Environs 

Other than the U.S. Forest Service holding its line 

and not relinquishing adjacent lands for expansion of 

Tusayan this author does not foresee other possible 

alternatives to protect "in toto" the natural landscape 

surrounding Tusayan. The concept of a single public entity 
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managing the right-of-way and acquiring some adjacent land 

as a scenic easement and developing particular landscape 

design themes or styles may be unrealistic in this area, but 

could be a solution. It is also possible that some 

compromise or sacrifice be made in terms of public lands so 

Tusayan can accomplish some urban landscape improvements. 

However, these land exchanges should accrue major public 

benefits to the area in which these occur. Lastly, a 

concerted collaborative effort should be made by the major 

public agencies with interests in the area and the local 

governments to plan for Tusayan. Internal policies of the 

agencies previously mentioned can have very significant 

effects on molding Tusayan's future. At the same time, 

commercial and other private concerns here have their own 

agenda and direction which may be contrary to a long term 

sound landscape management. The "Draft Comprehensive Plan 

for Coconino County of 1988," calls for updating the Tusayan 

Area Plan, it is therefore timely that this collaborative 

effort occurs in the near future. 

Landscape Enhancement for Tusavan and Environs 

With so many possible alternatives it is quite an 

undertaking to prescribe specific landscape enhancement 

recommendations for Tusayan. Perhaps, it is worthwhile to 

prescribe how it should not be done, such as strip 

development. Utilizing this goal to ward against what is not 

desired certain concepts and ideas can be offered such as: 
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Conserve the remaining forest and bring it inside the 

urban fabric, so as to blend the natural and built 

landscape. 

Avoid building structures or dwellings that appear too 

close to the highway. Have these with a deep setback 

and if possible tucked inside the pine forest beside 

the roadside. 

Establish a vehicle circulation pattern that provides 

access to the commercial establishments by limiting 

present multi access points and having only two or three 

access points to each side of the highway. The 

possibility of constructing a frontage road to separate 

through traffic from commercial traffic should be 

explored. 

Eliminate the open left turning lane and establish in 

this space a landscaped median with limited left 

turnoffs. This would break up the strong pattern of this 

atypical four lanes segment plus the turning the lane, 

of this section of the highway. 

Separate pedestrian vehicular traffic as much as 

possible, and provide attractive pedestrian crossing 

and walking paths. 

Provide the private tent and recreational vehicle 

campground with more landscaping treatment and natural 

vegetation screening instead of the current solid walls. 

Parking lot of inns and commercial establishments should 
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have more landscape treatment to partially screen them 

from the highway. 

8 - Explore the concept of clustering the commercial 

establishments such as restaurants and curio shops in a 

few centralized attractively designed structures and/or 

locations, instead of having these individually 

scattered all over the area^ 

9 - Adopt Design Review Overlay Zoning highlighting natural 

materials, non-contrasting colors, and attractive roof 

lines. 

10 - Establish a central place or focus for community 

identity. Possibly, this could be a passive recreation 

park in conjunction with a cultural center, and where 

interpretative information on the national park and 

forest could be provided. 

11 - Consider some tall vegetation manipulation to open more 

and enhance the view of the north rim of the Grand 

Canyon as seen from Highway 64/180 milepost 234.2. 

12 - Whatever facilities are built should be without 

monumentality, subdued to the natural landscape, 

vernacular designs, and not attempt in vain to compete 

with one of the greatest natural monuments on earth, the 

Grand Canyon of the Colorado. 

Special Landscape Resource Management Recommendations 

pen Vegetative Type Perpetuation and Enhancement 

This study has identified the aspen groves along 
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Highway 180 in the Nordic Center and Environs and the 

initial part of Kendrick Park and environs as a highly 

desirable scenic resource [mileposts 228.6 to 232.5]. The 

Coconino National Forest in its 1986 map, "Land and Resource 

Management Planning-Environmental Impact Statement Preferred 

Alternative," identified three sites corresponding to the 

east foreground of the Nordic Center composite unit of this 

study for management emphasis in the perpetuation of the 

forest type exhibiting aspen stands. The purpose of this 

management is for firewood, wildlife habitat and visual 

quality. No aspen sites were proposed for the west side of 

this segment of the highway even though there are several 

aspens stands on this side. Consequently in the long run the 

foreground views may appear lopsided, or without continuity 

on one of the roadsides. 

Johnson et al., 1985, in the article "Esthetics and 

Landscaping" discusses aspen in these general terms: 

"Aspen is valued for its scenic beauty. One 
indication of this is the trips to the "high country" 
that many forest visitors make to view autumn color 
changes.... Subjective generalizations about esthetic 
uses of aspen, although reasonable, provide only rough 
guidance for management of scenic quality. They cannot 
be used to compare the relative beauty of different 
scenes, or to determine how much scenic beauty 
changes as the physical characteristics of the scene 
change, either naturally or as a result of management 
activities." 

In regards to what makes aspen so scenically 

attractive the same article mentions three variable factors: 

season, motion, and light, and how the dominance elements of 
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aspen are perceived. The trembling motion of aspen leaves, 

perhaps second only to their autumn or seasonal color, is 

probably the trait most commonly positively associated with 

quaking aspen. Lighting has a special effect on aspen; the 

translucency of aspens' thin leaves provides added dimension 

with back lighting, which creates the illusion of internally 

illuminated leaves especially striking during autumn 

coloration. These dominance factors have management 

implications as the settings for aspen could be chosen to 

highlight them within various degrees of viewing distances. 

An aspen grove could be chosen as a "focal landscape" or a 

"feature landscape." In the first the vision is led to a 

point of convergence, while the latter is dominated by an 

object or group of objects. Aspens contrasted against darker 

foliage at the convergence point emphasize the focal nature 

of the view. Another aspect to consider of aspen's 

aesthetics is the characteristic luxuriant undergrowth that 

it supports compared to that (carpet of dry pine needles) of 

adjacent coniferous forests. This undergrowth frequently 

consists of three layers: tall shrubs, medium shrubs/tall 

herbs, and low herbs. Forbs generally dominate the herb 

component; but occasionally grasses and sedges are equally 

abundant (Mueggler, 1985). 

The management of aspen stands in this region is not 

an easy task, as there are biological and social aspects to 

consider. Regrowth of harvested stands is browsed too 
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heavily and trampled by domestic and wildlife animals. 

Therefore the area must be fenced out during recuperation 

stage. The task is easier if management works with the 

ecology of the species. Aspen propargates naturally by seed 

or vegetatively from a single individual. Under suitable 

conditions typically after fire or some perturbance, its 

root system gives rise to many shodts called root suckers 

that form new trees, and these are a clone. The clonal habit 

is of major importance in the ecology and management of 

aspen. Stands are composed of a mosaic of clones, or may be 

from a single clone. Aspen is a shade intolerant species. 

Openings with lack of competition permits clonal expansion. 

The core of such stands generally consists of older trees 

with progressively younger and shorter trees toward the 

edge. Sometimes the trees in the core dieout and then an 

aspen ring is generated which usually is colonized by shade 

tolerant coniferous trees. If plant succession is permited 

to progress without outside disturbance the site would 

eventually be dominated by conifers. The successional status 

of much western aspen land is evidenced by aspen's 

relatively rapid replacement by conifers within a single 

aspen generation. This is a major concern for resource 

managers who anticipate the loss of multiple resource values 

accompanying such type of conversion. Sometimes, however, 

grasslands replace the aspen communities (Mueggler, 1985). 
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Social aspects in aspen management may include 

resistance by local residents to the harvesting of aspens 

eventhough this renews the stand, eventhough some commodity 

benefit is obtained. Sometimes the public prefers the aspen 

site to remain "static," not perceiving that natural 

succession takes its course. The most valid indicator of a 

serai aspen situation appears to be an incipient or actual 

prominence of conifers, which suggest active replacement of 

aspen overstory by more shade tolerant trees (Mueggler, 

1985) Clearly there are good opportunities here to have 

different settings of aspen groves and for its natural 

history interpretation. Examples of this can be to provide 

public information on the phenology and ecology of the aspen 

and the wildlife e.g. elk and deer that browse on aspen 

foliage. As previously mentioned the area must be 

habilitated to receive the public with less visual impact. 

Pinvon-Juniper and Grassland Protection and Enhancemement 

The entire scenic array of Highways 180 and 64/180 

would not be complete without including the pinyon-juniper 

and grassland vegetation. Pinyon-juniper vegetation, 

however, has been the subject of malign attitudes in the 

Southwest. Until very recently the trees were considered 

little better than weeds, and their elimination was a goal 

of range management. It was thought that they used much 

precious water that otherwise could support grass cover 

needed in grazing land for cattle, and for less soil 
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erosion. Several ways to eliminate the pinyon-juniper type 

were used, but the most conspicuous was to have two very 

large tractors drag a heavy chain across the land, which 

uprooted these trees (Comeaux, 1981). Although there is no 

apparent evidence that Valle and environs has experienced 

these practices, the fact is that in the Southwest large-

scale clearing of pinyon-juniper woodlands by chaining, 

cabling, or bulldozing appears in recent years, however, to 

have lost favor as a means to increase forage for grazing 

animals. Better rangeland management practices are being 

used, since it has been found that overgrazing decreases 

grassland species competition for pinyon-juniper, and 

therefore prompts its recolonization. This occurs in spite 

of the large and wingless seed of these species which limits 

their dispersal to a few feet beyond the tree crown by 

gravity, water movements, and corvid birds and rodents. 

Consequently, establishment across large openings is neither 

very rapid nor very predictable. A five-year study of the 

right-of-way of a large transmission line corridor in 

Coconino County west of Williams, which was cleared of 

pinyon-juniper vegetation, revealed that competition from 

annual plants made the reestablishment or recovery of 

perennial herbs and woody plants a slow process (Hessing et 

al., 1982). 

Knowledge of the ecological requirements of pinyon-

juniper facilitates its management. This vegetation occurs 
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widely in foothill areas of the Southwest. Elevation appears 

to be the most important topographic feature influencing 

stand structure and tree size. Woodlands with pinyon pines 

dominant occur at higher elevations and those with juniper 

at lower. Generally, the environment (in the Southwest) is 

more mesic (humid) on north slopes, and more xeric (drier) 

on south slopes (Pieper et al., 1987). Pinyon is more 

abundant on mesic sites, and juniper on xeric sites. Pinyon 

has difficulty becoming established in the presence of dense 

vigorous grass cover, but once established competition is 

less severe and it is easier for pinyon to establish itself, 

especially in rocky areas. Junipers species, on the other 

hand have broader ecological amplitude than pinyon species. 

They invade an area first and are subsequently replaced by 

pinyon in better sites. Pinyons will rarely become 

established in the low-density savannas that occur at lower 

elevation sites (Gottfried, 1987). 

Federal agency resource management laws now encourage 

a more holistic view of the resources. Therefore, all 

potential impacts on pinyon-juniper woodland must be 

considered in planning. An integrated approach is becoming 

more prevalent. Pinyon-juniper woodlands can serve many 

functions, but any given function may be limited by the 

existing stand structure and the different objectives held 

by managers. Functions of these woodlands range from habitat 

for wildlife to filling a gap in the overall scheme of 
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ecosystem relationships. Its productivity may be looked upon 

as primary in the form of long term biomass storage, or 

secondary in the form of transitory energy storage in the 

undergrowth composed of grasses and forbs. The most 

important function of secondary productivity consists of 

livestock and big-game husbandry (Romo, 1987). 

There are manifold reasons to protect and enhance the 

pinyon-juniper ecosystems, and these are reflected in the 

fact that there has been a management shift from forage 

production as a primary emphasis to other woodland uses such 

as to provide fuelwood, wildlife habitat, Christmas trees, 

post, poles, pine nuts, recreation and aesthetics (Basset, 

1987). Regarding aesthetic aspects, this study has 

recognized scenic values of this vegetation in conjunction 

with the topographic features where it occurs, as natural 

accents in the landscape. In the flatter grassland areas 

around Valle and environs, pinyon-juniper occurs mostly in 

very peculiar hummocks, or small rounded knolls or hillocks, 

as if being medallions of greenery floating in the straw 

colored grasslands. It also generally occurs in any rise of 

land. This vegetation tends to blend-in with and/or screen 

human developments in the landscape, that otherwise, would 

be more exposed to the view. Possibly the most important 

reason to protect pinyon-juniper along Highways 180 and 

64/180 is that it is an integral part of the landscape and 

the ecosystem. There are also historical and social reasons. 
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For centuries Native Americans have depended on pinyon for 

food and fiber, and is an important aspect of their lore. 

Pinyon-juniper also has served a pivotal role in the early 

exploration, if not settlement, of the west by Europeans. 

The explorer Francisco Vazquez de Coronado led parties 

northward from New Spain (Mexico) deep into the pinyon-

juniper country. These explorations resulted in the 

colonization of New Mexico and the discovery of the Grand 

Canyon (Van Hooser et al., 1987). 

A good management strategy for pinyon-juniper in 

marginal areas for this vegetation in this part of the 

Southwest is that of "custodial management." Under this 

extensive management type, fire protection, forage for 

livestock and wildlife would continue to decline but most 

other values including fuelwood and pine-nut production, 

watershed stability, recreation, and aesthetics would remain 

constant or improve (Budy et al., 1987). 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

It is with profound conviction of the importance of 

protecting the landcape along Highways 180 and 64/180, for 

the welfare of the local community and Arizona, that I 

embarked in this study project. This study addresses the 

need to provide a holistic planning view for landscape 

protection along a proposed scenic corridor of Highways 180 

and 64/180 in Northern Arizona. Landscape change is a 

complex phenomenon which occurs as the result of a dynamic 

process which involves biophysical, socioeconomic, and 

political processes interacting within a geographic area. 

Therefore, grasping all its complexities is quite an 

undertaking. Foremost it requires a holistic perception of 

the underlying factors of landcape composition, development, 

and change. This study attempted to predict landscape change 

in the corridor of these highways by utilizing present land 

use trends, and a multidisciplinary approach. It also 

attempted to describe landcape change in terms of visual 

quality enhancement and degradation, and relating this 

factor when possible to ecological considerations. It is 

worthwhile to note here the thoughts of Kevin Lynch (1981), 

urban planner and writer: 

"The "goodness" of a change may depend more on its 
form than on its quantitative rate of change.... 
suggesting the value of looking for sensible 
constancies within change itself, and how 
environmental form might support that search.... the 
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forms of growth and decline are intrinsic features of 
urban form..." "The city and the inhabited countryside 
have always been one unit... linked together socially, 
economically, and politically ....the criteria of 
vitality are legitimate motives for the the 
conservation of the rural environment.... the mental 
sense of connection with nature, and especially to the 
network of its living creatures is a basic human 
satisfaction, the most profound aspect of 
sensibility." [pgs. 254-257] 

This study did not bring forward a vanguard or 

transcendental methodology in landscape planning. In fact a 

goal was to use and adapt traditional planning tools. What 

may be new is the integration of certain aspects of the 

visual landscape assessment of an officially proposed scenic 

highway with the determination of assessment units and 

visual quality ratings. These methods were adapted and 

utilized as an analytical tool for landscape planning of the 

scenic corridor. Subsequently, the study analyzed 

limitations on development as well as development absorption 

capability of the representative landscapes selected for 

landscape impact analysis. The predicted changes are 

difficult to describe from a present perspective, but their 

effects upon landscape values could be gauged through a 

subjective evaluation of both negative or positive effects 

on visual quality. Again present land use and treatment 

trends and the experience of the evaluator regarding scenic 

and ecologic aspects in the landscape came into play in 

deciding the landscape impact absorption capability of the 

representative landscapes. With the goal of protecting the 
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visual quality of the landscape, governmental and private 

landscape protection strategies were brought forward and 

subjected to a comparative effectiveness evaluation. None of 

these are unique, as they have been considered and/or 

implemented in Arizona and the nation. Lastly, but not less 

important, landscape enhancement strategies are proposed to 

maintain or enhance visual quality in the corridor. In this 

regard a table (Table 14) with design considerations in the 

built landscape is provided. This has the purpose of 

offering an overall view of the importance of design in the 

landscape, which is often overlooked in behalf of other 

aspects such as density of use and siting. Design aspects or 

accents are more readily observed by road travellers as 

these reveal how people build and how they use the 

landscape. All the tables in the study attempted to provide 

a source of information with ready access. Often land use 

planners and managers are immersed in day-to-day activities, 

some are specialists in particular fields rather than 

generalists in the many fields comprising the landscape, and 

may not perceive it in a holistic manner. It is not easy to 

grasp all the complexities of a landscape, and it is even 

more difficult to handle all the reins of landscape change 

determinants at one time. Nevertheless, landscape change 

prediction should be attempted to the keep a guard up for 

those natural and cultural components of the landscape which 

the community values and misses once they are lost. 
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One of the weak points in this study are that future 

landscape changes and their possible impacts have been 

perceived in the present day framework according to current 

land use trends. The study, therefore, has not considered 

alternate local, regional, and national socioeconomic and 

political scenarios which could alter the picture. In 

addition, the scenic resource in the landscape as a 

component of public recreation should be given some economic 

value in the long term, in comparison to other uses in the 

landscape. Such attempts may be speculative for this study, 

although they are worthwhile in this and other fields. In 

addition, there could be unforeseen climatological and 

geological variables as well as technological advancements 

e.g, solar energy, which can also alter the way land is used 

or settled, and consequently its landscape impacts. The 

study is not attempting to provide ways of particular 

landscape protection strategy implementation, as this falls 

in a legal framework. It also is not necessarily providing 

information on how the private and public sectors should 

interact to exact particular behaviors or compliance from 

one another. Indirectly the study points to the current 

compartmentalization of the landscape for this scenic 

corridor into different kinds of private and public 

ownerships with their possible diverse management 

strategies, and entrenchment of land use and management 

philosophies. Although this compartmentalization may help 
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preserve desirable current uses, it does increases the 

difficulty of the long term management of the scenic 

corridor in a holistic manner to protect the range of scenic 

values, and underlying ecological values (or vice versa). I 

echo here the thoughts of author Larry D. Harris (1984) in 

"The Fragmented Landscape." He proposes the integration of 

conservation planning with development planning, and also an 

"extensive" approach founded on sound principles of multiple 

use and landscape and regional ecology, must be developed to 

complement the "intensive" approach represented by national 

parks and wildlife refuges to protect biotic diversity. The 

same can be said for scenic diversity. 

Additional work that could add to this effort could be 

the use of photomontage and geographic information systems 

techniques to simulate alternate observable scenarios and 

consequently predict visual landscape impacts. Other work 

could be the integration of visual quality objectives of 

state and federal agencies with private land ownership along 

a scenic corridor into a regional scenic protection system 

as a guide for local decision making regardless of property 

boundaries. 
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APPENDIX "A" 

ADOT PROCEDURES FOR SCENIC ROAD DESIGNATION 

The procedures to designate a scenic highway in 

Arizona are specified by rules R17-3-801 through R17-3-809 

of the Arizona Department of Transportation pursuant to 

Arizona Revised Statutes 41-512 through 41-518 as approved 

by the State legislature in 1982. 

The report is prepared by the requesting agency, 

group, or individual. It provides pertinent information on 

the proposed road to be designated. The report shall be 

submitted to the Parways, Historic and Scenic Roads Advisory 

Commitee of the Director of the Transportation Board of the 

Department of Transportation. It shall include the following 

information: 1) Road segments or areas to be included, 2) 

inventory of natural and cultural resources, 3) existing 

mayor land ownership, 4) existing major land use areas, 5) 

area zoning, 6) still photos and, 7) information and 

recommendation defining the desirable zone of influence 

required to protect historic, scenic, natural, and cultural 

resources, of the areas along the proposed scenic road. 

To determine if the road or highway qualifies for 

scenic designation a visual quality assessment is performed. 

This procedure begins with landscape classification, that 

is, the identification of which landscape characteristics 

should be represented at viewpoints. The latter are points 

along the road where visual quality ratings are determined. 
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Landscape classification is started prior to visiting the 

sites. It requires the use of biotic community maps, 

topographic maps, and zoning and land use maps in order to 

divide the highway into' several segments each having a 

similar landscape character type. A landcape character type 

can be subdivided into assessment units according to a 

different land use, a change of view, and or particular land 

form, or combinations of those factors. Once backed by 

scientific and land use information, the establishment of 

the assessment units is assisted by a visual inspection of 

the highway corridor. The first assessment unit is generally 

established at the lower number mileposts of the highway or 

of the portion of the highway being proposed for scenic 

designation. Consecutive assessment units are assigned the 

next numbers progressing toward the higher mileposts. 

Subsequently a landscape or assessment unit description can 

be completed and recorded in a form, called "Assessment Unit 

Description Form." As each successive assessment unit is 

encountered an additional description form sheet is filled. 

It should include the following: the length of the roadway 

segment in the unit, the characteristic vegetative cover 

including prominent species observed, landforms, land use, 

and special features found in each assessment unit. Other 

items such as roadway direction, and unit selection factors 

can complement and justify its limits respectively 

During the field portion of the assessment unit 
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description process, the aforementioned viewpoints can be 

selected. Each one should preferably be near the center or 

middle milleage of the assessment unit. However, there are 

situations where these could be selected near to the 

beginning or to the end of the unit when the quality of view 

merits it. Also the viewpoint is selected as to include a 

predominant land use or feature, or a far background view 

that otherwise may not be observed at another milepost. Once 

the viewpoint is selected the assessor can proceed to 

document or inventory the landscape components observed from 

the viewpoint within three distance categories. These 

distance zones are determined from the roadway: 1) 

foreground is up to 1/3 mile, where individual branches of 

trees or shrubs can be distinguished, 2) middleground is 

from 1/3 to 3 miles, where form of plants are 

distinguishable and, 3) background is over 3 miles, but 

generally from 12 to 15 miles (although it could be longer 

depending on the arrangement of the viewed elements), where 

individual plants and parts are not distinguishable, but as 

land, or vegetative cover. Natural visual breaks may be used 

to define the distance of landscape elements from viewer. 

The viewpoint inventory is recorded in a form called 

"Assessment Unit Viewpoint Inventory and Visual Quality 

Ratings" (Appendix C). It includes vegetative cover, 

landform, land use, and special features. The viewpoint 

selection factor could be included to justify its selection 
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at a specific milepost in terms of certain scenic elements 

that can be observed. The inventory is very similar to the 

"Assessment Unit Description Form," but of the elements 

observed from the viewpoint, still color photographs of the 

surrounding landscape are taken from the viewpoint area 

preferably. If for some reason these are not available 

alternate photos from another scenic point in the assessment 

unit could be used instead, provided such substitution is 

acknowledged. 

The visual quality rating is a 1 to 7 point system 

for vividness, intactness, and unity categories. Seven is 

the highest rating within a category and twenty-one for the 

overall three categories. Vividness is essentially the 

memorability or impression of the view because of its 

variety, degree of contrast, and visual array. Intactness 

refers to the landcape's apparent degree of natural 

condition, and describes the more obvious visual impacts of 

varying land use activities. Unity is a measure of the 

degree to which the resources of a visual array join 

together to form a single, coherent, harmonious visual unit. 

Once the viewpoint rating total is determined for each 

viewpoint these are transposed to the "Visual Quality 

Summary Sheet" (Appendix D) where they are multiplied' by the 

length of the roadway segment of the respective assessment 

unit to obtain a unit total. All unit totals are added to 

get a road total which is then divided by the length of the 
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road containing all the units, i.e, the total road length 

under scenic consideration. An overall visual quality rating 

is then obtained. The highest rating again is 21. A verbal 

description of the degree of scenic quality used here would 

rate the point rating from 19 to 21 as very high, from 16 to 

18 as high, from 13 to 15 as medium-high, 10 to 12 as 

medium, and 7 to 9 to as medium low, 4 to 6 as low, and 3 

and below as very low. 

To increase the overall road rating low visual quality 

assessment unit viewpoint ratings could be omitted from 

consideration. This may be practical if the viewpoints are 

those in the terminal (ending or beginning) position of the 

overall road length been assessed for scenic designation. 

Otherwise if the assessment unit segments fall in a middle 

or in between positions the road could be too fragmented to 

facilitate the scenic designation. 

In the following page is a list of considerations 

by ADOT to be followed in the event of the degradation or 

loss of the scenic values of a scenic road or highway: 
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R-E-S-O-L-U-T-I-O-N 

WHEREAS the designation of a scenic road by the Arizona Trans

portation Board is entirely predicated on the natural beauty 

and the favorable visual impact for those using the road; 

and, 

WHEREAS the designation was made based on a critical evaluation 

of specific favorable elements at numerous view points along 

the designated route, including those made by man; and, 

WHEREAS the effect of man-made improvements existing on the 

route on the date of its designation were constructed of such 

materials and colors that they did not significantly detract 

from the natural beauty of the viewshed; and, 

WHEREAS the Arizona Revised Statutes that provide for the 

designation of parkways, historic and scenic roads also provide 

for the removal of the designation should the viewshed be 

degraded to the extent that the road no longer qualify for 

designation. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the appropriate planning 

agencies be requested to take the appropriate action and 

maintain the necessary enforcement to protect a scenic road 

designation from degradation arising from inappropriate con

struction, commercialization or from the use of building mater

ials and colors that do not blend with the natural beauty 

of the viewshed. 
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APPENDIX "B" 

ASSESSMENT UNIT DESCRIPTION FORM 

UNIT ID J, AND NAME: consecutive number of appearance in the 
landscape, and a name chosen preferably from a local 
identifying source such as a natural or cultural feature. 

MILEPOST AND LENGTH OF SEGMENT: the highway mileposts 
limiting the unit and the length in miles. 

VIEWPOINT MILg£OST: the milepost where the visual quality 
ratings will be made from. 

VEGETATIVE COVER: the biotic community or communities 
present in the foreground, middleground, and background. 
Includes a list of prominent vegetative species observed 
along the whole road segment, or known to occur. 

LANDFORM: a description of the topography into the 
background. 

LAND USE: the major land use(s) including indication of 
land ownership. 

SPECIAL FEATURES: the striking natural and cultural values 
observed along the whole road segment. 

UNIT SELECTION FACTORfs): the reason(s) for selecting the 
milepost limits for the assessment unit, such as a different 
landscape character type due to a different biotic community, 
and expression, land that evidences landscape disruption due 
to natural and human-caused hazards, a major change in land 
use, and a change of view. 
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APPENDIX "C" 

ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY 

AND 

VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

FOR 

PROPOSED SCENIC ROAD DESIGNATION FOR HIGHWAYS 180 AND 64/180 

"GATEWAY TO THE GRAND CANYON" 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 12 £ ME NAME: # 1 - Mountain View 

ttj;ra?OgT? ME LENGTH OE ROAD SEGMENT; 216.2 to 217.7 = 1.5 mi. 

VJEKPQXNT MILEPOST ME SELECTION FftCTPRfS)= 216.6 - Background 
view of the San Francisco Peaks toward the north from the mixed 
urban and semi-rural land use character of the foreground. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southerly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND FOREGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Cot lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat on west side 
Flat to hilly 
on east side 

Hilly on west 
side. Flat to 
hilly on east 

Hilly to mount
ainous 

LAND USE: single family re
sidential on west 
Multi-unit resi
dential , commer
cial, & govern
ment institutio
nal on east side 

Private & Fede
ral forestlands 
on west. Resi
dential and 
Federal forest-
land east side 

Federal forest
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Semi-rural char
acter homes with 
split-rail fences 

Forested Mars 
Hill on west 

View of San 
Francisco Peaks 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [5] Moderately high vividness 

Intactness [4] Moderately natural, moderate degree of 
development, of visual disturbance and 
physical alteration 

Unity [3] Man-made elements having moderately low unity 
with natural features. 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION OF VIEW:3-21 

12 Medium visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UlfST VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID £ AND NAME; # 2 - Museum of Northern Arizona 

MILEPOSTS MS LENGTH 0£ SEGMENT! 217.7 to 218.5 - 0.8 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST AND SELECTION FACTORSi 218.3 - Exemplify a 
semi rural old-time character of a portion of the roadside. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southwesterly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: BACKGROUND MIDDLEGROUND FOREGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta. .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Flat to hilly Hilly to 
mountainous 

LAND USE: Semi-rural resi
dential & private 
institutional 

Private & Fede
ral forestlands 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

N. Arizona Museum 
mini-canyon with 
Rio de Flag Creek 
on west. McMillan 
Homested National 
Historic Site on 
east roadside. 
Split rail fences 

Forested Obser
vatory Mesa on 
west. 

San Francisco 
Peaks & Elden 
Mtn. on east. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION OF VIEW 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [5] Moderately little visual disturbance 

Unity [6] Man-made elements highly unified with 
natural features 

wwwwwwww s\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

17 High visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPORT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE I MS NAME! # 3 - Cheshire Estates 

MILEPOSTS MB LENGTH 0£ SEGMENT: 218.5 to 219.5 = 1.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTORS: 219.0 - A 360° view and 
to exemplify both suburban and semi-rural residential character. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southwesterly to westerly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta. .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat Flat to hilly Flat to mountai
nous 

LAND USE: Suburban residen
tial on west and 
semi-rural "ran-
chettes" w/ live
stock grazing and 
commercial - east 

Federal forest-
lands & semi 
rural residen
tial on east 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Observatory Mesa 
on west 

Elden Mountain 
on east 

San Francisco 
Peaks, Elden Mtn. 
& Dry Lake Hills 
on east. A-l Mtn. 
on west 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactnass [4] Moderate degree of visual disturbance and 
physical alteration - Moderately natural 
moderate degree of development 

Unity [4] Man-made elements moderately unified with 
natural features. 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

15 Medium-high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UMII VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 12 I MB NAME: # 4 - Hidden Hollow 

MILEPOST ME LENGTH 0£ UNjy: 219.5 to 219.9 = 0.4 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST ME SELECTION FACTORS I SI : 219.7 - Exemplify 
semi-rural character, rock outcrops and a stream special features. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southerly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta; .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to semi 
hilly 

Hilly Hilly to mount
ainous 

LAND USE: Private semi 
rural residential 
zone 

Federal forest-
lands & Private 
residential zone 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Rock outcrops & 
Rio de Flag Creek 
Autumn lvs. color 

Not visible Not visible 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [4] Moderately vivid 

Intactness [5] Moderately little visual disturbance/physical 
alteration. Moderately highly natural, some 
apparent human development. 

Unity [6] Man-made elements highly unified with 
natural features 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

15 Medium-high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UN^T VIEWPOINT ME VISUAL QUALITY RftTTUGS 

UNIT ID J. AND NAME: # 5 - Alpine Garden Club Reforestation 

MILEPOSTS AND LENGTH OF UNIT: 219.9 to 222.9 = 3.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MS SELECTION FACTORS fS) i 220.3 - Right side 
of roadway is at higher elevation than foreground and middleground 
affording panoramic views towards the San Francisco Peaks. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeasterly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: :n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Flat to hilly Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USE: Ft  sderal forestlandi 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Vantage view of 
Ponderosa pine 
forest canopy 

San Francisco 
Peaks and Elden 
Mtn. on east 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [7] Pristine viewscape, visual disturbance absent 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW 3-21 

21 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT ONIT VIEWPOINT JjlfVENTORY MQ VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE i ME NAME; # 6 - Ft. Valley Meadow 

MILEPOSTS AND LENGTH 0£ UNIT: 222.9 to 224.0 « l.i mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILE POST MS SELECTION FACTOR fS^ ; 223.5 - A 360° view 
of FU. Valley meadow surroundings. Exemplify a semi-rural 
character of roadside. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; East to west 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mtn.fi Madret in Conifer Forest Rocky Mtn. and 
Madrean Conifer 
Forest, 2) Rocky 
Mtn. Subalpine 
Conifer Forest, 
3) Alpine Tundra 

LANDFORM: Flat Flat to hilly Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USE: semi-rural homes 
Meadow open space 
Commecial/recrea-
tional 

Federal forest-
lands Semi rural 
homes. 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Ft. Valley meadow 
wide open space. 
Prairee-dog den. 
Wildflowers. 

Rock outcrops of 
San Francisco 
Peaks foothills 
"A—1" Mtn.- west 

Views of San 
Francisco Peaks 
Little wing Mtn. 
& Wing Mtn.-west 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [4] Moderate degree of visual disturbance/physical 
alteration/residential development 

Unity [4] Man-made elements moderately unified with 
natural features. 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

15 Medium-high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MB VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE £ ME NAME; # 7 - Ft. Valley Experimental Forest 

MILEPOSTS MS LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 224.0 to 228.6 = 4.6 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTORSfS^ i 226.5 - As pine 
forests substantially screen middleground and background views on 
both roadsides along this segment it is practically the only spot 
where one can peek through the forest at the San Francisco Peaks. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeasterly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USE: 

Flat to undulated 

F< 

Undulated to 
hilly 

ideral forestland: 

Hilly to mount
ainous 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Glimpse of Wing 
Mountain 

Glimpse of the 
San Francisco 
Peaks. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [4] Moderately vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, some apparent human development 
Very little visual disturbance/physical 
alteration 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

17 High visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIX VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MS VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT I MD NAME: # 8 - Nordic center 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 228.6 to 232.5 = 3.9 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MS SELECTION FACTORfS^: 232.1 - A forest 
scene having low visual impact in recreation use of the landscape 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southerly to northerly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USES: 

Flat to hilly 

Federal forest-
lands . A U. S. 
Forest Service 
special use area 
for winter sports 
recreation. 

Hilly 

Federal foj 

Hilly to moun
tainous 

restlands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

"Unnamed" Hill on 
west. A quaint 
log cabin "Flag
staff Nordic Cen
ter." Autumn lvs. 
color of Aspens. 

View of Fern Mtn 
Aspen's autumn 
leaves color. 

View of San 
Francisco Peaks 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [5] Moderately highly natural, some apparent human 
development. Moderately little visual 
disturbance/physical alteration 

Unity [7] Man-made elements very highly unified with 
natural features. 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

19 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY AMD VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT xe I AND NAME: # 9 - Deer Tanks 

MTLEPOST MS LENGTH 0£ flOftP SEGMENT: 232.5 to 233.3 « 0.8 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPQST ME SgftECTXQy FACTORS: 232.9 - Large open 
meadow area affording a view of Kendrick Mountain. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: South to north-northeasterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat Flat to 
undulated 

Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USES: Private grazing 
lands. Federal 
forestlands 

Private country 
homes. Federal 
forestlands 

Federal forest
lands. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Meadow area. 
Rain fed water 
tanks. Aspen's 
autumn leaves 
color 

Aspen's autumn 
leaves color 

Views of San 
Francisco Peaks, 
Fern Mtn on east 
& Kendrick Mtn. 
on west 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human 
development. Very little visual disturbance 
and physical alteration 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 12 1 ME NAME: # 10 - Hochderffer Hill 

MILEPOSTS AND LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT; 233.3 to 235.3 = 2.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MTKEPOST ME SELECTION FACTOR( S ) ; 235.1 - Triple 
feature views toward Fem Mtn., Hochderffer Hill, and of the San 
Francisco Peaks. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southwesterly to northeasterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mount a i: i and Madrean Con: .fer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Undulated to 
hilly 

Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USES: Federal forestlant 
for winter recreal 

Is - widely used 
:ion 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Aspen's autumn leaves color View of San 
Francisco Peaks, 
Hochderffer Hill 
and Fern Mtn. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT ugXX VIEWPOINT M2 VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 12 £ AIM NAME: # 11 - Kendrick Park 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH ££ ROAD SEGMENT; 235.3 to 237.1 - 1.8 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST ME SELECTION FACTOR: 236.3 - A 360° view of 
Kendrick Park meadow and surrounding mountains. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat Flat to very 
hilly 

Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USES: Private ranchets 
& commercial. Fe
deral forestlands 
used for grazing, 
winter recreation 

Private ranchets 
& Federal forest 
lands. 

Federal forest
lands . 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Kendrick Park 
meadow. Chapel of 
the Holy Dove. 
Wildflowers 

Kendrick Park 
meadow. Saddle 
Mtn., Horseshoe 
Hill, White 
Horse Hills, and 
Hochderffer Hill 

San Francisco 
Peaks, 0'Leary 
Peak, & Kendrick 
Mountain views. 
Aspen's autumn 
leaves color 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]S 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [5] Moderately highly natural, some apparent 
human development 

Unity [5] 

wwwwwwww 

Man-made elements moderately highly unified 
with natural features 

A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

17 High visual quality 
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ASSESSEMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY &&£) VJSUAIy QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID J. AND NAME: # 12 - Kendrick Park Picnic Area 

MILEPOST LENGTH OF ROAD §ESHS1!X; 237.1 to 237.5 = 0.4 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MS SELECTION FACTOR fSI : 237.2 - Panoramic 
views toward Kendrick Park meadow and the San Francisco Peaks. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southeasterly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND KIDDLEGROUND FOREGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USE: 

Flat to hilly 

Federal forest -
lands partially 
for recreation 
site for picnics 
and for multiple 
use forest. 

Hilly 

Federal fc 

Flat, hilly, and 
mountainous. 

jrestlands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Edge of Kendrick 
Park meadow. An 
officially de
signated viewing 
spot for scenery 

Kendrick Park 
meadow. Saddle 
Montain on east 

San Francisco 
Peaks and White 
Horse Hills on 
southeast view. 
Hochderffer Hill 
on south view 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Man-made elements very highly unified with 
natural features. 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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ftgSEggMEtJT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MB VXSUftfr QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 12 i ME NAME: # 13 - Kendrick Picnic Area North Slope Drop 

MILEPOSTS AND LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT; 237.5 to 238.0 = 0.5 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTOR(S^ i 237.6 - Distant 
beyond background views toward the Grand Canyon National Park 
North Rim. 

flOftpm DIRECTION: South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USE: 

Hilly and very 
steep terrain 

F< 

Hilly 

ideral forestlandi 

Hilly to 
mountainous 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers View of Slate 
Mountain 

View of Red Mtn. 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [7] Very highly natural, no apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity. 

////////////////; '/////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

21 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT XJ3 £ ME NAME; # 14 - Curley 

MILEPOST AND LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT; 238.0 to 243.0 = 5.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTOR(SI; 241.5 - A 360° view 
of a large meadow area and surrounding mountains. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeasterly to northwesterly 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mounta: .n and Madrean Coi lifer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat Flat to hilly Hilly to moun
tainous 

LAND USE: Federal f< jrestlands - mult; .pie use 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Slate Mtn. and 
Maverick Butte 

San Francisco 
Peaks, and 
Horseshoe Hill 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY FATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [7] Very highly natural, no apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity. 

wwwwwwww A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\W\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

21 Very high visual quality 
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UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MQ VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT I MJQ NAME; # IS - Old Bum 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH QE ROAD SEGMENT: 243.0 to 244.0 = 1.0 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTORS: 243.5 - Exemplify 
topography and a past forest fire incident. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southeast to northwest 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUD BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Rocky Mountaii l and Madrean Con: .fer Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Undulated to 
hilly 

Hilly 

LAND USE: F< ideral for est land! ! 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

An altered land
scape due to 
natural causes 

Views of Slate 
Mtn. & Maverick 
Butte 

Views of San 
Francisco Peaks 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [4] Moderate degree of visual disturbance/physical 
alteration. 

Unity [5] 

WWWWWWWW 

Moderately high overall unity. 

AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

16 High visual quality 
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ASSESSEMENT WIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MJ2 VISUM* PTOITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE £ MS NAME: # 16 - Slate Mountain 

MILEPOSTS MB LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 244.0 to 245.5 = 1.5 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST ME LENGTH 0£ SEGMEEE: 244.5 - Panoramic views 
towards the Grand Canyons's North Rim, Slate Mtn., Red Butte and 
surrounding hills on Antelope Flat. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southeast to northwest 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

A transition 
Conifer Forest 

of Rocky Mountaii 
*ith Great Basin < 

i and Madrean 
Conifer Woodland 

LANDFORM: Hilly, sloping 
and uneven 
topography. 

Hilly Undulated, hilly, 
and mountainous 

LAND USE: Federal forestlanc is: multiple-use Federal forest-
land. Private & 
State rangelands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Small canyon-like 
drainages & rock 
outcrops covered 
with lichens. 

Views of Slate 
Mtn. & Red Mtn. 

Views of Maverick 
Butte, Missouri 
Bill Hill, Chapel 
Mtn. & Antelope 
Hill. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [7] Very highly natural, no apparent development. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

21 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MQ V£S£J&L QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT U2 i MD NAME: # 17 - Red Mountain 

MILEPOSTS AND LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT; 245.5 to 248.5 = 3.0 mi. 

246.7 - View of Red Mtn., Red 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southeast to northwest 

VIEWPOINT MS SELECTION FACTOR(g) 
Butte, and surrounding hills. 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

A transitioi 
Conifer Forest ; 

1 of Rocky Mounta. 
*rith Great Basin < 

.n and Madrean 
Conifer Woodland 

LANDFORM: Flat to semi 
hilly 

Hilly to 
mountainous 

Flat, hilly, to 
mountainous 

LAND USE: Federal forest-
lands 

Federal forest-
lands. Red Mtn. 
Research Natural 
Area 

Federal forest-
lands. Private & 
State rangelands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Views of slate * 
Mtn. and reddish 
color rocks and 
geologic forma
tions of Red Mtn 

Beyond background 
views of San 
Francisco Peaks & 
View of Red Butte 
& several hills. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [7] Very highly natural, no aparent development 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

21 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MD HStiAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID I MB NAME: # 18 - Chalender Rocks 

MILEPOSTS MD MNQTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT; 248.5 to 250.8 = 2.3 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILE POST ME SELECTION FACTORS (S ̂ i 249.8 - Views to Red 
Butte and surrounding hills on Antelope Flat. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeast to northeast generally, but a 1-mile 
portion is east to west. 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Great Basin Conifer Hoc :>dland 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated 
on north. Flat to 
hilly on south 

Flat & undulated 
on north. Hilly 
on south 

Flat to hilly 
on north. Moun
tainous on south 

LAND USE: Federal forest-
land 

Federal forestlai 
Private and State 

id and rangeland. 
s rangeland 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Hills with rock oi 
with lichens 

itcrops covered View of Red Butte 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [7] Very highly natural, no apparent development 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VIEWPOINT SEJVSyTQRY MB VJSUfit, QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID £ AND NAME; # 19 - Chalender Ranger District/Ebert Mtn. 

MTIjEPOST ME LENGTH Q£ SEGMENT; 250.8 to 254.8 = 4.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTORS; 253.0 - View of Ebert 
Mtn. and region's mountains; San Francisco Peaks, Kendrick Mtn. 
and Red Mtn. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: Southeast to west-northwest. 

TOPIC; FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Great Basin Conifer Wot udland 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Undulated, hilly 
and mountainous. 

Hilly and moun
tainous on south 
Flat to undulated 
with some hills 
on north 

LAND USE; Federal forestlanc 1 - multiple-use Private and State 
Federal forest-
land 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES; 

wildflowers on 
foothill of 
Ebert Mountain 

View of Ebert 
Mountain 

Views of San 
Francisco Peaks 
tops, Kendrick 
Mtn. and Red Mtn. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]; 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Very little visual disturbance/physical 
alteration 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

19 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VIEWPIHT INVENTORY MFI VISVHH QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID i ME NAME : # 20 - Miller Wash 

MI&EPOGTS MD LENGTH 2E ROftP SEGMENT: 254.8 to 260.5 = 5.7 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPQST ME SELECTION FACTORCS^ : 259.6 - Panorama 
of the San Francisco Peaks, Kendrick Mtn.,' Ebert Mtn., Buck Mtn., 
Hobble Mtns., Squaw Mtn., Chapel Mtn., and Red Butte. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeast to northwest. 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

LANDFORM: 

Great I 

Flat to undulated 

Sasin Conifer Wooc 

Flat, undulated, 
tainous. Lowland 
and depressions 
w/ rising knolls 

Hand 

Flat, undulated, 
hilly, and moun
tainous on south. 
Flat to hilly on 
north 

LAND USE: Private and St£ ite rangelands Federal forest-
land & rangeland 
Private and State 
rangelands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Open spaces of 
P inyon-j uniper 
forest and grass 
land 

Several interest
ing silhouette 
forms of region's 
mtns.and hills 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid. 

Intactness [5] Moderately little visual disturbance/physical 
alteration. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity. 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

19 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT MS3I VIEWPQSFT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY FFTTIFFGS 

UNIT 12 I MB NAME: # 21 - Valle Range 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH ROAD SEGMENT; 260.5 to 265.0 = 4.5 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOSTS MS SELECTION FACTORfS)i 263.4 - Panoramaic 
views of several mountains and hills e.g., San Francisco Peaks, 
Kendrick Mtn., Sitgreaves Mtn., Chapel Mtn., Red Butte, and Red 
Hill. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeast to northwest 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND ' BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of < 
with Plains ; 

Sreat Basin Conifc 
ind Great Basin G: 

ar Woodland 
rasslands 

LANDFORM: Flat to i mdulated Flat, undulated, 
hilly, and moun
tainous . 

LAND USE: Private ranchets 
and State range-
lands . 

Private & State 
rangelands 

Federal forest-
lands and range-
lands . State and 
Private rangeland 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Wildflowers Wide open spaces 
of rangelands 

Views of several 
mountains & hills 
of the region 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [4] Moderataly natural, moderate degree of 
development, visual disturbance, and physical 
alteration. 

Unity [4] Man-made elements moderately unified with 
natural features 

wwwwwwww A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

15 Medium-high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VISWPOIPT INVENTORY ME VSSUMi WftMTY RATIPGg 

UNIT IB i ME NAME; # 22 - Valle Junction 

MlfrEPQSTS ME LEEG3B EE RQftO SEGMENT: 265.0 to 265.8 - 0.8 mi. 

YIEWPQINT MILEPOgT ME SELECTION FACTORfS): 265.4 - View of Red 
Butte and distant beyond background views of the San Francisco 
Peaks, Kendrick Htn., Ebert Mtn., Hobble Mts., and Squaw Mtn. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; Southeast to northwest 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of 
with Great I 

Great Basin Coni: 
3asin and Plains ( 

fer Woodland 
Grasslands 

LANDFORM: Flat F1at, undulated, 
and hilly. 

LAND USE: Private ranchettef 
related commercia] 
State and private 

s and tourism 
L establishments, 
rangelands. 

Federal forest-
lands and range-
lands. State and 
private rangeland 
for grazing 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Western themes 
curio shops 

none View of Red 
Butte Mtn. on 
north 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [5] Moderately highly vivid. 

Intactness [3] Moderately low degree of naturalness, of high 
degree of development, of high visual 
disturbance and physical alteration. 

Unity [3] Man-made elements having very low unity with 
natural features. 

WWWWWWWW AWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

11 Medium visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UN£E VIEWPOINT X^VBYTORY MS VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT I ME NAME; # 23 - North Valle 

MILEPOSTS MS MNGTH gz ROAD SEGMENT: 213.6 to 214.5 = 0.9 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST AND SELECTION FACTORf5^; 214.0 - Views of Red 
Butte. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION; South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

LANDFORM: 

Transition o: 
with Great 

Flat 

: Great Basin Con: 
Basin and Plains 

Flat to 
undulating 

.fer Woodland 
Grasslands. 

Flat, undulating 
and hilly 

LAND USE: Private ranchetl 
and State & pri\ 

:es, commercial, 
rate rangelands. 

State and private 
rangelands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES; 

Spring & summer 
wildflowers 

Wide expanses 
of rangelands 

Views of Red 
Butte 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION: 

Vividness [5] Moderately highly vivid 

Intactness [3] Moderately low degree of naturalness, of high 
degree of development, of high visual 
disturbance, and physical alteration 

Unity [3] 

WWWWWWWW 

Man-made elements having moderately low unity 
with natural features. 

A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW; 3-21 

11 Medium visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT UN,IT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MS VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID 1 AND NAME: # 24 - Red Butte Landmark 

HILEPPsyg &HE LENGTH QE RQAP SEGHEEE: 214.5 to 224.0 = 9.5 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST AND SELECTION FACTORfST: 217.9 - Views of Red 
Butte and distant San Francisco Peaks and Kendrick Mountain over 
the flat and undulated terrain of the rangeland. 

ROADWAY BIBE5II2H: South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition o; 
with Great 

: Great Basin Coni: 
Basin and Plains ( 

fer Woodland 
Grasslands 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulating terrain Flat, undula
ting and hilly 

LAND USE: Private & State rangel. inds 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

"Old West" rangeland image Far view of 
Red Butte and 
region's mts. 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [4] Moderately natural, moderate degree of 
development, of visual disturbance and 
physical alteration. 

Unity [4] Man-made elements moderately unified with 
natural features 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: 

15 

OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

Medium-high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MS VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID i AND NAME: # 25 - Tusayan Ranger District Entrance 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 224.0 to 225.3 = 1.3 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILSPOST ME SELECTION FACTORrs): 225.0 - Southern 
views of flatlands surrrounding Valle and of distant mountains 
beyond the background. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION! South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of ] 
with Great Basj 

>lains and Great ] 
.n Conifer Woodlai 

3asin Grasslands 
id 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulating Flat to v. hilly 
at single spot 

LAND USE: Federal forest and rangelands F. for. & State 
Private rnglnds. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES 

Contrasting vegetation patterns 
Spring and summer wildflowers 

Panoramic views 
of flat expanses 
& distant mtns. 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [7] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WM VIEWPOINT INVENTORY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID i AND NAME: # 26 - Tusayan Pinyon-Juniper Zone 

MILEPQSTS MD LENGTH 0£ SEGMENT: 225.3 to 229.5 = 4.2 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MS SELECTION FACTOR( S ) : Panoramic views of 
Valle flatlands and distant mountains beyond the background. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Great ] 3asin Conifer Wooc lland 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated Flat to v. hilly 
at single spot 

LAND USE: Federal forest and rangelands F. For. & State 
private rnglnds. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

contrasting vegetation patterns 
& spring and summer wildflowers 

Views of Red 
Butte 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Man-made elements very highly unified with 
natural features 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

19 Very-high visual guality 
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ASSESSMENT UNIT VIEWPOINT INVEMTORY MB VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT 112 i MB NAME: # 27 - Tusayan Conifer Mix 

MILEPOSTS MB LENGTH OF SEGMENT; 229.5 to 232.5 = 3.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MB SELECTION FACTOR CSV iS 231.3 - Distant view 
of the north rim of the Grand Canyon National Park. 

ROADWAY DIRECTIONi South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of Great Basin Conifer Woodland and 
Rocky Mountain and Madrean Conifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USE: 

Flat to undulated 

Federal forest and rangelands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Contrasting vegetation 
patterns. Wildflowers 

Views of north 
rim of G. Canyon 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [7] Very highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [7] Very high overall unity 

wwwwwwww A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

20 Very high visual quality 
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FRGGESGSMSIRR HHII VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MQ VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE I ME NAME: # 28 - Camp Ten-X 

MILEPQSTS ME LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 232.5 to 235.4 = 2.9 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILE POST ME SELECTION FACTOR f SI:  234.2 - Distant view 
of the north rim of the Grand Canyon National Park. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: south to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of G: 
Rocky Mountain ; 

:eat Basin Conife: 
md Madrean Conife 

: Woodland and 
ir Forest 

LANDFORM: Flat to undulated 

LAND USE: Federal forest and rangelands: gi 
& natural resource recreation. A 

razing, fuelwoods, 
public airport. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Autumn oak leaves color. 
Wildflowers. 

View of the north 
rim of G. Canyon. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [6] Highly natural, little apparent human dev. 

Unity [5] Man-made elements moderately highly unified 
with natural features 

wwwwwwww A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

17 High visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT WIT VIEWPOINT IfrVENTQUY ME VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT IE £ MIEi NAME: # 29 - Urban Tusayan 

MILEPOSTS MC LENGTH 0£ SEGMENT: 235.4 to 236.1 = 0.7 mi. 

VIBWPPIFT MILEPOST ME SELECTION FACTOR (SI : 235.8 - View of a 
forested low elevation ridge as backdrop to Tusayan. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION: South to north 

TOPIC: FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER: 

Transition of 
Rocky Mountc 

Great Basin Coni: 
i in and Madrean Cc 

:er Woodland and 
inifer Forest 

LANDFORM: F: .at to undulated 

LAND USE: Residential dwell
ings, commercial, 
heliports, & gov't 

Federal forestlands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

A pine forested 
low elevation 
ridge on east 

None 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [5] Moderately highly vivid 

Intactness [4] Moderate degree of visual disturbance and 
physical alteration 

Unity [3] Man-made elements having moderately low unity 
with natural features 

WWWWWWWW A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

12 Medium visual quality 
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ASSESSMENT U^T VIEWPOINT INVENTORY MJ2 VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS 

UNIT ID £ AND NAME; # 30 - semi-natural Tusayan 

MILEPOSTS ME LENGTH 0£ ROAD SEGMENT: 236.1 to 237.1 » 1.0 mi. 

VIEWPOINT MILEPOST MD SELECTION FACTOR(S): 236.3 - Wash drainage 
provides an interior view of the forest composition. 

ROADWAY DIRECTION;. South to north 

TOPIC; FOREGROUND MIDDLEGROUND BACKGROUND 

VEGETATIVE 
COVER; 

Transition of Great Basin Conifer Woodland and 
Rocky Mountain and Madrean Conifer Forest 

LANDFORM: 

LAND USE: 

Flat to undulated with drainage land depressions 

Federal forestlands and adminis
trative and residential area. A 
major tourism motel 

Federal forest-
lands 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES: 

Autumn oak 
leaves color 

Cannot be 
observed 

None special 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  

VISUAL QUALITY 
RATINGS [1-7]: 

VISUAL QUALITY RATING EXPLANATION 

Vividness [6] Highly vivid 

Intactness [5] Moderately highly natural, some apparent 
human development 

Unity [5] Man-made elements moderately highly unified 
with natural features 

wwwwwwww A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
VIEWPOINT TOTAL: OVERALL VISUAL QUALITY EVALUATION OF VIEW: 3-21 

16 High visual quality 
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APPENDIX "D" 

VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS SUMMARY SHEETS #1 and # 2 

FOR 

PROPOSED SCENIC ROAD DESIGNATION FOR HIGHWAYS 180 AND 64/180 

"GATEWAY TO THE GRAND CANYON" 
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VISUAL QUALITY RATINGS SUMMARY SHEET # 1 

NAME OF PROPOSED ROUTE; Gateway to the Grand Canyon National Park 

ROUTE #: Highway 180 

DATE; June 28, 1989 

ASSESSOR; Esteban Varas 

UNIT UNIT VIVIDNESS + INTACTNESS + UNITY = VIEWPOINT UNIT UNIT 
# NAME TOTAL X LENGTH=TOTAL 

1) Mt. View 5 4 3 — 12 X 1.5 = 18.0 
2) N. Az. Museum 6 5 6 = 17 X 0.8 a 13.6 
3) Cheshire Est. 7 4 4 a 15 X 1.0 a 15.0 
4) Hidden Hollow 4 5 6 =5 15 X 0.4 a 6.0 
S) Alpine Garden C .7 7 7 a 21 X 3.0 = 63. 0 
6) Ft. Valley Mdw. 7 4 4 = 15 X 1.1 = 16.5 
7) Ft. Valley Exp. 4 6 7 a 17 X 4.6 =5 78.2 
8) Nordic Center 7 5 7 a 19 X 3.9 a 74.1 
9) Deer Tanks 7 6 7 = 20 X 0.8 a 16.0 
10) Hochderffer Hs. 7 6 7 a 20 X 2.0 = 40.0 
11) Kendrick Park 7 5 5 si 17 X 1.8 = 30.6 
12) Kendrick Pk.Pc. 7 6 7 = 20 X 0.4 = 8.0 
13) Kendrick N. S. 7 7 7 = 21 X 0.5 2 10.5 
14) Curley 7 7 7 a 21 X 5.0 = 105.0 
15) Old Burn 7 4 5 a 16 X 1.0 a 16.0 
16) Slate Mt. 7 7 7 si 21 X 1.5 a 31.5 
17) Red Mt. 7 7 7 a 21 X 3.0 = 63.0 
18) Chalender Rocks 6 7 7 a 20 X 2.3 = 46.0 
19) Chalender/Ebert 6 6 7 a 19 X 4.0 a 76.0 
20) Miller Wash 7 5 7 a 19 X 5.7 a 108.3 
21) Valle Range 7 4 4 =3 15 X 4.5 a 67.5 
22) Valle Junction 5 3 3 = 11 X 0.8 a 8.8 

Total Length of Road = 49.6 miles 
Road Total = 911.6 

49.6 911.6 

Average Visual Quality = Road Total/Total Length of Road 

Average Visual Quality = 911.6/49.6 = 18.38 = High 

Alternate option: Deleting assessment units #'s 1, 2, 3, 21, & 22 
subtotalling 122.9 unit total points and 8.6 miles. 

Adjusted Length of Road = 41.0 miles 
Adjusted Road Unit Total Points = 788.7 
Average Visual Quality = 788.7/41.0 =» 19.24 => Very high 
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VISTO QUALITY RATINGS SUMMARY SHEET # 2' 

NAME OF PROPOSED ROUTE: Gateway to the Grand Canyon National Park 

ROUTE #: Highway 64/180 

DATE: June 28, 1989 

ASSESSOR: Esteban Varas 

UNIT UNIT VIVIDNESS + INTACTNESS + UNITY =* VIEWPOINT UNIT UNIT 
# NAME TOTAL X LENGTH® TOTAL 

23) N. Valle 5 3 3 S3 11 X 0.9 « 9.9 
24} Red Butte Lmk. 7 4 4 =5 15 X 9.5 = 142.5 
25) Tusayan R.D. 

Entrance 
6 7 7 £3 20 X 1.3 = 26.0 

26) Tusayan P-J Z. 6 6 7 19 X 4.2 = 79.8 
27) Tusayan Cfr M. 7 6 7 =s 20 X 3.0 = 60.0 
28) Camp Ten-X 6 6 5 as 17 X 2.9 = 49.3 
29) Urban Tusayan 5 4 3 8 12 X 0.7 = 8.4 
30) Semi-natural 

Tusayan 
6 5 5 16 X 1.0 = 16.0 

23.5 391.9 

Total Length of Road = 23.5 mi. 
Road Units Visual Quality Ratings Total = 391.1 

Average Visual Quality = Road Units Visual Total Length 
Quality Ratings Total / of Road 

Average Visual Quality =• 391.9/25.3 

15.49 = Medium-high visual quality 

Average Visual Quality of Highways 180 and 64/180 together: 

Total Length of Road = 49.6 + 23.5 = 73.1 

Highways 180 and 64/180 together: 

Visual Quality Ratings total = 911.6 + 391.9 = 1303.5 

Overall Visual Quality of Highways 180 and 64/180 => 1303.5/73.1 

17.83 = High 
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Mr. Ssteban '/aras 
College of Agriculture 
School of Renewable Natural Resources 
Landscape Architecture 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Re: Report for Proposed Scenic Road Designation 
Highways U.S. ISO and S.R. 64 

Dear fir. Varas: 

The Arizona Parkways, Historic and Scenic Roads Advisory Committee 
(FHSRAC) and the Arizona Department of Transportation would like to thank you 
for the "Report For A Proposed Scenic Road Designation For Highways U.S. 130 
'and S.R. 64" which you prepared. It is excellent. 

Using the report at its meeting on August 29. 1989. the PHSRAC 
Committee recommended Highway IJ.S. L80 from Milepost 224 to Milepost 255 for 
designation as a scenic road. This recommendation will be forwarded to the 
Director of the Arizona Department of Transportation for his concurrence and 
presentation to the Arizona Transportation Board, 

The recommendations you made to conserve 3cenic and cultural 
resources values along the route will be used and implemented during sew 
construction and maintenance activities. They will also guide the To rest 
Service as they develop an interpretative plan for this route. 

Again, thank you. Your efforts in preparing the report have made a 
valuable contribution to Arizona's Parkways, Historic and Scenic Roads 
Program. The Committee requested their thanks and appreciation be ertended to 
you for the outstanding report you prepared and they wish you every success in 
your professional career. 

ELB:JHS:vs 

cc: Prof. Irv Zubs '— 

University of Arizona 

7ery tnly yours, 

S. L2H0T BRAISY, Chairman / 
Parkways, Historic and Scenic Roads 
Advisory Committee 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

AR|20flA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Tctooer 17, 1 ?33 

131 

Mr. Estaban Varas 
15 39 S. Mabel 
Tucson, Arizona d5719 

Re: ?ar:<wavs, Historic and Scenic Roads 
Advisory Commie ess Meeting 

Dear Mr. '.'aras; 

A meeting of -r.e Parkways, Historic ana Scenic Roads 
Advisory Committee •; ill ca held on October 27, i988. The 
meeting will oe ::eid at ;he Arizona Department of 
Transportation, Area Office, Safford, Arizona (located east of 
Safford on U.S. Highway 70) ac 9:00 A.M. 

maae 
attend. 

Recommendations for Scenic or Historic Roads which you 
will oe discussed a; "his time and /ou are weLcome to 

An agenda is enclosed. if vou r.ave any questions 
iLease contact our :ffi~a at 255-7357. 

very triuy yours, 

& jt "> , / 

i. II ROY BRADY, Chairman 
Parkways, Historic ana Scenic 
Roads Advisory Committee 

2L3:EC:vs 

Enclosure 

205 S. 17th AVENUE • SUITE 223E • PHOENIX. ARIZONA • 85007 • PHONE (602) 255-7357 
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PL'JLLIC LAW 77—JULY u, i0s1 |r>5 Stat. 

Public Law 77 CHAPTER 222 
AN ACT 

Julr lui 
13- IO) To nnitift Etvtili* viiIiuk nlnns tlif <"!r;cnJ Cunytiu 1'nik llitfliu.n 

(MtHlP (H) Hltliln (lir Knlbpil) Xotlunal Fnrent. Arl*nnn. mil] i-vrtnln |>ul.|i',-
Juunln JuiidM under (lie Jurl«di<-tiun of the Dviuirimtnr of (I ih Inn-rf'ir. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative* of the 

rJ?AtbAHxK*t,0Q*1 State* of America in Cong/en awmbled, That hereafter 
Minint loatknt. mining locations made under the mining 'aKS °f the United Otitic* 

within the following-described lands within the Ivnibub National 
Forest, Coconino County, Arizona: 

Sections 2,11,12,13,14, 23, and 23. township 22 north, range 2 
cast; 

Sections 1,12, and 13, township 28 north, range :2 east; 
Sections 1, 12, 13, 24, 25, and 36, township 20 north, range J 

east; 
Sections 13,24,25, and 30, township 30 north, range 2 east; 
Section 18, township 30 north, range 3 east; 
Sections 12 and 13, township 30 north, range 5 east; 
Sections 7,18,19,29,30,32, and 33, township 30 north, range 6 

east; 
Sections 3 and 4, township 29 north, range 6 east, Gila and Salt 

River Base and meridian; and also those mining locations made 
under the mining laws of the United States on public domain 
lands within those particular sections of townships 23 north, 24 
north, 25 north, 26 north, 27 north, aqd 28 north, all in range -J 
east, Gila and Salt Biver Base and meridian, through which 
there extends Arizona State Highway numbered 64 and a strip 
of land one thousand feet wide on each side of the center line of 
the right-of-way thereof; 

shall confer on the locator the right to occupy and use so much of the 
surface of the land covered by the location as may be reasonably necei-
sary to carry on prospecting, mining, and beneficiation of ores, includ
ing the taking of mineral deposits and timber required bv or in the 
mining and ore-reducing operations, and no permit shalLae-required 

emtm* «/1mi*, or charge made for Bucn use or occupancy :\'Provide/T^howeTliat 
the cutting and removal of timW, except where clearing is necessary 
in connection with mining operations or to provide space for buildings 
or structures used in connection with mining operations, shall be 
conducted in accordance with the rules for timber cutting on adjoin
ing m^innorTnrp^t: lwndr or rules and regulations issued bv the Secre-
tary of the Interior under this Act with respect to public domain lands 
tinder his jurisdiction, and no use of the surface of the claim or the 
resources therefrom not reasonably required-for carrying on willing 
and prospecting shanDe allowed except under the national-forest 
niles and regulations or "rules and regulations of the Secretary of 
the Interior, as the case may be, ijor shall the locator prevent or 
obstruct othef occupancy of the surface or use of surface i-esources 
wuler authority of such regulations, or permits issued thereunder, if 

• such occupancy or use is not in conflict with mineral development. 
rtwnu. gee. 2. That hereafter nil patents issued under the United StatM 

mining laws affect hip lands .within the above-described nren shall 
convey title to the mineral deposits within the claim, tngcihcr with 
the right to cut and remove so much of the mature timber therefrom 
as may be needed in extracting and removing and benefk-intion of the 
mineral deposits, if the timber is cut under sound principles of forest 
management ns defined by such rules ntut regulations, but cucli patent 
pHall reserve to the United Slates all title in or to the surface of the 
bnds iiii'l products thereof, and no use of the surface of the claim or 
tlit routines therefrom not reasonably required for carrying on 
ailntue or prospecting shalt be allowed except under the niles and 
nxut.iiiuiisi of the Department of Agriculture or the Department of 
the Interior, respectively. 

Srtt :i. That valid mining claims within the said lands, existing validaminfcuai. 
tfct diitc: df the enactment of this Act, and thereafter maintained in 

(ompliniiru with the law under which they were initiated and the laws 
tti>' State of Arizona, may be perfected under this Act, or under 

Hi* under which they were initiated, as the claimant may desire. 
Approved July 12, 1DA1. 

t 
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incorporation; communities near national parks 

COVER SHEET 

H.B. 2129 
(Reference to House engrossed Dill) 

Page 2 
Line 2t after "bounds, and" inserted "that" 
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State of Arizona 
House of Representatives 
Thirty-ninth Legislature 
First Regular Session 
1989 

HOUSE BILL 2129 

AM ACT 

RELATING TO CITIES AND TOWNS; PROVIDING FOR A TEMPORARY ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
OF INCORPORATION FOR CERTAIN COMMUNITIES NEAR NATIONAL PARKS, ANO 
PRESCRIBING PROCEDURES FOR INCORPORATION. 

1 Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Arizona: 
2 Section 1. Alternate method of incorporation for an area adjacent 
3 to a national park: procedures; definition 
4 A. As an alternative procedure for incorporation as a city or town, 
5 an unincorporated community having a population of five hundred persons or 
6 more, if such community is within fifteen miles of a national park, may 
7 incorporate as a city or town before July 1, 1991 if ten per cent of the 
8 qualified electors residing in the community desiring to be incorporated 
9 petition the board of supervisors for an election for incorporation. 
10 Within sixty days after the filing of the petition, the board shall call 
11 the election, and the election shall take place on a date the board 
12 designates but not more than one hundred twenty days after the filing of 
13 the petition, except that no sucn election may be called within twelve 
14 months from the date of a previous election for incorporation of 
15 substantially the same territory. Only qualified electors of the 
16 community shall vote on incorporation. If a majority of qualified 
17 electors voting at the election votes for incorporation, the board of 
18 supervisors, by an order entered of record, shall declare the community 
19 incorporated as a city or town. 
20 B. Before obtaining any signature on a petition required by 
21 subsection A, a copy of the petition shall be filed with the county 
22 recorder or, in a county having an elections department, with the county 
23 elections department. The petition shall state its purpose clearly and 
24 concisely and shall be in the form and signed and verified as generally 
25 provided for initiative petitions. Petitioners have one hundred eighty 
26 days from the date of sucn filing to obtain the required number of 
27 signatures. 
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I 

H.3. 2129 

1 c. The order for incorporation snail designate the name of the city 
2 or town and its metes and Pounds, and tnat the inhabitants witmn tne area 
3 are a oody politic and corporate by tne designated name. 
4 0. An area to be Incorporated snail not include large areas of 
5 unintiaoued, rural or farm lands, but it snal! be uroan in nature. 
6 E. The board of supervisors snail exclude from tne community 
7 proposed to be incorporated pursuant to subsection A any territory wMch 
8 has been included 1n an annexation ordinance adopted by a city or town 
9 pursuant to law after tne incorporation petition has been filed pursuant 
10 to subsection a. If the renaming coaaunlty falls 'to meet the 
11 qualifications for incorporation, the board of supervisors shall reject 
12 tne petition. 
13 F. For the purposes of this section, "coanunlty" means a locality 
14 1n which a oody of people resides in more or less proximity having common 
15 interests in sucn services as public health, public protection, fire 
16 protection and water which bind together the people of the area, and where 
17 the people are acquainted and mingle m business, social, educational and 
18 recreational activities. 
19 Sec. 2. Delayed repeal 
20 This act 1s repealed from and after June 30, 1991. 
21 Sec. 3. Emergency 
22 To preserve tne public peace, health and safety it is necessary that 
23 this act become immediately operative. It Is therefore declared to be an 
24 emergency measure, to take effect as provided by law. 
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APPENDIX "G" 

GLOSSARY 

Arterial highway - A general term denoting a highway 
primarily for through traffic, usually on a continous route. 

Assessment Unit - A geographic area alongside a road or 
highway segment which has distinct biophysical and/or 
cultural values, and from which a landscape inventory is 
performed and a viewpoint is established with visual quality 
objectives. 

Background - The landscape over 3 miles from the roadway. 

Composite unit - A geographic area alongside the length of a 
road or highway composed of two or more landscape assesment 
units representing an area of similar visual attributes and 
subject to similar landscape impacts. 

Congruence - The purely formal match of environmental 
structure to nonspatial structure, that is, between place 
and function. The perceptual ground of a meaningful 
environment. 

Design speed - A speed determined for design and correlation 
of the physical features of the highway that influence 
vehicle operation. It is the maximum safe speed that can be 
maintained over a specified section of highway when 
conditions are favorable that the design features of the 
highway govern. 

Easement - A right acquired by public authority to use or 
control property for a designated highway purpose. 

Enclosed landscape - An enclosed space that is defined by 
walls of vegetation or earth forms. 

Feature landscape - A landscape dominated by an object or 
group of feature objects. 

Fee simple - An absolute estate or ownership in property, 
including unlimited power of alienation. 

Focal landscape - Occurs where the observers eye is led to a 
point of convergence where there can be a feature terminus. 

Foreground - the landscape up to 1/3 mile from the edge of 
the roadway. 

Frontage road or street - A local street or road auxiliary 
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to and located on the side of an arterial highway for 
service to abutting property and adjacent areas and for 
control of access. 

Game species - Wildlife that is removed from its habitat by 
State regulated and sanctioned hunting activities. 

Highway development right - The right of owners to make 
changes in abutting property uses, which if exercised, would 
be inconsistent with present and future highway needs. 

Land use - Is a unit of the landscape which is characterized 
by the state or "use" which it exists. It can be identified 
and described according to its existing use. 

Landscape - Represents a section of the environment. A 
kilometers or miles wide area where a cluster of interacting 
stands or ecosystems is repeated in similar form. Its 
boundary encloses the area subject to a common overall 
disturbance regime due to human and natural causes, and 
normally a common geomorphology. 

Landscape impact - Disturbance or change in the landscape 
due to natural causes and/or man's activities in the use of 
the land base and natural resources. An impact can occur as 
a result of some planned activity as well as unplanned. It 
can be purposeful or negative upon the landscape, as well as 
neutral, or "no impact," if change is not negative. 

Landscape impact assessment - Assessing the range of impacts 
of proposed land use activities which includes visual 
quality. 

Landscape planning - An endeavor of man which has the aim to 
conserve and improve the collective landscape. This aim can 
be defined as to help reconcile the needs of competing land 
uses and to incorporate them into a landscape within which 
civilizations can prosper without destroying the natural and 
cultural resources on which societies are founded 
(I.U.C.N.). 

Landscape inventory - A compendium of biophysical and 
cultural attributes and their relationships with the purpose 
of ecological or visual quality objectives. 

Middleground - The landscape from 1/3 mile from the roadway 
to 3 miles from the roadway. 

Mitigation - The formal system of fish and wildlife 
reparations or measures compensating for damages or 
environmental value losses resulting from a project as 
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required by federal (or state and local) law. 

Non-consumptive - Wildlife oriented activities that do not 
involve the removal or intended removal of game and non-game 
animals from their natural habitats, but does not imply that 
the activities do not have effect on wildlife resources. 

Non-game species - Legal designation of wildlife that is not 
subject to State regulated and sanctioned hunting 
privileges. 

Panoramic landscape - An expansive landcape where a wide 
regional area can be observed from a vantage point. 

Parkway - An arterial highway for noncommercial traffic, 
with full or partial control of access, and usually located 
within a park or ribbon of parklike developments. 

Planning - An action oriented process which aims to resolve 
conflicts and decrease uncertainties. It can be applied to 
many kinds of problems separately, or simultaneously. 

Planting easement - An easement for reshaping roadside areas 
and establishing, maintaining, and controlling plant growth 
thereon. 

Preemption - To preclude intentionally or by default a 
particular use of a resource e.g., recreational use of land, 
which might have been and equal or greater cultural and 
economic good than the current use for that resource. 

Primary activities - Non-consumptive uses of wildlife such 
as seing, photographing, or feeding wildlife are the primary 
objectives 

Restrictive covenants - A type of private land use control 
to prevent specified unwanted uses of land. Parties to the 
covenant enter it voluntarily and only they can legally 
enforce it. Involves no government intervention. 

Representative landscape - A geographic area selected for 
landscape impact assessment. 

Right of access - The right of ingress to a highway from 
abutting land and egress from a highway to abutting land. 

Right-of-Wav - A general term denoting land, property, or 
interest therein, usually a strip, acquired for or devoted 
to a highway (or utility corridor). 

Roadside control - The public regulation of the roadside to 
improve highway safety, expedite the free flow of traffic, 
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safeguard present and future highway investment, conserve 
abutting property values, or preserve the attractiveness of 
the landscape 

Roadside zoning - The application of zoning for roadside 
control. 

Roadway - The portion of a highway, including shoulders, for 
vehicular use. 

Scenic easement - An easement for conservation and 
development of roadside views and natural features. 

Secondary activities - Wildlife is enjoyed in the context of 
a trip or event undertaken for some other primary purpose. 

Sending parcel or zone - Site of development rights being 
transferred. 

Setback line - A line outside the right-of-way, established 
by public authority, on the highway side of which the 
erection of buildings or other permanent improvements is 
controlled. 

Traffic sign - A traffic control device mounted on.a support 
above the level of the roadway that conveys a specific 
message by means of unchanging words or symbols. 

Transfer of development rights - A land resource protection 
strategy whereby land development rights are sold 
eliminating or reducing the right to develop the sending 
parcel, and transffering this right to increase development 
amount on another, or the receiving parcel. 

Vantage point - A strategic location from which to observe a 
scenic landscape. 

Viewpoint - A stationary point or location at the roadside 
from which landscape scenic quality observations are made. 

Visual absorption capability - The relative ability of a 
landscape to accept management manipulations without 
significantly affecting its visual character. The variables 
which are weighted are slope, landscape complexity, soil 
color, vegetative screening, and observer's distance (USFS). 

Zoning - The division of an area into districts and the 
public regulation of the character and intensity of use of 
the land and improvements thereon. 
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APPENDIX "H" 

Historical Highlights in Northern Arizona 

1534 - The south rim of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado was 
explored by Garcia Lopez de Cardenas and his party 
from the Francisco Vazquez de Coronado expedition. 

1776 - Spanish Clergyman Garces descended into the Grand 
Canyon to visit the Havasupai indians. Named the 
Colorado River. 

1851 - Captain Lorenzo Sitgreaves explored northern Arizona 
and produces maps useful in later expeditions. 

1853 - Lt. Amiel Whipple conducted a comprehensive survey of 
the region. 

1853 - Dr. J. M. Bigelow described the forest vegetation of 
the San Francisco Peaks. 

1870 - Major John Wesley Powell explored the Colorado River. 

1876 - First modern settlement of Flagstaff area. 

1878 - A saw mill was established in Flagstaff by Mormon 
settlers. 

1882 - Lumber mill established to furnish railroad ties. 

1882 - Flagstaff was linked to the midwest by the Atlantic 
and Pacific Railroad. 

1883 - Final railroad link between Isleta, New Mexico, and 
Needles, California was finished upon completion of a 
bridge over the Colorado River. 

1887 - The Arizona Lumber Co. built a logging railroad south 
of Flagstaff and north in the Kaibab Plateau. 

1890 - William Bass built a primitive road from Ash Fork to 
the south rim of the Grand Canyon and began promoting 
tourism. 

1891 - Coconino County was established from former Frisco 
County. Flagstaff designated as the County seat. 

1891 - A primitive road from Williams to the Grand Canyon 
was started. 
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1891 - General Land Revision Act passed by Congress. 
Authorized U.S. Presidents to set aside or reserve 
any part of public land, wholly or partly covered 
timber as public reservations (forest reserves). 

1893 - Establishment of the The Grand Canyon Forest Reserve. 

1894 - Flagstaff was incorporated as a town. 

1897 - The Organic Administration Act passed by Congress. 
Established standards for the use and protection of 
Forest Preserves. Allowed for the disposal through 
sales and free use of dead or mature timber in an 
orderly planned manner. 

1898 - Establishment of the San Francisco Mountains Forest 
Reserve. 

1901 - Rail line completed from Williams to the Grand 
Canyon. 

1905 - The Transfer Act was passed by Congress which 
transferred the Forest Reserves form the General Land 
Office of the Department of the Interior to the 
Department of Agriculture initiating the present U.S. 
Forest Service. 

1905 - The Grand Canyon was designated as a National 
Monument by the President. 

1908 - All of the San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve, 
parts of Black Mesa, Tonto, and Grand Canyon Forest 
Reserves consolidated as the Coconino National 
Forest. 

1908 - Kaibab National Forest was established in the north 
rim of the Grand Canyon. 

1908 - Ft. Valley Experimental Forest established in the 
Coconino National Forest. Is a natural area devoted 
to scientific research. 

1909 - Forest Service sets aside or zones an area of the 
Coconino National Forest east of Flagstaff and west 
of Mt. Elden adjacent to Flagstaff, for the benefit of 
the residents to provide a small scenic and 
recreational forest in the vicinity of Flagstaff. 

1910 - The Tusayan National Forest was established from 
parts of the Coconino National Forest of the south 
rim of the Grand Canyon, and lands heretofore not 
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reserved. 

1919 - The Grand Canyon National Park was established by 
Congress. Aproximately 650,00 acres from the Tusayan 
and Kaibab National Forests were tranferred to the 
Park. 

1933 - The Kaibab National Forest was administratively 
transferred from the U.S. Forest Service's 
Intermountain Region to the Southwestern Forest 
Region and merged with the Tusayan National Forest. 
Both forests were consolidated as the Kaibab National 
Forest (North Kaibab and Tusayan Ranger Districts 
respectively). 

1946 - Highway 180 to Snow Bowl turn off was paved. 

1960 - Paving of Highways 180 and 64 was completed from 
Flagstaff and Williams respectively to the Grand 
Canyon National Park. 

1984 - Kachina Peaks Wilderness Area consisting of 18,200 
acres in the San Francisco Peaks was designated by 
Congress. 

1984 - Kendrick Mountain Wilderness Area consisting of 2f200 
acres was designated by Congress. 

1989 - Paved highway from Highway 180 to the San Francisco 
Peaks' Snow Bowl site completed. 

1989 - Passenger railroad service reinitiated from Williams 
to the Grand Canyon National Park. 
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APPENDIX "I": TRAFFIC COUNTS OF HIGWAYS 64 AND 180 

******************** ***************************************** * 

* ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION * 
* TRANSPORTATION PLANNING DIVISION * 
* TRAFFIC ON THE STATE HIGHWAYS * 
************************************************************** 
ROUTE 

SR-64 

US 180 

SECTION BETWEEN 
OR COMMENT 

BEGIN SR64 AT 1-40 
EXIT #167 WILLIAMS 

JCT US180 

JCT SPUR 64 

JCT RD G. CANYON 
HEADQUARTERS 

JCT GRANDVIEW PT. 

JCT RD CEDAR CYN. 

END SR64 AT JCT 
US89 2 MI 

BEGIN US180 NORTH
WARD AT JCT WITH 
COLUMBUS AVE. 
IN FLAGSTAFF 

SCHULTZ PASS 

JCT SNOW BOWL 

JCT CURLEY SEEP SP 

JCT SR64 

END 
MILEPOST 

LENGTH 
MILES 

1987 
VOL. 

1988 
VOL. 

1987 
%NON 
AZ 
AUTO 

1988 
%NON 
AZ 
AUTO 

213.58 27.84 2400 2000 43 48 

234.61 21.03 3200 3400 38 44 

241.70 7.09 4900 5300 38 44 

250.50 8.80 3700 4000 41 44 

267.97 16.96 2700 3700 41 44 

295.83 27.86 2300 2900 41 44 

218.55 2.48 9500 9200 12 12 

222.94 4.39 3000 3100 12 12 

238.58 15.64 2100 2400 33 43 

265.82 27.24 1400 1600 33 43 

Note: US—180 overlaps SR-64 to the entrance of G. Canyon N. P. 
from milepost 213.6 of the latter. 

Bus traffic including tour buses are approximately 5% to 7% 
on both routes and years. Commercial vehicles traffic are 2% 
(SR64) and 1% (US180) at the end segments of both highways. 

Spur 64 junction is the entrance road to Grand Canyon Airport. 
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